This classic painting by Delacroix points to the era of the bourgeois revolution moving into a socialist future in the 1848 period, the era of Marx and Engels and the first challenges to the suddenly crystallizing capitalist order. It tokens our idea of The Red-fortyeight Group as a superset of liberal, socialist and communist groups, factions, parties and their futures in our own time as the prophecy of the Last Revolution takes shape at a moment of global system collapse.
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PREFACE:
TOWARD A NEW COMMUNIST MANIFESTO:

The Crisis of Capitalist Globalization

The world system is foundering in capitalist frenzy as this ignites global warming in the crisis of climate. In a perfect storm of the world system, the issues of global warming, capitalist dystopia, racism, fascism, and overpopulation converge to nature’s gift, a revolutionary moment. Such a moment calls for the classic gesture of the manifesto to confront the revolution generated by nature for a response of social action, Gaian wrath. But the eloquent manifesto of Marx and Engels, despite its immense influence as a driver of revolutionary ideology, proposed a sterile historicism and put socialism in the hands of psychopaths in the name of a value-free scientism of the early birth of positivism. The task of constructing socialism is not so complex as to require theories in post-Hegelian verbiage. They cannot be the application of value-free social ‘science’. We should be less eloquent and more practical, bring in the ethical foundations of a postcapitalist formation, and find an robust solution to socialist economy that is fair, practical and

Wikimedia Commons: Public Doman = WCPD: Die Barrikade an der Kronen- und Friedrichstraße in Berlin am 18. März 1848.jpg
At the point of global climate calamity the cadre of politicians is frozen in place, minions of global capital. The US has devolved into a rogue state controlled by Wall Street, a Zionist mafia, a military-industrial complex, its policians stooges of bribery, its supreme court a farce of rightist puppetry. The neoliberal period has created ideological rigor mortis in a failed republic given over to fascist imperialism, genocide and wars for profit, run by a deep state as a criminal mafia with its very covert agencies front for the drug trade.

The status of globalization via capitalism is desperate and is on a crash course toward planetary destruction as its criminal politicians scofflaw imminent danger, in toe to the indifference of the capitalist mindset that is obsessed with the present tense of profits. The capitalist class has entered insanity.

The classic American Constitution was enjoined as a ‘republic if you can keep it’. The times call for a new republic as a democracy that can lead to a postcapitalist future, ecological sanity, and a Commons from the plunder of Capital. A democratic socialism was foreseen at once in the wake of the French and American Revolutions, but the moment was lost and two centuries of capitalism have brought the world system close to collapse, in capitalist oligarchy, ecological destruction, financialization, neoliberal creation of inequality, and the endgame of economic deceptions. The creation of outright fascism seems imminent.

A revolution, the last revolution, can resolve the state as ‘democratic market neo-communism’ led by the working class into the Universal Class of all classes, and create a new International as the community of postcapitalism. Let the US lead the way, given its rebirth as a socialist market democracy as an exemplar of a new order of society at a time when species man, homo sapiens, bids fair to pass away in the Sixth Extinction.
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efficient, and able to change gears between growth, degrowth, maintaining a constant of economic, legal and ecological rights.

The book will try to create a new and practical socialist model of ‘democratic market neo-communism’, a hybrid system of universal application that could easily remorph the liberal legacy into a (neo-) communism. We must consider the issue of markets, planning, democracy, authority, in the creation of a Commons in the expropriation of rogue capital. The book will attempt to

critique historical materialism

critique the ‘dialectic’ and dialectical materialism

show how the stages of production theory of feudalism, capitalism, communism doesn’t work

replace this with a new approach to world history

show the connection of history and evolution

critique the theory of Darwinism and its doppelganger social Darwinism

examine alternate models of socialism such as Kantian ethical socialism and eco-socialism

discuss the end of history confusion and show how historical outcomes can be multivalent requiring they be reconciled as a unity

discuss failsafed terminology, e.g. democracy is not democracy unless socialist, and socialism is not socialism unless democracy

construct a model of ‘democratic market neo-communism’.

The result is a simplified model of a new kind of social system that remorphs liberalism into neo-communism. It requires no theory of history, no philosophical foundation, no equivocation of idealism and materialism, and requires no Marxism whatever.

We must ask if the extreme provocation to revolutionary restart is now relevant in the sense of the Founding Fathers, a republic if you can keep it. But here Marx in his critique of bourgeois democracy coopted by capitalism, produced his classic bullseye expose of the limits of ‘democracy’ in its contradictory legacy. The insight of the early socialists was that democracy and socialism should be matched the one to the other. Yet the
two modes trend to jackknife the one against the other. The American foundation is unique in the prophecy of its Founding Fathers of the future of revolutionary return, as if this was a lurking subtext in the crystalization of the Constitution. The current politics of the American republic appears beset with a complot of crypto-fascism and the frozen state of politicians barely able to initiate action in an emergency running out of time. The current pandemic has been indirectly genocidal with statistics of fatality unique in the list of nation states, and this shredding of the reputation of a once great nation.

**Virtual Revolution** As the clock runs out, the revolutionary option lurks as the reality we must confront. But the idea is too controversial still, although a kind of desperation is moving a larger public to consider the probable failure of activist movements. Consider without the endless hesitation the revolutionary option as a gedanken experiment. Even if rejected it induces realism about the failure of piecemeal activist thrashing about. And it forces realism as well toward marginal prospects of change in ruined leftist history. The pieces of the puzzle come together. All the great achievements of modern freedom were revolutionary in their character. A Gandhian project is likely be a way to kill millions. Hamlet also hesitated with his own ‘virtual revolution’, against his uncle. Revoluion indeed. Now, Uncle Sam.  

At a time of social crisis, the classic Manifesto of Marx and Engels in the era of the 1848 revolutions resonates with an eerie relevance for the age of neoliberalism and dangerous climate change. The clever fiction of the end of history is exposed as an artifice of philosophic legerdemain, Hegel from the bottom of the deck. The original tour de force would be a hard act to follow, but in reality our ‘new’ manifesto while a studied but critical echo of the old brought to its real future, via the

---

2 Hamlet a democrat? Shakespeare’s royalist front belies his many tragedies of kings, the passing of the monarchic age, the blank verse guillotine...
prophetic desperation of two revolutionaries before their time. The legacy of marxism has veiled a flawed vision. Fortinbas, Dansk commie.

**The core heroic saga** A history of the 1848 period of the early socialists and Marx/Engels in the exciting 1848 period works better than a soon falsified ‘theory’ of history. A critique of Marxist historicism can liberate the larger sphere of Marx’s thinking to a practical realization: the core heroic saga in the context of the modern transition. We will attempt to replace theories of history trying to be science with simple chronologies which are free of the fallacious attempt at turning history into causal physics. We can show the evidence for what looks like a resolution of the issue of a science of history in a complex pattern, incomplete, of directed evolution. This is controversial but the simplicity of this pattern belies a tremendously complex macrohistorical dynamic, far too complex to fully understand but hints at the right way to a ‘science’ of history. We will simply do what should have been done by Marx: use a simple chronology or periodization of the emergence of man and civilization.

Tremendous confusion arises in the references to ‘socialism’ in isolation as undefined terms. We must use such terms in a specified context and a ‘cash in advance’ set of models of a really existing socialism, or as we will propose, socialism as ‘democratic market neo-communism.

We will use the term ‘socialism’ as failsafed: democracy is not democracy unless it is socialist and socialism is not socialism unless it is democracy.

Marxists and the left in general make a fatal mistake in considering their legacy as some kind of given or fixed canon that is a tradition they must defend. The opposite is true: a complete break with the past as a discredited canon is needed. We must disown on the spot the prior legacies coming from Marxism that alienate the general public and create a system that can be found democracy in a true sense (and critique of so-called democracy as we see it) and attract a following in its economic function, foundation of rights and liberates and create a Commons beyond the fallacies of state capitalism. Refugees from global oligarchies seek refuge in the US: a future socialist America should be so designed as to attract all such to a far better social system.

The great US experiment in ‘democracy’ has suddenly turned into a failure with an unexpected strain of emergent fascism. And yet the US could redeem itself and speak again to a global public by setting an example of postcapitalist ‘real democracy’ in the term embraced by the early socialists looking backward at the French Revolution.
The US as a failed state...

The founders of the US foresaw the potential failure of the new ‘democracy’, a republic if you can keep it. Regime change is a hidden constitutional latency. Its government is no longer a true democracy but a rogue state and is controlled by a criminal mafia of covert agencies and Wall Stree capitalists, as the ‘military industrial complex’. Its CIA, next to a host of covert agencies, is a hidden drug syndicate, and is the corrupt core in the ‘war on drugs’. Its record of genocide in imperialistic wars for profit, often in collusion with the state of Israel, whose zionist faction exerts hidden a complicity, has conspired in the destruction of Middle Eastern societies in false flagged wars serving the commerce of militarism. This genocidal body-count rivals the record of Nazi Germany. The US preaches democracy but via orgs such as the CIA has been complicit in the destruction of democracies in Latin American and across world using tactics of covert subversion and oligarchic restoration. The republic was born under the curse of slavery, nobly fought for abolition, but still suffers the chronic disease of racism. Its political class is a corrupt set of minions of the capitalist hidden control and has been the object of systematic perversion via bribery of its defunct political gangs. A brief surge of social democratic reforms such as the New Deal has been subjected to chronic class war, and in its neoliberal phase the systematic creation of social and economic inequality. The entire political system is that of a rogue state, and is now beset with systematic efforts to destroy its voting rights, social welfare, education, and medical care. Such a system justifies the formation of a reformist/revolutionary transformation and challenge from a new kind of left, and the creation of a new justice in the legacy of socialist democracy. At a time of climate crisis approaching calamity the entrenched elites have done all they good to precipitate social disaster in destroying every effort to meet emergency as ecocide. A kind of categorical imperative speaks to vision of revolutionary ecology and the expropriation of genocidal capitals bent on suicide. The system has turned fascist and cannot stand. One last chance confronts this monstrosity, a new republic if you can keep it.
Dictatorship of the ....Marxist Bourgeoisie?

One of the misfortunes of the early International and the Bolshevik revolution was the slogan of the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’, a term to be renounced, and whose shift in meaning and misinterpretation proved a curse and subjected the Marxist legacy to a betrayal of both meaning and outcome in the de facto swindle of the proletariat in the emergence of the revolutionary class as a new and dominant elite claiming to transcend class yet recreating its reality inside a communism so-called that was, in reality, a tyranny of a new class of the Marxist bourgeoisie claiming control of capital as a new master class. A neo-communism must create a new kind of structure that failsafes its realization as constitutional in socialist democracy in a Commons guaranteeing fair shares, labor organization, economic equality, and economic rights, with all the hopes of social democracy realized in a bountiful distribution of social goods given guarantees.

Marx’s theories have blunted his real insights into class as it emerges in the spectrum of civilizations since Sumer and the rise of the State. The key insight of the early socialists into the limits of the French Revolution inspired Marx’s prime focus on the proletariat and its exclusion from the bourgeois revolution. In fact, the question as Engels noted was itself the keynote of the modern transition in the birth of the class struggle and proto-communism of Thomas Munzer and the Peasant’s Revolt
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A critique of Marxism is essential but in one and the same moment we should apply its critique of capitalism with at the same time a repudiation of the latent Stalinist resolution of the earlier manifesto, next to what was a flawed constitutional instrument of the American yankee doodle so soon an oligarchy in the concealed betrayal in its hidden axioms and the inherent tragic flaw of embedded slavery. The situation is a recurrence of the context of the first democracy in world history, that of the Athenians, whose brilliant but short experiment sounds a foreboding as to its first born in modern times. But the tactics of history have been to found a new democratic idea in the context of a corrupted pass, to seed a new future in the stealth of time. And indeed in the American the loan against the future in the issue of slavery soon came due and forced itself into the open with a generation leading to the next foundational moment in the Civil War. By the same token the legacy so far of this experiment suggests a new constitutional and revolutionary moment to seed recurrences with future prospects. Here the manifesto of Marx and Engels despite its own flaws suggest what is now obvious: that a democracy must confront the oligarchic destruction of democracy by the vultures of oligarchy and incipient fascism.

Our basic objective is a short extendable manifesto pointing to the coming endgame of unrestricted capitalism in the context of climate catastrophe and its capture by the bourgeois state. We will travel light and move at high speed to a finish line, but our conclusion is merely a beginning point for a larger portrait of a democratic/socialist system. We can briefly list some additional issues for inclusion in a larger framework and indicated in the core text as notes: the Hegel/Marx collision and its source in Kant, Kant’s challenge to resolve the enigma of world history, the ‘end of history’ meme, the parallel and suppressed parallel universe to Marxist in Kantian ethical socialism, a new model of history beyond reduction, a post-Darwinian perspective on history/evolution as an empirical fields freed of ideological theories, dealing with a suspicion that world history shows both teleology and parallel multitasking streams, and at the centre an economic system resolving the classic ‘calculation’ debate, one that is socialist and functional with a brand of socialist markets, This model economy must be functional as both growth and degrowth systems in the context of democratic ecological socialism.

The era of the 1848 upheavals, in the last tremors of the mighty French Revolution, has been called a turning point in world history, but one which failed to turn. It is an ironic aspect of our current era that this revolution
manqué’ is an apt metaphor for our own predicament. It threw down the gage to the future of the whole of industriality, again a loan against the future in the omens of insurrection. That remarkable period of revolt was a shot over the bows of the capitalist revolution unfolding toward its long march to globalization, with the problematical outcome of its success beset once again with the haunting realization the failure to turn is a world of markets going mad. A rational limit or else overthrow of the new capitalist affair might have spared the planetary community much suffering, but now the issue goes into the critical zone, as the crisis reaches a point of no return. And that moment has a symbolic significance in terms of a larger view of world history.

*American leadership* The US led the world in its embrace of democracy in a seminal revolution against an imperial power. Yet in the manner foreseen so soon afterwards by the early socialists taken up by Marx democracy was too easily corrupted by capitalist domination, the syndrome of bourgeois democracy, a crypto-fascist oligarchy. As the whole charade approaches oblivion, the US can redeem itself to realize a new and revolutionary option, democracy, or in the phrase of those looking back at the French Revolution, ‘real democracy’ as an eco-socialist system based on a Commons, and to this a platform for a new International to assist a greater field globally in the collapse of the capitalist order, a sort of penance or redemption for its global wrathful aspect. We need to see the advantages along with the limits of our new model of socialism. But it is a way to resolve economic insanity, the rest must accompany that.

1. We have not cited the working class as the core revolutionaries for the construction of socialism. But that is easily corrected and the issue is a key to the whole transition. However, we need a new perspective on the issues of class because the term is ambiguous in our age, although it is key to the classic vision of Marx. The working class in the US is simply not revolutionary. A new International is essential to generalize our version of socialism in one country. We can repair this situation with a realization that if the working class is the set of all wage-laborers, then the class includes almost everyone including capitalist managers. This view of the working class as both a universal class and industrial labor class can create a new and unified concept that correctly addresses all classes a new unity in a Universal class. And the industrial working class can be the prime symbolic focus of a larger initiative or outreach that targets the working class, in the US and
globally. Capitalists enter here as managers in a socialist market economy.

2. We might think in terms of what can call the ‘Universal Class’ that, using the theory of sets is the set of all subsets of a given population. A socialist construct must address the Universal Class as a social system for all. We cannot expect the ‘working class’ to create a working class socialism without reference to all other classes. But then an outreach of a socialist cadre to the working class is all the more needed in order to create a socialism of the Universal Class. The working class revolutionary enters enters the Universal Class in the motion to equality and invites all other classes as in fact the working class to enter equally into the Universal Class.

3. Our construct is a form of ‘socialism’ in one country, in this case the advanced and post-mature capitalism of, viz. the US. This construct needs to project an International of a new type. Let us consider that the US is reaching a mysterious decadence of its classic democratic experiment. But it could recreate its place of global leadership on democracy with a model in one country in an expanding International of like resolutions of socialist potential.
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The current world situation confronts the ominous prospect of global warming and climate change in the unrestricted play of capitalism. The issues of economics suffer mystification and are delusive, but the overall outcome in the estimates of scientists defaults to stark prophecies of capitalist catastrophe. Yet the capitalist has entered a dream world of denial and an inability to see the coming crisis. The situation foreseen by Marx: the capture of the bourgeois state by blind men, the addicts of the market world. The capitalist world is committing global suicide. It is hard to see any option but revolutionary transformation.

The prospect of radical transformation confronts the revolutionary option, but then balks confronted with a totalitarian economics. The reformist path confronts its own impotence. All historical revolutions show a blend of these modes under conditions of social collapse. Here controversies of a political nature lead to suspicions that two options are equivalent, and beset with stalemate in the collision with a new Leviathan of markets. The question of a path to postcapitalism, once controversial, now seems the only options for last chances. The options seem chekcmated from the start.

WCPD: French Revolution: Anonymous - Prise de la Bastille.jpg
But revolutions come on their own and find their revolutionaries. Value-free social science is a disaster in Marxism and Darwinism. It is very easy to bring values into historical fact, but the result is not a science, but ‘history’, a story. In the era of secular humanism, the ethical revolution started by Kant (and followed by a rival to the barren historical materialism) in his class discourse:

**Kantian ethical socialism** The world of Marx and Hegel, ended up leaving behind the whole issue of ethics, Hegel in an eerily dangerous historicism of Spirit and Marx in the reduction of fact/values distinction to the mechanicism of the Newtonian revolution. Marx ended thus in his ‘stages of production’ theory with a systematics that excluded all ethical considerations, and that in the long run vitiated the whole force of socialism as an ethical injunction to a just society.

It is remarkable therefore that Kant had already laid the foundation for a solution to this very problem with his classic if contested ethical discourse whose foundation is an agent of will who can in fact make ethical decisions. From there a whole school of so-called Kantian ethical socialism emerged at the end of the nineteenth century which at a stroke resolved the whole question of a solid foundation for socialism. Marx, despite his obvious moralism, generated a system that could not support ethics and whose justification for socialism is an imaginary historical dynamic. The school of ethical socialists demonstrated a simple and elegant roundabout here in Kant rather than Hegel with the structures of the categorical imperative and the duty to promote the highest good in a republican state in the context of international peace. One can only cite Harry van der Linden’s classic Kantian Ethics and Socialism as an historical legacy parallel to the Marxist, now lost in the confusions of the dialectical muddle of Marxist discourse.

Our model of history and a new political system creates an open matrix for ecological socialism, with a set of rights of nature next to liberal, and economic rights.

**Ecological Socialism** A further aspect for a new socialism is the revolution in ecological thinking that now attends the climate crisis of modern industrial capitalism. A number of Marxists have attempted to claim that Marx was already an ecologist. The evidence is ambiguous but the point is clear enough. The problem is that ecological thinking can’t really be grafted onto Marxism theory if we find that theory problematical. Our model of democratic market neo-communism is easily turned into an ecological socialism from the start if we create constitutional foundations for environmental sanity, in conjunction with large-scale social organizations that can mediate
Introduction

beyond fossil fuel civilization to a new kind of economic system.

This is a companion volume to *Descent of Man Revisited and Last and First Men*. We will attempt a critique of Marxism and put its legacy in a new historical context. We can attempt to review the history of radical change in the context of modernity and to critique some of the assumptions at play in the contest of futures. The modern left is to a first view the continuation of the French Revolution beyond its supposed bourgeois character to the struggle of the new proletariat. But a closer look shows us that the deep sources point to the early modern, at its earliest in the sixteenth century in the struggles with medievalism, monarchy and fixtures of class societies. This situation saw the birth of socialism next to democracy and this theme was taken up by Marx and Engels and codified into the tenets of so-called ‘Marxism’.

This initiative exploded via the so-called Second International and the Bolshevik action in the Russian Revolution. The Stalinist outcome was a tragic derailment of the entire socialist project. This outcome was more than a tragedy, it bequeathed an analytical puzzle in the nature of the theory in question, one repeatedly criticized and yet unable to review the strangely dogmatic tenacity of the Marxist corpus. The collapse of the whole initiative in 1989 should have been an opportunity to review the legacy but if anything the revolutionary left has closed ranks around the original doctrine and turned into a kind of cult of Marx. And yet there is a much simpler path to postcapitalism. There the core of Marx’s great beginning stripped of theoretical baggage remains relevant.

Once we snap out of the mesmerizing appeal of the classic saga of Marx and Engels a century of criticisms resurface to challenge the conventional view. This critical perspective is so cluttered with ideological slogans that the task of objective review is made almost impossible. The key issue is whether the legacy of historical theory can be salvaged at all. The core Marxist package has already transformed the modern sphere to a degree we forget. But nothing in its action requires a science of history or the ideology of Darwinian evolution. In fact, without these liabilities the core materials come into their own in a new way. The statistical basis of Darwin’s theory is imaginary, yet even Marxists defend it fanatically. It is a classic ideological syndrome, precisely what Marx denounced yet ended up embracing.

The problem is that a kind of cognitive dissonance sets in as the terminology of Marxism refers to an idealistic radicalism of the current
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generation and at the same time refers to the usage of all past and current communist systems from the Russian to the stil in play monstrosity of North Korea. To what does the terminology refer? We must at least change terminology. Leninists struggled with a nearly impossible task. But in our time mature capitalism with full industrialization and at least some democratic aspects yields a far better opportunity for ‘real socialism’ as ‘real democracy’ if we can resolve the confusions over economic systems with a genuinely functional socialist economy. We might consider that the distinction of capitalism and markets rendered as socialist markets can show the way to an efficient and ecologically sane outcome.

Once we consider that the whole tradition needs to be left behind in order to start over with a fresh account of the potential of socialism/communism. As we do this we see what many critics have seen from the start, the flawed theoretical basis left by Marx. The corpus here claims to be a science but that claim belongs to a period in history in the wake of the tremendous success of Newton’s physics when ambitious thinkers saw fit to storm the gates of glory for like theories in all fields of knowledge. As the so-called hard sciences thrived and moved into cosmology, bio/chemistry, thermodynamics, and finally genetics, the expectation of similar success fell flat in the realms of ethical, aesthetic domains as the attempts to bring science to psychology, sociology, and history all failed.

And here in many ways the question of evolution became the threshold demarcation level: the question of evolution emerged in the late eighteenth
**Decoding World History**

We need a new framework for history and can provide a snapshot of world history that will demonstrate almost without trying the presence of a non-random pattern of universal history by simple inspection. This pattern of self-organization can give us an empirical basis for considering the questions of human evolution. Instead of speculative theories like Darwinism we can discover a sense of universal history, thence evolution, purely empirically.

Our suspicion is confirmed that high-speed change can occur on the scale of just a few centuries, witness the Axial Age. And this effect shows us that evolution is hiding behind history in the form of a series of intervals of rapid emergence. World history yields its secret to simple periodization and shows from the invention of writing a clear developmental sequence, with a question mark about its probable source in the period of the Neolithic, the natural starting point for the rise of civilization. The great clue of the Axial Age suddenly provided the gestalt of a larger system at work. The Israelites were right, there is a process of greater evolutionary dynamism that frets the universal history of man.

We can call that sequence of three transitions and the epochs in between them the ‘eonic effect’, as a sequence of three epochs, and note the way that this pattern suggests ‘evolution’ at work, ‘evolution of some kind’. It is at first illogical, it seems, to confound evolution and history. But with a little reflection we will see, first, that the two must be logically connected, and, second, that the data we are discovering directly confirms that logic. This evolutionary sequence is a robust empirical foundation for understanding world history, in the context of evolution.
century and then in a strange development was captured by the work of Darwin and Wallace and given what seemed a scientific basis in the theory of natural selection. The reality was that ‘evolution’ was well past the demarcation level and was not amenable to the kind of reductionist program that had been so successful in the genuine base level sciences. But the strangest think then happened: the paradigm turned in to a hard-core belief system and ideology beyond the bound of reason in its obsessive embrace of a basic fallacy. And yet this conclusion was made into a kind of deviant heresy in a cult of Darwin’s theory. And here, lo and behold, just at the end of the eighteenth century we find a school with the key idea: the teleomechanists.

We can adopt a very simple strategy to evade the endless debates over evolution with a strategy similar to our critique of historical ‘theory’ in favor of empiricism: the ‘fact’ of evolution in deep time is empirically given while the mechanism involved is far more complex than anyting in Darwin’s brittle pseudo-theory. With this approach we are done. Those who claim further a ‘theory’ of evolution must provide proof, not just of the fact of evolution, but data sets stretching over the millions of years to show directly the mechanism in action. We have no such data sets even the fact of evolution is indirectly inferred as robust empirical geneologies of species.

The left is the first born of the early modern, but has suffered derailment. Its legacy is crippled by its history as given and in the narrow vision of is proponents. There the reign of Marxist theory, which captured the idea for its own monopoly of thought, has produced a kind of stalemate of failed theories, next to the delusive pseudo-science of economics. We have inherited a century or more of critiques of the Marxist legacy and given the failures of Bolshevism socialism it seemed to have suffered a near death experience. But the core idea of a socialist continuation of the capitalist era remains tabled if we can liberate its now dysfunctional axioms from the Marxist wrapper. But before critiquing Marx let us consider that he along with the early socialists foresaw the dark future of capitalism. Their vision can remain our starting point.

There is an irony here: if we can critique the fallacious theories of Marx the whole larger field of his thinking springs to life, freed from its now dated scientism of the period of post-Hegelian positivism.

Marx’s thinking on theory and ideology and class conflict remain untouched by his larger theories. The issue of the working class is controversial because its status has shifted in developed economies. But we must carry the emphasis on outreach to the working class even as we extend analysis to a Universal Class, that in the terminology of set
theory asks us to consider all subset classes of that more general class.

His studies of class and ideology can advise a new approach. The empirical observations of generations of students remain a foundation for a new socialism that can produce a reasonable project for a new society. Given the failure of Bolshevism the odds seem stacked against this, but a diagnosis of theory can simply refound and recast the whole subject by disowning its legacy. If we move past the old, we are no longer required to defend it, the fatal trap of too many ‘late Marxists’. In the process we must consider the nature of science, and the failure of social theories, in the process taking up the underground rumors of the failure of evolutionary theories such as the reigning Darwinism, which has confused social ethics in the name of survival of the fittest so-called theory. Our project unexpectedly can give us a new insight into the nature of evolution. Marx’s theory of history is really a form of evolutionary theory, by teleological design, even as he embraced Darwin, but the ‘evolution’ of civilization is something quite different. But Marx constructed a theory which was no theory at all but a prophecy of the future beyond capitalism. We will also consider the issue of teleology even if a theory along those lines remains beyond current science. We can consider as an hypothesis that a given historical chronology shows teleology even if a final conclusion remains unrealized. We must consider the relation of system to the free agents inside can consider that a true teleological system must stand in dialectical relation to that free agency. That narrows the range of teleological hypotheses considerably: we can resolve this paradox by
looking, not at a teleology of end points, but a teleology of starting points. Suddenly the clue is given: nature evolves systems to their starting points and leaves man the task of their realization as free agents.

Creating a viable socialism should be a lot simpler than what its history implies. But that is because the one catch is the expropriation of capital which provokes ferocious counterrevolution. That is what distorts the simplicity of socialism in practice as the fatal obstacle of the bourgeoisie moving to protect itself. foments civil war which rapidly drains all sense of compassion and spoils the opportunity with violent action and counteraction. But the capitalists have done their best to pervert their own logic and while it might be possible to have socialism in a mix with global corporate behemoths preserving their property rights we can see by now that capitalists have undermined their own chance.

Consider Exxon-Mobil. Capitalism could have preserved itself in the last century if it had acted sensibly on its own findings and adapted itself to the global crisis of its own making. Instead we see malevolent corporate fascism using PR propaganda and suppression of the facts to mislead the public in a dangerous disinformation regime that with unfathomable malevolence put continued short term profits into motion in a global death machine, a warning that economic rationality is unsurpassed in lunatic irrationality.

Marx spoke of primitive accumulation, a cogent depiction of the way natural resources have repeatedly been taken over by the nexus of legally founded property rights. This seemed to such the natural order of things. But now we can see the prescience of the early socialists and the way that economic agents are highly susceptible to irrational self-destruction. We have that prophecy to remind us that socialism should have arrived early on, as Marx and Engels thought as they rushed into the fray of the 1848 revolutions, sensing the need for immediate socialism against the perceived danger of capitalism running amok across a whole planet.

After all the sanctimonious diatribes of capitalist ideology we can fear that we are to a high probability dead by this economic system and have let it take us almost to a point of no return. But the socialist alternative became an abstraction that was soon seen as an absolute and made into an undefined projection into the future. But the early socialists themselves saw the real task was ‘real democracy’ and that socialist democracy must produce a viable hybrid. We must be wary of letting socialism jackknife against its opposites. As the early socialists realized, ‘real democracy’ requires socialism.
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This short work will be a companion to *Decoding World History*, and provide a rapid-fire foundation for a new kind of left. To do that we need a new understanding of history and evolution, and a sound definition of socialism that is not based on fallacious historicism. It is not in fact a very difficult task, but if we must tack against the wind with respect to both capitalist and Marxist thinking then we must fear the implied censorship twice over of dominant paradigms. Perhaps the crisis will precipitate the collapse of the sand castles of thought now the stuff of brainwashed men, the zombies of sociological *idees fixes*.

The Eonic Model  We have critiqued historical materialism by looking a simple chronology of world history and this was a reference to what we have called the ‘eonic effect’: the clear empirical periodization of world history into a set of successive eras starting with Sumer and Egypt, then the realm of classical antiquity and finally the modern era. We have to wonder if we have not stumbled into a hidden dynamic, one that seems teleological in a special sense. In fact the portrait of classical antiquity was all too brief: we need to consider the trap of any teleological model; the world system confounds the reach for the end of history, that phantom of modern ideology, by showing the multiple ends required in a larger system. Here the data of the Axial Age so-called shows us that our middle era to our astonishment shows parallel action in its synchronous action across Eurasia in Greece/Rome, Israel, India and China. For directed system to split its directionality makes complete sense: it guarantees a larger system will be able to integrate over the whole surface of a planet. In the modern case the directionality attempts to integrated that whole into a global system, and we can see that this has been the case, although at first a red-herring issue of Eurocentrism seems to be problematic. In fact, The transition to modernity takes place not in Europe but in a small sector of Europe and the typical modern transformation diffuses at high speed to a global system at record speed.

We briefly cite in this way the larger so-called ‘eonic model’ studied in Decoding World History. Our simple chronology of the Neolithic and three eras of development, the third showing only the starting point of the third era, or so we suspect. This data is the basis for our extended view of political evolution: we can see the drumbeat effect of the mystery of democracy emerging twice and then confronted with the socialist idea. There is no mystery here. The capitalist system captured democracy at the start and new failsafe to buttress equality spawns the socialist remix of two seeming dialectical opposites that in reality are Janus-faced unity.
The Axial Age We have cited the eonic effect as a directed system over the range that we see it in action. But the full model, beyond the scope of this book shows a strange effect beyond directionality of parallel multitasking: the second stage of our account shows the parallel action across Eurasia in Greece/Rome, Israel/Persia, India, China. How can we suggest teleology if a system is multitasking? The elusive yet beautiful answer suddenly suggests itself: if the goal is global integration, then a unidirectional system will be unable to integrate beyond a single line or direction. Instead we see that our system splits direction into multiple lines and this greater increases the quantity of diversity. Further, in modern times, the system reverts to unidirectional action in the rise of the modern, and the rapid integration of the whole global system under the aegis of modernity. A truly brilliant strategy, and awesome to observe in action.

Our critique of Marxism is from the left and puts its legacy in a new historical context of world history and evolution. A critique from the left is highly useful and will sow confusion in the right and break the paralysis of thought that overtakes all fixed canons. Our objective is to find the basis for a view of history than can found the activist range of socialism. Marx’s theories of history attempting to do that are dated now and tend to confuse the adherents of social change with a view of history that has been rejected by a multitude of independent thinkers. The claims for socialism have been made to stand or fall on the basis of a flawed theoretical construct based on economic teleology.

We will construct a short version of our thesis in a way that allows incremental expansion, with an archive of short essays from the blog at redfortyeight.com, as a companion volume. We can also debrief dialectical materialism with a short historical essay, *Samkhya, Ancient and Modern*. The world system is in trouble in the context of the economic erosion of ecological balance. The controversies of the left then come into their own only to be subject to a Marxist monopoly. The works of Marx are such that they thrive better under challenge, than as fixed dogmas of a prophet. The socialist idea was never been the exclusive domain of economic categories and histories. History is far richer. As to Marx we need to intercept a forward pass and proceed to socialism is a new way. An idea of the ‘Red Fortyeight Group’ is of a hypothetical left movement that points to the era of the ‘48 revolutions and as a superset of the whole spectrum. That allows us to consider the Marxist legacy both critically and as a practical resource or library. The left must start over in each generation and take into account the history of its failures.
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Democratic Market Neo-communism The fiction/theory of Marx claimed that socialism/communism will arrive in a dynamic of economic transformation at the ‘end of history’ to surpass the capitalist epoch with a new epoch of communist society. But there is no such theory. Only free agents (we will connect this below with some ideas of so-called Kantian ethical socialism) can bring about socialism and to do that they need a model of how to proceed. In one of our appendices we will provide such a model whose basis is the transformation of the democratic starting point of the era of the French Revolution into a new kind of specified economic system based on a Commons, with a system of ‘socialist markets’ and the expropriation of capital in the large. The dilemma of communism heretofore is an economic system that is viable. But if we remorph liberalism into communism, and vice versa we can see that properly constructed in this fashion a socialist economic can work if a capitalist system can work.

Degrowth But this raises the question of the future of economic growth. Our model socialism is completely open here with a kind of gear-shift set of options for troubling futures we increasingly suspect are imminent. We can in principle modify our ‘democratic market neo-communism’ into a steady state economy that is failsafed against regressive class domination under conditions of austerity.

Capitalism Marx claimed that capitalism was a separate epoch of history. But that doesn’t really work. Intimations of markets exist already in the Paleolithic. At each stage we see the gestating market phenomenon. But in modern times we see for the first time an explicit ideology of capitalism emerge, but this in parallel with emergent socialist/democratic ideas: notably Adam Smith. Marx in later years recast his earlier thinking into a dangerous new form: the epoch of capitalism must exhaust its potential before developing into communism. That is a dangerous thought, and we can see that capitalism will incinerate a whole planet before its potential is exhausted. The early Marx had it right the first time ca. 1848. Clearly the modern world has already produced a dangerous screwup: as the early socialists noted at once in the capitalist take-off, socialism should be the case as soon as possible. But that is not how it worked out, and we live in a context of great risk in the realization of capitalism.

A new framework here is not hard to achieve and in the process we are ironically presented with a simpler formulation beside the egregious obscurity of the Marxist analysis.

In an era of scientism Marx eliminated ethics from historical dynamics, hardly the first to do so. We will point to a rival school that arose in the nineteenth century to repaid this flaw: the so-called Marburg school
of Kantian ethical socialists.

One use of our emerging framework of history is that the issue of slavery and thence racism come to the fore and can be easily adjoined to the analysis. The idea of the Universal Class can examine parallel subsets of the Universal Class including differing cultures, peoples and movements. The issues of slavery, race, and feminism are easily given a place in the context of our framework:

The recent Black Lives Matter movement can easily enter here as the ‘Last Revolution’ moves also to deal with issues of race. The issues of feminism are the same. Both abolitionism and feminism emerge in spectacular concordance with the so-called ‘divide moment’ in the eonic model.

The world is on the move and we must hope to pass beyond the failures of the era of Bolshevism into a much simpler approach to social change than the quixotic search for a science of history. The problem was fairly well seen by men thought conservatives now, such a Popper with his Poverty of Historicism. He failed to see that socialism is not dependent on theories of history. Popper, and Isaiah Berlin, faulted the denial of freedom of historical agents. The issue of free agents comes to the fore as theories of an older period seem to make of those agents economic Frankensteins. The material on the eonic effect will serve as a kind of commentary and leave the subject free of theory with a realization that the subjects of history and evolution are basically the same, and require related models. There ideology lurks, but we will see that ideologies themselves evolve in our sense. So as we are immersed in history as we pick up its ideologies and develop them at will. That was the confusion of the ‘end of history’ debate but we can resolve that confusion directly. A science of history eludes us because we are the output of the system in question.
The crisis on the left needs a new framework for world history. The enigma of world history, and the elusive quest for science has long suffered confusion even as the cousin ideas of evolution seemed to have achieved the level of science. It is ironic therefore that the failure of a science of history is a challenge to the current dominant paradigms of Darwinism. It is important to consider that we can observe history at close range, up to a point, while the process of evolution points to immensities of time in succession to the Big Bang. There we do see evolutionary sequences, but not at close range and the mechanism behind that we do not see. We see the facts of evolution but not at close enough range to construct a theory. We need to be clear at the start: we can detect evolution in deep time, but we cannot yet understand how it works. The study of the so-called eonic effect can show us at the margins a glimpse of what evolution is like because it can for the first time record an interval of the ‘evolution of something’ and this is historical and observable in broad strokes. The connection to deep time is at first unclear but we can infer there must be a connection. This is not a new theory but a demonstration of the complex ‘logistics’ of evolution in action on the surface of a planet.

Our discussion of decoding world history makes a distinction of
‘theory’ in the sense of physics and a ‘model’ which, for us, is not a theory, but an empirical construct like a chronological outline or descriptive set of chapters in a book. Marx struggled for years to produce a theory of history but he always failed and drove himself to distraction. A close look shows and incomplete project he could never finish, and the example of Capital makes clear. The problem was his theory of stages of production in a scheme of epochs, ...feudalism, capitalism, communism...The wrong approach is a puzzle in itself, but then Marx had never heard of Sumer and lived just at the dawn of modern archaeological revolutions. Let’s cut to the chase and pulls a rabbit from a hot with a genuine progression of historical epochs:

We see civilization emerging from the Paleolithic into the Neolithic and then a jump to what is called ‘higher civilization’, ’higher’ justified or not. A set of two and a half epochs of some kind thence take up the whole history of world history into our time with:

- higher civilization in Sumer, Egypt, ca. 3000 BCE
- classical antiquity with parallel exemplars ca. 600 BCE
- the modern era in a rapid emergence around 1800

That’s it. We will start over and try to expand on this, but the point is we have a useful periodization of world history, of the Neolithic then two long eras, then the start of a third, and that is our own present. Many unconsciously intuit this series of epoch, as they speak of the Middle ages, or Modernity, or the source of their religions in classical antiquity, as yet without quite considering Sumer/Egypt which are so novel they as yet hardly enter consciousness. We are done. This is simplest and most intuitive way to organize history into a set of epochs and is the Table of Contents for any number of world histories. This is NOT dogmatic but very useful as a way to organize world history. We are just at the precipice of Theory Gulch and may be tempted to try and produce still Another Theory. Not!

**Transition and divide** If we move beyond the failed attempts at a science of history we stumble into something that probably points to what such a science would involve: a set of ‘evolutionary’ transitions embedded in the stream of history. These transitions create a divide, and as we see the way the character of history changes in their wake, with a divide. The appearance of democracy, capitalism (post Industrial Revolution version), and socialism/communism in concert at the modern ‘divide’ is one of the most spectacular points of world history.

Marx just didn’t have enough data to get his epochs right and the basic
The legacy of modern historical research is an ambiguous one: the conductor’s baton of the Universal Historian taps the podium, in a concert of art, science and philosophy, the theme of evolution rising aggressively to the fore, soon becoming the basis of all further secular generalization about human origins. Although evolutionary research has proved a success as a project of empirical discovery, beside its cousin, the archaeological uncovering of man’s entry into civilization, the claims of evolutionary theory are much less certain than we might expect. Critics of Darwinism often point to the fossil record, upon which Darwin issued a claim of evidence to come, in favor of his thesis. This evidence would now seem less than clear...

... Now Gilgamesh speaks to us from the land of Ur and the chieftains of Upper and Lower Egypt are seen before their crowns are made one as the first Pharaohs. An age in itself has come and gone, glimpsed at its passing by the Prophets of Israel, witnesses to the vanishing Assyrians. A significant piece of a greater puzzle is joined to the form of perceived history, and the indirect signs of macrohistorical context suddenly show their presence. The elegant, yet fearsome, evolutionary unfolding of higher civilization in a cycling cone of ratchet progression all at once comes into view.
mistake is to think of each as economic epochs. The economies in world history are secondary formations and come in dozens of forms. Our basic progression of epoch is empirical and no economic system if associated with any of them. Here we can get into a muddle and claim that the modern era is capitalist, but it is no useful to take it that way. The new epoch is almost

**The End of History meme:** Tremendous confusion surrounds issues of historical dynamics, and the ‘end of history’ issue has bevilled almost all studies. It might help to think in terms of the ‘ends’ of history for we can see that history shows a shotgun diversity of potential outcomes. We cannot speak of a science of history and then teleology. Our stance is that there is no causal model for history, that the eonic effect suggests ‘directionality’ and that is strong evidence of teleology. But we can at best, immersed inside a system of this type, intuit or guess that is showx teleology. But unless we see the end of the system process we can draw no exact solution. But in a system of this type, with intervals initiated by transitions, we can see teleological subprocesses. Further we posit that free agency and system action act together and that the system uses a set of transitions to field something strange indeed: a teleology of starting points. The system sets direction and then free agency completes that potential. But as we can see the chance of deviation is high. But a system ‘evolving freedom’ cannot overdetermine the outcome and must risk the disorganization of the larger purpose. But the damage only exists in a sinfluar interval: the next transition can reset. But what if we ahav reached the last transition? The issue of democracy versus socialism created a dialectical debate over the ‘end’ of history. We need to step out of such confusion terminology. But we can see a strong hint that ‘democracy’ is a directed outcome in the ancient and modern case.
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And then in modern times a blend is suggested by the parallel emergence
Directionality, teleological systems and free agents

There is a very complex system behind our brief notes: world history shows a teleological process (by inspection) in the evidence of directionality, in a discrete/continuous series of so-called transitions and at the same time the splitting of its mainline into parallel sectors. The obvious interpretation is developmental ‘evolution’ driving toward global integration. The mainline shows direction, the sideline integration of diversity. This teleology reconciles the constrained ends of a system in a general concept of evolving freedom as the directional process ends and a free agent emerges in some sense.

A process is ‘discrete/continuous’ if discrete (viz. numerical) intervals are embedded in a continuous line:

_____xxxxx____xxx___xxxx____________

The eonic effect occurs through these discrete transitions in a sequence that represents ‘evolution’.

Many systems are deterministic, but many systems exist that reconcile free agency and the action of a system. A computer mouse is the simplest example: the mouse is deterministic and depends on the free agency of the user. The eonic effect shows the action of free agents inside a directional system. Controlled agency can’t be ‘free’, and our system shows the alternation of controlled agency followed by free agency. The free agent can carry out the implications of a directional system that lapses from system action into free agency.
of socialism and democracy: the obvious suggestion is that the two should work together as ‘democratic socialism’. But there is no guarantee here: the teleology of starting points shows the two emerging in parallel and it is left to us to try to reconcile the contradiction.

What a theory of history would look like

The issue of free agents stalks discussions of history and prevents any causal model applied to the data we see empirically. We can see that our model requires taking this into account because our model show two levels: the macro action of the emerging blueprint being realized and the action of the individuals who realize. And if the epochs are preceded by transitions this means that there is a change of consciousness in the agents of realization. This issue greatly complicates any theory of history and makes it impossible to consider any closed causal theory. But we do see a system in action and having set aside theories we can what one would look like, after a fashion: it is the empirical history of free agents acting inside an epochal or frequency system, each initiated by a transition. Therefore free agency must have two modes: system action and the creative action of free agents, and outside the transitions a more general often mechanical agency.

Attempts at a science of history always fail because they can’t handle the issue of teleology which is a disaster for any hope of causal science. Sure enough, the data of what we call the ‘eonic effect’, our basic periodization of that history, suggests teleology for which we have no theory. But we can proceed empirically to try to demonstrate an embedded ‘historical directionality’ (science being inside ‘history’ we can’t infer the a future end, or explain how our free agency is to be reconciled with a future telos). In fact, the simple solution of taking history as a ‘story’ can resolve the problem to a first approximation.

The distinction of free agents and system dynamics is universal and something we understand already until someone tries to explain it to us: consider the simple ‘system’ of a computer mouse and a user:

the system effect is the computer/mouse, the user is the free agent who must choose his options by clicking on the mouse. The software reflects the difference: a computer is a causal machine, but the mouse software changes its character and uses a kind of ‘do...while’ code, i.e. let the system idle until input by the user. World history is a distant relative of this simple situation.

History itself provides us with a solution here: man’s consciousness is variable, often depicted as consciousness and self-consciousness. It is the
later that must be the vehicle of the creative action that initiates new eras inside the transitions. Any one who wants to produce a theory of history would feel hopeless at such a tricky data set. But in fact we have multiple examples: the classical is a mediterranean field inside which the period from 900 to 600 BCE shows the onset of a whole new era in the creative action of individuals who create the seeds for a remarkable flowering in the period in question, and also in its immediate aftermath, ca. 600 to 400 roughly speaking. However we explain this it is what we see: Greece suddenly ignites a new era, and in the three centuries in question lays a new foundation which then commences to enliven the start of a new era. But in this case we see the rapid falloff of the action and the slow but steady decline of the immense Hellenic field soon the Alexandrian era and then the Roman. This process occurs in all cases of the transitions we see, and here the Israelite, Persion, Indic, and Chinese cases leave clear signatures of a transition. This not a determinate system: self-consciousness can occur at all times but the lapse into mechanicity is to a high probability inevitable.

This situation makes theory an impossibly difficult problem for a scientist but a descriptive accounts can succeed very well. All descriptive world histories point to the reality of creative eras and men. To say that that creativity is related to self-consciousness is somehow obvious but at the same time obscure, and no doubt oversimplified. How would an evolving system act over a region in a pointillistic pattern of innovations? Our dynamical speculation confronts still more difficult problems for its solution. But if we stick to empirical histories we see that we have doing this all along.

We can guess at what a science of history would look like: world history emerges from evolution in a frequency system ‘evolving’ civilizations in

WCPD: A Short History of the World, p0118.jpg (H.G> Wells)
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something that resembles a series of stacked intervals of (metaphorically speaking) punctuated equilibrium at the onset of the new epochs. These epochs are not civilizations but intervals that overlap the flow of civilizations. The creative action of these intervals is generated by transitional starting points that punctuate a static historical flow. This would be the basis for a theory of history but many details are completely obscure and the nature of creative action confronts us with a mystery that only future sciences can hope to resolve.

Marx, Hegel and...Kant The generation of the revolutions saw the first attempt at a socialist transformation of the outcome of the French Revolution. But this period was also one of philosophical ferment in a climax of philosophical innovation including Spinoza and Kant.

This generation is indicated in the eonic model as that of the divide, the transition from macro action to micro, a difference in the quality of self action. The model shows why a flood of innovations building in the modern transition reach a flood tide as a new era comes into existence. A cultural project at this moment should integrate the entire modern transition, in a massive complexity of elements. This system does not foreclose the future but leaves the result to free action, and a tremendous dilemma arises, or many: how construct modernity in the cluster of opposites, capitalism, socialism, democracy, secularism, science...Will modernity tear itself to pieces and burn out moving like antiquity into barbarism? The ‘end of history’ dialectic seemed to settle on capitalism, but the developing result has swiftly shown the danger and the dilemma recurs in the gestation of a new socialism. Like clockwork the force of democracy weakens two century from the divide and a deeper repair beckons. But the issue of climate change presses the issue. Note: this injection of the eonic model can create confusion, let the idea move back into the background as we proceed on our primary objective. But the point emerges: the modern transition was a set of Christmas presents, the rest is up to you.

For some reason the generation of Marx become briefly transfixed with Hegel without considering the starting point in Kant.

Kant’s Challenge The new model of history we propose resolves the issue of Kant’s classic challenge on the enigma of world history. It does justice to Hegel’s sense of freedom emerging in history and the place of democracy/socialism as historically driven in a sense that evades the ‘end of history’ confusion.
The result was an extreme reaction as with Marx in an attempt to overthrow idealism in favor of the early positivistic materialism of early ‘scientism’ so-called. The effect is like having one’s desert before the main course in the confusing recursion of mysticism in an era in search of a science of history. Hegel rightly understood that historical dynamics was not a fixed machine but had a metaphysical dimension that shows the emergence of freedom. But the real starting point in Kant was lost. Kant wrote a classic easy On History in which he asked for a resolution of historical enigmas: Hegel and Marx are attempting two parallel answers there, but the confusions of idealism and materialism shipwrecked both responses. We have point to our own solution, able to do better due to the successes of two centuries of archeology and we have hinted at a partial solution in the eonic model, whose foundation is the category of evolution in a larger postdarwinism sense. The world of Kant creates a controversial but telling realm of the noumenon and the phenomenon, a distinction almost anathema to the materialist, but a cogent new starting point that takes the hopeless confusions of religion into a secular mode once and for all, and creates the basis for a future ‘secular humanism beyond the anemic brand emerging in the line of Marx and his contemporaries. Hegel audacious attempted to resolve the ‘duality’ of Kant, but the result is a retrograde mystical theism of geist that is a metaphysical interloper. A comedy of errors by Hegel and Marx.
The period of 1848 saw a global revolutionary process and was observed directly by Marx and Engels. And yet it was a failure that ended with the figure of Napoleon III taking power in a retrograde politics of dictatorship. To a close look however it was the after shock of the French Revolution, and a incident in the large trend toward democratic government. The perspective of Marx on the so-called bourgeois revolution remains keenly relevant, his theories apart, and the trend toward capitalist republics played itself out into our own times. But of course Marx and Engels were already looking beyond the French Revolution, and its second coming in 1848. We can see that he created a novel perspective as he codified the work of the generation of socialists emerging from the French Revolution. The result was a too rigid system dominated by a cult of personality. But the basic thunder sounded, and the future of capitalism echoes with the implications of the challenge.

The idea of a future revolution emerged in this period, to be the ‘last revolution’ and we can close on that note. But this suggests something more than new socialist economic systems: it must be a general contribution to the evolution of civilization. We can adjourn to our two manifestos as deliberated futurism, revolutionary or reformist.

1 WCPD: ‘The spring of nations’: La oleada revolucionaria de 1848.png
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A mini-Manifesto:

Democratic Market Neo-communism

At the point of global climate calamity the cadre of politicians is frozen in place, minions of global capital. The US has devolved into a rogue state controlled by Wall Street, a Zionist mafia, a military-industrial complex, its policians stooges of bribery, its supreme court a farce of rightist puppetry. The neoliberal period has created ideological rigor mortis in a failed republic given over to fascist imperialism, genocide and wars for profit, run by a deep state as a criminal mafia with its very covert agencies front for the drug trade.

The status of globalization via capitalism is desperate and is on a crash course toward planetary destruction as its criminal politicians scofflaw imminent danger, in toe to the indifference of the capitalist mindset that is obsessed with the present tense of profits. The capitalist class has entered insanity.

The classic American Constitution was enjoined as a ‘republic if you can keep it’. The times call for a new republic as a democracy that can lead to a postcapitalist future, ecological sanity, and a Commons from the plunder of Capital. A democratic socialism was foreseen at once in the wake of the French and American Revolutions, but the moment was lost and two centuries of capitalism have brought the world system close to collapse, in capitalist oligarchy, ecological destruction, financialization, neoliberal creation of inequality, and the endgame of economic deceptions. The creation of outright fascism seems imminent.

A revolution, the last revolution, can resolve the state as ‘democratic market neo-communism’ led by the working class into the Universal Class of all classes, and create a new International as the community of postcapitalism. Let the US lead the way, given its rebirth as a socialist market democracy as an exemplar of a new order of society at a time when species man, homo sapiens, bids fair to pass away in the Sixth Extinction.
But if we examine the early modern, as did Engels, we see the real roots of the modern revolutions. If we consider that Martin Luther’s Reformation as revolutionary by default, we note that in the same frame the rebellion Thomas Munzer in a Peasant’s revolt stands in prophecy of a proletarian revolution and a proto-communism. After all the propaganda of the end of history we can see that Munzer’s thinking precedes the emergence of the democratic idea. The ancient Greek legacy resurfaced but was soon remixed in the suspicious transition from the English civil war to the The idea of the socialists, taken up by Marx, was to caution the proper definition of ‘democracy’ as it had ended up in the fictions spawned by the Restoration. We can see the gestation of socialism again in the English Civil War and the strange cooptation of its spectrum of intent in the Restoration which is the paradigm of counterrevolution as the dawn of the era of Parliament.

Marx was acutely aware of this factor in the forever ambiguous American Revolution which was a clarion for the rebirth of democracy and at once a clever triumph of a budding capitalist bourgeoisie, a revolution that so tragically effected a compromise with slavery at its beginning.
Democratic Market Neo-communism
(from Appendix 2)

The Marxist legacy has never produced a concrete model for a socialist system leaving the project to the Jacobin confusions of a revolutionary transition in chaos. The result has been a Stalinist nightmare. Yet the task of constructing a viable system is much simpler than one might think. Revolutions are dangerous: we need failsafed versions that have revolutionary marshalls and overguides, civil liberties and habeas corpus given an outcome of civil strife and a clear outline of steps to be taken in the transition to a new system where control passes from a revolutionar cadre to t-zero restart in a democratic system.

Our idea of ‘democratic market neo-communism’ is a hybrid that attempts to remorph a liberal system into (neo-) communism, the ‘neo-’ a reminder that we disown all previous versions and start with a new system. This system will have a set of opposites in balance:

The system must follow the expropriation of capital

The result will be a Commons, and not ‘state capitalism’ and be constructed as an ecological socialism. The higher control sector will be matched a lower indifference sector that can exist within the larger system as a reserve system.

It must found a democracy, yet be balanced by authority: the revolutionary group must cede to its democratic start, yet can reamin in the background as guardians of the Commons.

It will allow socialist markets along with state planning, these markets must use licensed resources from the Commons.

It will have extensive liberal, economic, and ecological rights, with a Congress, and a presidential system that is electoral but inside the guardian revolutionary cadre, which can own no property.

Such a system is a reminder that in principle a socialist system is easily set up, but must survive the civil collision with the bourgeoisie...
At all stages this factor remains the key to understanding the puzzle of capitalist democracy and the perception of the same in the French Revolution which its critics took as the incomplete revolution of a bourgeois elites. This sense of a future revolution, the Last Revolution, appeared with the socialists in the wake of the closing of the French cycle spawning the figure of Gracchus Babeuf. Marx confronted a field of radicals in great confusion and with a kind of ruthless determination took up and codified socialism/communism in a systematics that imposed itself on the left and which succeeded in setting a kind of false standard. We have seen that in many ways Marx was a part of the chaos which he tried master. To do that you to do it right but the success he sought here eluded him.

But proposed correction to the democratic idea can easily lead to the rejection of democracy, and this strain was present in Marx even as he knew better. But the jackknife of liberal and communist ideas proved fatal to the Russian revolution which in any case was anomalous with respect to Marx’s theories. The legacy here has distorted the understanding of generations of leftists who attempt to defend the world of Lenin, if not Stalin, as kin to the socialist democracy projected at the start. The resolution of the problem here is easily arrived at, but hard to implement in the confused history standing as given.

The solution is so simple that we can end up missing it, the more so if we think that communism is to follow capitalism then the two are mutually exclusive and further that if democracy is a fiction of capitalism, then it must be eliminated on the road to postcapitalism. We can see the dangers of floating abstractions and that, contra Marx’s refusal to get specific, we must specify very carefully what we must implement. We can propose something we call ‘democratic market neo-communism’ as a way to remoprh liberal systems into a form of neo-communism. This blend is lightyears beyond the dogmatic rigidiy of historically given communisms which have always failed.

**Socialist (Neo-communist) Markets** The classic canon of Marx was unspecific as to the nature of the outcome but the underlying assumption seems to be that the stage of commuism would make private property subsume under a regime of state capitalism. But this was problematical as a variant of capitalism dominated by a Marxist bourgeoisie. The issue of expropriation echoes the legacy of primitive accumulation (e.g. ExxonMobil declaring natural resources of petroleum to be private property), and the destiny of such resources must be into a new Commons as a shared resource. There are many studies on the question of market socialism (we reverse the terms to distinguish our variant version), e.g. *Market Socialism*, ed. Bertell Ollman (1998). These
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arose in the wake of the classic calculation debate (with figures such as Mises) where the question of socialist economies arose to challenge the abolition of markets and their mechanism of allocation. But our idea of ‘socialist markets’ is different: we simply place markets inside a larger system but subject to the condition of using resources licensed from the Commons. This kind of system allows the benefits of markets inside a larger economy that allows planning in the same context. The duality can allow flexible economic action. It is interesting that China, a pseudo-communism, nonetheless stumbled into a degenerate version of this by simply allowing markets in a free trade zone. The result was a spectacular success. Our version could easily do even better, in the context of a real neo-communism, that can combine markets and planning in a unified system. This version of the model is based on a kind of ‘socialism’ in one country’ and needs to enlarged in a variant model that operates in the context of a new international, and can mediate issues of trade.

The issues of economic theory have been one of the core confusions of both the left and of ‘bourgeois economics’. The scheme of neo-classical economics is bogus science. As a basic challenge, we should consider that any model of economics based on calculus is bogus. And that includes almost the whole field. We should be as wary of such ‘science’ as we are of a science so-called of history. And once again, we should stick to empirical models of economies, wary that they have no real theoretical foundation in the manner of physics. It is important to see this mathematical fraud at the foundation of capitalist economic propaganda.

We might cite a passage from a post at the redfortyeight.com blog (https://redfortyeight.com/2021/11/16/):

Marx jargon is easy to manipulate and the basic issue of historical materialism is like religious doctrine. It is an almost amateurish mess of thought, no doubt dealing with Hegel didn’t help.

Socialism can never be achieved under these conditions I would have to assume. So why not start over? Time is running out.

This global community looks impressive on the surface but it is so stuck in jargon that it can’t really deal with practical issues, or generate a serious movement.

In the years of Marx blah blah since 1989 there is no evidence I can see that the global Marxist community can contribute any advice or guidance in the construction of a viable socialism in e.g. Venezuela.
Armed with the DMNC model the creation of a viable socialism as ‘democratic market neo-communism’ could be constructed almost on the spot, with a lot of details needed, to be sure. But the basic point is that Marxists are so confused by their own assumptions that they can’t really handle practical situations. The core issues are the fallacies of stages of production theory, the model of state capitalism crippling the economy, the absence of any idea of socialist markets, the confusion over planned economies, etc, etc… Every attempt by Marxists to construct of viable postcapitalism has failed.

This model is, to be sure, lacking in the legal research needed to construct a Commons, a new kind of democratic constitution, the socialist market next to the new computerized technologies of planning. But ‘socialist markets’ can be real markets. But if reformists/revolutionary can escape false theories the task of constructing a viable socialism is relatively straightforward, granting only that the revolutionary path to expropriation of capital can founder in civil strife. But the DMNC model would create a situation that would be very attractive to all classes high and low and might find realization easily once the fate of capitalism becomes clear.
CONCLUSION

The revolutionary window is opening but noone is ready. Marxists are asleep at the wheel, and strangely incompetent as always proto-Stalinists. We have proceeded at high speed to a reconstruction of a ‘neo-communist’ project inside a liberal system, to show that in principle such an outcome can start with a stroke of a pen, one legal overlay. This is much simpler than we might realize from the immense theory confusion of Marxism, which has monopolized the framework for a transition to postcapitalism, and then stalled and coopted all other approaches. Although we have raised the issue of revolutionary action our new framework is open to reformist thinking, as long as the basic transformation is effected to the point of creating a Commons in the expropriation of capital. But we cannot filter out revolutionary options in the name of social democracy. A reformist revolution that can take constitutional action is a viable option. We don’t create revolutions, they come from a larger system going derelict. That revolution is already underway.

A liberal parliament/congress can make one change to the system left otherwise as is: expropriation of capital in the large above a given threshold,
A simple resolution of the question of historical theory

The left needs a new perspective on world history beyond defunct historical materialism: instead of a theory of history we should construct outlines: the basic outline in world history can be jotted down in a minute:

The Neolithic?

the era of Sumer and Egypt...after ca. 3000 BCE

the classical era...after ca. 600 BCE

the modern era after ca. 1800 AD

That's it we are done. A closer look shows that historical materialism won't work. We don't need a theory, and can use outlines. This outline however has a host of useful features and is rich in content: it clearly hides its own 'theory' but so hypercomplex we don't have the right concepts to deal with it.

We are in the third era near its beginning: the system is still young and trying to find a correct politics, with democracy setting a keynote. Socialist democracy as a neo-communism would work easily. But the model suggests that 'system action' moves in free agency. We are on our own. The macro system is done, for the moment. Looking at classical antiquity we see that left to its won this system will degrade rapidly. Two centuries after 1800 the moment of danger has arrived.

With a simple outline, we see three age periods, we can study their economies ad hoc, empirically, and incrementally add the Neolithic, and Paleolithic. That's it for historical theory. We see that modern revolution is a novelty in world history and that should alert us to the potential latent in the modern system. Socialism/communism are not some antithesis of liberal democracy but, as the early socialists understand, the path to 'real democracy'.

We need to go with what worked: democratic revolutions had an outcome. A socialist revolution must produce something in that spectrum. Go with what worked: the early modern democratic revolutions show that revolutions can succeed. Socialists should study the successes (and failures). An ultra simple strategy could take a liberal system and make one change: expropriation, as a legal transient as a starting point.
leaving the rest in place, e.g. home ownership, small businesses, etc...

In principle an emergency transient system could be created in an overlay over the current system with a simple declaration of expropriation at a high level.

The modern world system is moving toward collapse. Only a revolutionary response can suffice. But there is no movement there, and Marxism is no longer a viable ideology. However, we can simply chuck ‘historical materialism’ and dislektical materialism and form a rapid new synthesis based on a simple outline of world history. The eonic model is very useful in that regard.

Our formulation is a simple outline of history, an empirical chronology of evolution without Darwinism, a simple economic model that can easily start with liberal systems and remorph them in stages or steps. This model can easily take up the working class focus and step out of the confusion over working class conservatism.

The question of the working class is so confused now no one can make any sense of it. There is a simple answer: the working class may not be revolutionary as once thought, but they should be the center of gravity of a new democracy based on equality. And the working class is any kind of wage laborer. That is almost everyone except capitalists. Egad, by that standard the managers in corporations are ‘working class’. The endless confusion over the working class needs to be laid to rest. The problem is that the proletarian of the early days of the industrial revolution doesn’t exist anymore. The working class is really middle class now and the old formulas of Marx don’t work anymore. There is still a working-class in China, and our ideas should be sidestepping with ideas on an international. We have our plan for a real neo-communism in China, soon policies as to the Great Wall. The larger world of globalization is still very much in the older form and a movement here must create an International based on a working class formation.

Modern capitalism created something that never should have arisen: the malevolent fixation on private property applied to the natural resources of a planet, resources that should belong to all. Such is the ideological stranglehold of economic obsession that even at the critical threshold of planetary destruction the cabal of capitalists cannot bring themselves to some sensible perspective on fossil fuels. The profit motive in the present obviates even the simplest insight into a rising calamity. Such rigidity has discredited an entire economic system as malevolent. Expropriation of the Behemoths of capitalism, the Exxon-Mobils, cannot be evaded: these entities
have turned into irrational agents of ecocide. We see a system descending into madness on a scale that is ominous and the world system hallucinates the ghost of fascism past.

The long delay in the match of capitalism and socialism along with the bogus version of the Bolshevik era may well leave the planetary situation beyond repair. If so homo sapiens is destined to be replaced with a new experiment. The extreme blindness of bourgeois politicians has taken on an ominous outcome and the desperate chance of revolutionary action may thus come to the fore. At some point the obstacle to reformist transformation will also become an electoral possibility, in theory, Let us hope, a hope voided by the loss of almost sixty years since the realization of climate crisis to the propaganda of the fossil fuels corporations and their lackeys, the bourgeois politicians. At some point the scale of social disorganization will provoke a response, hopefully not too late. The prophetic period of the 1848 period foresaw the problematic of capitalism but the phenomenon outstrip their foresight. Perhaps the escalation of extreme climate will prove the tipping point to action however belated.
APPENDIX 1

TOWARD A ... NEO-COMMUNIST MANIFESTO

The Crisis of Capitalist Globalization

And the Last Revolution

This set of notes is the original version of several later books and can be left as notes. The style resembles a kind of stream of consciousness in the vein of James Joyce.

At a time of social crisis, the classic Manifesto of Marx and Engels in the era of the 1848 revolutions resonates with an eerie relevance for the age of neoliberalism and dangerous climate change. The clever fiction of the end of history is exposed as an artifice of philosophic legerdemain, Hegel from the bottom of the deck. The original tour de force would be a hard act to follow, but in reality our ‘new’ manifesto is a studied echo of the old brought to its real future, via the prophetic desperation of two revolutionaries before their time.

The era of the 1848 upheavals, in the last tremors of the mighty French Revolution, has been called a turning point in world history, but one which failed to turn. It is an ironic aspect of our current era that this ‘revolution manqué’ is an apt metaphor for our own predicament. It threw down the
gage to the future of the whole of indusfourality. That remarkable period of revolt was a shot over the bows of the capitalist revolution unfolding toward its long march to globalization, with the problematical outcome of its success beset once again with the haunting realization the failure to turn is a world of markets going mad. A rational limit or else overthrow of the new capitalist affair might have spared the planetary community much suffering, but now the issue goes into the critical zone, as the crisis reaches a point of no return. And that moment has a symbolic significance in terms of a larger view of world history.

The status of late capitalism is desperate: as the planet nears the point of no-return at the threshold of climate criticality, the conservative sector of the American congress threatens to veto the US treaty obligation with respect to the recent Paris climate conference: this example typifies the extreme terminal ideological seizure of consciousness by capitalist ideology and tokens a recompute of the American system of government...

The crisis of capitalism is the crisis of planetary destruction in the onset of catastrophic climate change. And this is becoming a crisis of modernity itself. The inability of the powers of government to mediate the capitalist process condemns both and asks for a program of (new) communism to bring sanity to a body politic mesmerized by the ideology of economic illusion. The tenets of free market economics have been exposed to stark falsification in the inability of the system to respond to the disaster of climate change. This extreme example leads to a second look at much of the rest of the ideology of random economic activity. Self-regulating markets are shown to be a myth. The effect of ideology blinding agents to their situation is clearly prophesied by the earliest observers of capitalism.

Marx/Engels correctly saw the crisis of globalization and deserve to speak for our present in the rough outline of their remarkable Manifesto. We must try to their classic while creating a more flexible superset of that classic as a venue to practical realization. We will concretize the result with a gesture to define ‘market neo-communism’ as one realization of the original proclamations. We must emphasize the prefix ‘neo’ and move to a discussion of a New Communism as if encountering the idea for the first time.

The later work of Marx is marred by confusions of theory and this has put the legacy in a kind of deadlock. The gesture of the original manifesto is enough.

It is a spectacular effect to see the period of the passing of the Hegelian school proceed to the era of Feuerbach and the many associated figures of that
period, including Marx and Engels who spawn the new vision of economic history just at the point of the failed revolutions of 1848. Those revolutions failed, but they prophesied the future of a ‘last revolution’ that would set the true fate of modernity. Clearly they were premature, as Marx/Engels sensed…Those two went on to create a remarkable canon to codify a new view of society, economics, and revolution, one that would nearly overtake the twentieth century, despite what we see now is still another version of the failed revolutions of 1848, and the roll back after 1989. Marxism produces a powerful basic corpus, but, as noted, it has elements of distortion, or so we suspect…. We should note that it was beset with the difficulty of analyzing economic systems, the debates over the labor theory of value, as one example, and the sudden onset of marginalist economics in one of the spookiest of capitalism dead bed survivals. Beyond this we see also the appearance of Kantian ethical socialism in an attempt to critique the reductionist positivism of the Marxists. Beyond this the proliferation of social democratic substitutes for the full transition beyond capitalism.

The first aftershock of the 1848 ‘failed revolutions’ was the great Russian Revolution, which was both a standard democratic revolution of the classic type attempting to overthrow the medieval Tsarist phantom, and a first attempt to bring about the final revolution against capitalism. The question of Leninism arises in this context as a hard to evaluate circumstance that carries a flawed ideological complex but which probably prophesies the future of ‘chase plane’ communism to come…. Lenin is not a transparent figure who belongs to his followers, but a mysterious agent of revolution in a prefiguration of the coming of postcapitalism. The core issues are the ethical perspectives of the agent of change, and the need for an economic solution to the operation of markets. We can and should argue the ‘dialectic’ of these two questions, and see the way an ethical nihilism, foreseen by the Kantian socialists, can enter like bilge water into the good ship Communism, and the way that the cunning capitalists with tricks of phantom calculus outplayed Marxist rendering of Adam Smith, and how figures like the market evangelist Mises, etc., performed the feat of turning the idea of freedom into a libertarian finesse, along with a valid challenge to socialist planning on the grounds of the dynamic of markets.

The passing of the Leninist Interlude has given the appearance of final sanction to the capitalist future, but already by the end of the twentieth century the reality would seem that a flawed socialism was abandoned to search for the real thing, even as the so-called neoliberal age began a rapid
conquest of globalization, economy, and government. The fall of the original
Leninist interlude begins even to seem a mistake, despite its massively flawed
outcomes.

The basic development of communism is and remains nonetheless a
world historical outcome to the modern transition, in ambiguous relation
to democracy, and will spawn sooner or later a new version in the wake of
the failure of bolshevism... At the moment of climate crisis, we sense the
desperation of the euphoria over the capitalist miracle with its final gesture
of planetary destruction. The debate over the last man, which started with
Nietzsche takes an ominous leftist form as the ideological rigor mortis of
capitalist ideological in its final symptoms produces a social nexus completely
bemused to the point of blindness to the destruction of environment, and
the final carbon destiny of the capitalist industrial revolution. Nietzsche
was a distortion of the early modern, but had a point about the 'last
man': the participants in the modern experiment are moving toward the
completion of the 'great transition' or the evolution of man, and this requires
that 'free agency' come to an understanding and self-replication of the
macrosequence.... But the downside is the commodity fetishism so visible
in the smartphone mania outbreak at the point of atmospheric breakdown.

We approach the last phase of capitalism We can conclude by pointing
to the eerie downfall of the capitalist Faust in the pact with the logic
of derivatives and catastrophic margin calls. We refer the reader to the
Hollywood movie.... the profits in downfall. The last phases of capitalism
show the capitalist axioms proceeding toward the destruction of the world
system in an orgy of financialization... The period 2008 made plain a new
form of capitalist finance: the bet against the system, an omen of the self-
destructive character of the capitalist lunacy syndrome...

Our stance must reckon with the difficulty of even listing all the issues
relevant to the case. The basic issue of 'Capital' haunts the endgame at hand:

The distinguishing feature of Communism is not the abolition of
property generally, but the abolition of bourgeois property. But modern
bourgeois private property is the final and most complete expression of
the system of producing and appropriating products, that is based on
class antagonisms, on the exploitation of the many by the few. In this
sense, the theory of the Communists may be summed up in the single
sentence: Abolition of private property. From the Communist Manifesto

We take one key paragraph from the Manifesto and then move to create
a larger domain of discourse for its realization, including a discussion of
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history in a book as appendix (cf. Decoding World History). This selection of one key idea can lead to a path that can both extend and leave alone the original legacy. We might think in terms of a dialectical review or negation of the original tradition, and a final reaffirmation of the core. But we will also be critical of dialectics.

We come to a simple resolution of the issues in crisis: the core of the Manifesto of Marx and Engels, the expropriation of the bourgeoisie: we must propose the return of the property wrested from the Commons to the Commons. We are done. But we replace ‘communism’ with neo-communism, and disown the past.

The legacy of Marxism can pass into an appendix mediating its classic themes with a strong dialectical negation, and reconstruction. But an elaborate theory is not needed. The original critique was of ‘theory and ideology’: rival theories have obscured the original cogency of the critical expose.

We can create a virtual manifesto based on the original’s key idea: the abolition of private property and review the whole legacy emerging from that. Our aim here is a kind of generalized manifesto generator as a series of proposals for an historical review of the classic of Marx/Engels, next to the legacies of nineteenth century revolutionaries. At the forefront is the question of postcapitalism and the defining histories, and futurism, of the communist project, here to be dubbed ‘neo-communism’. We can put this in the context of a larger perspective based on a universal history of man in the context of evolution. Better to start over, with a sheaf of papers, a prophetic manifesto.

Our manifesto is therefore about a form of democratic (market) neo-communism in which the ownership of capital reverts to a Commons. This is not the same as state socialism or the control of economies by a ‘bourgeoisie’ of revolutionary one-party professionals. This core axiom is related to the classic discourse of primitive accumulation.

Despite the problems, the core analysis of Marx/Engels, taken up from the French socialists, created a revolution in thought that exposed the issues of class and class struggle, theory and ideology, and the potential of the working class. Much of this should animate the manifestos of the future. But Marx’s theories have confused the clarity of the original vision and thrust the legacy into the realm of pseudo-science, a boon to the capitalists.

The definition of the ‘working class’ is often ambiguous and the concept might imply the persistence of class and class ideology/domination by one
class persisting into communism. Our manifesto will propose a generalization of the working class: The Universal Class.

Challenging the legacy of Marxism would create a lot of resistance and in many ways it is fine the way it is, taken as the Old Testament to a New. Simple demesmerization is enough. But the legacy’s theoretical add-ons create unnecessary resistance in many who would otherwise support a postcapitalist option. We can suggest a larger framework than that of Feuerbach, historical materialism, and dialectical materialism. These subjects are not necessary for a movement toward a New Communism. Having used an idea of the dialectic we should also move to critique the legacy of dialectical thinking and the way it has produced a set of confusions based on logical superstition. An avenue to a New Communism cannot successfully foreclose on religious issues using historical materialism. A new movement in this cast must become cognizant of the place of religion in world history, the interior content of such legacies as Christianity, Buddhism, Confucianism, and redefine the secular in terms more adequate than the humanism cultism of the era of reductionist scientism. Strangely, aggressive ‘secularists’ have tried to redefine modernity by ignoring the work of figures such as Kant in mediating the issues of metaphysics shared by both religion and scientism. Our appendix offers an empirical chronology able to reconcile multiple contradictory viewpoints., as an encyclopedia of civilizations.

This early period of Marx/Engels was prior to the emergence of the now dogmatic canon of Marxism whose overall format is classic, but may be inadequate to the task of a transition to postcapitalism: it was outflanked very early by neo-classical economics. and the communist idea was merely packaged by Marxism. It source is prior to the onset of the Marxist legacy.

The canon of Marx/Engels has become dogmatic and is further entangled with the legacy of the Second and subsequent Internationals, including the entire episode of the Bolshevik revolution. The roots of modern communism predate the coming of Marxism and we are under no hard and fast obligation to honor the capture of the idea in the era of scientism.

We might consider the figures of Lenin and Stalin red herrings that do not indicate an experiment toward communism. Lenin lived in his time, before our time. Despite the cogency of many aspects of Lenin’s remarkable coup d’etat, so he is charged, the Bolshevik experiment is an immense distraction. The left needs to start from scratch with the real components of the question.

The context of modern economies is confronted with the idea of a New
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Communism with the potential of electoral to revolutionary challenge. We know such a revolution is justified, if declared possible because all of our modern states began with revolutions, and the core issue of Marxism was to create a form of communism in order to save the bourgeois revolution for ‘real democracy’. We are beset with many more issues than were discussed in the classic of Marx and Engels, the most critical being the world of strategic nuclear war and deterrence. We will adopt a perspective of universal nuclear disarmament as appropriate to the mood of communist internationalism.

We confront the intractable question of peace in a global system of states as we attempt a federation of socialist republics. But our more general matrix may well provide the clue to the solution of this complex issue. This in turn raises the question of our focus on the US system and its history and liabilities: we can envision a national version of neo-communism in an international context. We have three or more situations: an international movement of the working classes (or our Universal Class) locally and globally as a colonial revolt against American imperialism the same as a revolt against a global system of neoliberal domination itself internationalizing and attempting a radical transnationalism (e.g. the TPP conventions making national governments subject to secret tribunals) national movements of communist revolution in isolation or tandem internationally joker in the deck transformation of the ‘empire’ candidate via Napoleonic expansion of an imperial postcapitalism. The latter is preposterous but can focus thought with a reminder of the way democratic and communist ideas can fail.

The question of communism has been suffered the extremes of its proponents and critics, and worst of all, in spite of the cycle of realization given by the Bolshevik era, a failure to define its canon in a fashion that is fully coherent. Despite the illusory discourse of the ‘end of history’ it remains true that there is a consistent tension between the realizations of democracy and socialism or communism. We should be careful to qualify the term as New Communism. The ‘end of history’ meme has been extremely destructive. We can replace this mystification with a new model of history showing the relationship of freedom, free agency, revolution, democratic emergence, historical dynamics, and historical directionality or teleology. Hegelian mystification has muddled both capitalist ideology and Marxist scientism.

We might forget that one of the first revolutionary movements of the modern era, that of Thomas Münzer and the Peasants Revolt of 1625 sounded a communist note, and this in a religious context, long before the tide of democratic revolution cresting at the end of the eighteenth century and
beyond. This should warn us again of what many latter radical students have diagnosed: the democracy manqué of the many bourgeois revolutions that arose. This phenomenon is visible in the counterrevolution that emerged in the wake of the English Civil War. This kind of criticism animated the profound analyses of such as Marx and Engels, and the issue was finally the great puzzle of how to really stage a democratic revolution if this was always the frustrated outcome as capitalocracy.

The classic legacy attempts to impose the theory of historical materialism, but this is a luxury a new movement should do without. That legacy became mired in the confusion of evolutionary theories, although Marx saw the problem at once. The revolutionary movement of the modern transition was a proto-communist formation. The progression toward democratic revolution, e.g. the English Civil War, and abolitionism, was clearly associated with Protestant versions of the Reformation. The sudden alternate track in the wake of figures such as Feuerbach has its own logic but threw the legacy of communism out of kilter by alienating religious sectors with reductionist ideologies such as historical materialism.

Historical materialism is a curiously apt depiction of economic ideology, but as a theory it fails, and critics seem to know this better than Marxists. But all theories of society in the cast of scientism are destined to fail. We can take the module as an ideological flourish, or philosophic experiment, a creature of its time, with a point, one we should not forget, recasting it in a new and more cogent format. That format should failsafe with a recursion of the entire dialectical spectrum of the modern transition, electing to proceed with renewable interpretative subjects.

This legacy suggests that the early Marxist formulation became an excessively narrow perspective colored by the post-Hegelian reaction and the onset of positivistic scientism. The reality of modernism is clearly something much broader and a New Communism must refound modernity as a whole in a new constellation of economic postcapitalism. It needs a generalized systems view of history, rather than a dialectical contraction around dogmatic materialism. It must find a true dialectic in the counterpoint of opposites given by the early modern, between religion, science, philosophy, and the arts.

The era of scientism that absorbed Marxism also produced the reign of Darwinism and this was exposed many times as an ideology of social Darwinism. The left needs to assist the progress of science in exposing this pseudo-science without getting entangled in the field of religious reaction based on creationist thinking.
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The many studies of the Iron Cage effect of the nineteenth century expose the plight of cultic Marxism and its problems with theories soon the object of multiple refutations and critical attacks.

The legacy enforces a now dated materialism which is beside the point. A communist society of the future needs a broad spectrum of philosophy. That was provided from the start by German Classical philosophy, which was rejected in the phase of the post-Hegelian reaction.

The core issue of the revolutionary age of the early modern, a query we inherit, is the nature of modernity itself. In many ways the modern has been hijacked by the capitalist transition at the end of the eighteenth century, granting that the larger history of capitalism stretches over history since the Neolithic in its primordial versions. And yet the early modern shows a far different character beyond the gestating economic format that so soon overtook its future.

The secular equivalent of religion in many ways the nature of modernity remains an enigma: its sudden contraction in the nineteenth century has been observed by many. Perhaps this is the reason that the early modern transition seems to generate a dual personality, between religious reformation and scientific revolution, as if the latter as it bootstraps toward higher levels of complexity is constantly stalled in a reductionist scenario. The companion in parallel of religious continuation of retrograde antiquity carries the remainder not covered by science. This situation was partially mediated by Kant, but the larger picture of secular era must be seen to include ‘religion’ in transition.

Examples of the discrepancy between the two systems in parallel modernity are beliefs about free will or agency, the reality of the soul, issues of immortality, the ethics of social action, and much else. Modernity is an incomplete study thus. Questions of religion, evolution, and idealism versus materialism are routinely botched in the secular sphere. The religions of the Reformation, now followed by the flood of New Age movements attempting to exploit the ‘crisis of modernity’ for religious reaction. A New Communism should be dialectically ‘rich’ and thus beyond theism/atheism, propose or accept beliefs in homo sapiens as a superstitious ape with a soul, a will, a psychology of complex consciousness, an aesthetic/ethical sense, with a Kantian propensity without limits to metaphysics. The soul/self seems to border on a noumenal/phenomenal distinction.

Such formulations are numerous, dime a dozen, but they warn us not to
foreclose on the complexity of man with simplistic reductionism, or futile collisions of materialism and idealism.

The sudden replacement of the emergence of ethical modernism as a philosophical successor to religion was suddenly replaced with the card tricks of figures such as Adam Smith unwitting proposing a ‘transvaluation of values’ long before Nietzsche, and this has destabilized the philosophic, cultural, what to say economic outcome of an instantly distorted modernity (taken as the successor to conventional religious ethics). He was a brilliant figure, but the path to Ayn Rand proved short. Figures such as Marx moved at once in a kind of instant feedback to challenge this sudden blight on the ‘modern question’. Smith himself is misunderstood and that figure was quite aware of the dangers of his ‘fix’ in the nature of ethical reasoning. Unfortunately, the scientism of the early Marxists crippled their ethical reasoning, a factor subject to attempted correction by the appearance of the Kantian ethical socialists.

That modernity began we often forget with a Reformation, and was counterpoint in a dialectical spectrum of immense richness, between science, religion, philosophy, political science, art, and, indeed, economics. There was never a stable outcome in the economic fundamentalism that became the social matrix for such an abundance of innovations. And just as the capitalist phenomenon became the hidden lever of state it was also to condition all other aspects of modern culture. It is not surprising therefore that emerging from the radical protests of the age of democratic revolution was a protest against the revolution itself as an ambiguous empowerment of a new class, the bourgeoisie.

The generation of Feuerbach attempted a radical caesura with the legacy of religion, as a final stage of the Reformation. But in the era of scientism this backfired. A New Communism must fulfill this gesture in any case, but should review its early modern potential and try again via the secular equivalent of religion.

This nexus of core ideas was the source of the classic rendering of Marx and Engels starting in the 1840’s when a whole series of radical thinkers produced a first realization of the core symphonic of the early modern. This period remains ambiguous and its secular humanism seems now a contracted version of a legacy it could barely master, but this was the period of the first high tide of secularism, capitalism, and evolutionism, soon to become the dominant paradigm of Darwinism. But a reasonable strategy must be wary of ill-considered negations of these legacies: it is necessary to
create a superset of the originals.

The parallel, almost ominous, appearance of a chase plane antagonist seemed unable at first to justify its prophecy of postcapitalism, but the two centuries since that forward pass into our future shows the mysterious coordination of opposites that constitute the early modern. We see now the prescience of the whole period in the way it spawns the track of globalization via the phenomenon of the market and the future resolution of its concealed contradictions in the gestation of revolutionary communism, so eloquently foretold in the famous manifesto of the year 1848.

The question of communism is the question of democracy itself, and the totalitarian outcome of the Bolshevik revolution requires a double critique of state socialisms and the nexus of capitalist domination of the bourgeois state, And the totalitarian drift of the American juggernaut must expose the full story of the hidden coup d’etat created by the emergence of covert agencies. The record of conspiracy is barely told even on the left, and the climactic moment of the record of imperialism, manufactured war and covert action must focus on the extravagant turn of events in the documented 9/11 conspiracy whose implications stretch from the question of who controls the American system to the place of Israel in the control of its politics. The 9/11 conspiracy The shocking discovery of a hidden cabal behind the events of 9/11 has exposed a deep vein of criminality behind the current US government. This a revelation of a secret government invisible to the public, and its neutralization is essential for any real change. A revolutionary government is at severe risk of being taken over by such entities.

In relation to this a leftist perspective confronts the stark reality of the history of modern Israel and its indirect influence on American politics. A coherent stance against this apartheid system enters inevitably into any discussion of transformation of American politics. The left has defaulted to its anarchist and Gandhian pacifist modes as the full complement of revolutionary action is excised from the definitions of activist radicalism. The emphasis of Marx and Engels on the working class was a classic of strategy but one that confronts a shift in the nature of sociological realities and the ambiguity of class in the generation of a Universal Class. The working class is often the object of rightist manipulations giving it a reactionary character. And the working class in an international constellation of outsourced work zones beyond the reach of a national entity. Our new manifesto might posit the action of the Universal Class in the context of the abolition of private
property and the restoration of industrial ownership to the Commons as a legal entity with constitutional independence from communist elites emerging in a one party state solution of the type that confounded the Russian revolution. The issue is simple: we cannot really hypostatize an abstraction such as the ‘working class’ as an agent of history.

The legacy of Marxism is ambiguous: it is stuck in another century. The gist of our manifesto is to take the core paragraph of the original: the expropriation of the bourgeoisie, and set the rest to one side. We don’t need a theory of historical materialism, dialectical materialism, such a strong prejudice against idealism. We need simple praxis not trying to convert everyone to a new philosophy. We need a core movement that has some Marxist DNA, but which operates with its own version of a new communism, able to decipher the neo-classical economic illusion, ready to fight for control of the industrial apparatus in motion, and ready to create a market communism, possibly on its way to full communism. A market communism with a Commons, as opposed to state control by a one party bourgeoisie calling itself radical, with a cutoff point below which some forms of commerce, industry, and agriculture operate independently would be nice. Issues of constitutional balance of powers, core rights (without liberal economic rights of capital), newly defined democracy, national/transnational action to create a global federation....

The issue of free agency, choice, with or without claims about free will, haunts the regime of scientism emerging from the New Physics, a point clearly analyzed by Kant. The idea of freedom ended up being orphaned in the emergence of Marxist scientism. But that issue is the key to exposing the theoretical ideology of classical and neo-classical economics. The latter is clearly based on questions of consumer choice in economic free agents, and his contradicted by the outlandish abuse of the classic differential calculus.

Marxists tend to lose their grip over their own critique of ‘theory and ideology’: neo-classical economics is buttressed by an immense amount of mathematical theory justifying things as they are, but there is a stark antinomy at the core of this orgy of calculus: theories invented for physics cannot be transferred to social situations involving free agency. We can ‘luke-skywalker’ the entire death star with this antinomy in one heroic flourish, one that Marxists put beyond their ‘theory’ with the theses of historical materialism. The models of neo-classical economics do not and cannot apply to reality. A New Communism should eschew premature theories to expose the flaws in the neo-classical brand. It is thus easy to ‘Luke skywalker’
the core flaw in the whole game with a one-shot demolition exposing the contradiction at the core of modern economics: no set of differential equations constitute a theory of economic action. The ‘science’ of economics is thus exposed as a preposterous ‘damned new thing’, mathematical ideology.

A host of issues admist themselves to a new paradigm, racism, the radical legacy of feminism and the anthropology of the family. Will neo-communism embrace the Communist Manifesto’s critique of the family? A recent movement called #BlackLivesMatter reminds us of the many parallel tracks of radical activism that a single focus can forget. We certainly won’t forget: our monofocus on the issue of communism will actually end up more comprehensive... The place of slavery in as an original sin of civilization needs to the corrective of alternate historical theory. Our model of history shows clearly the multitasking character of historical realization, and the clearest example is:

Abolitionism Our world histories will show clearly that parallel tracks emerge on the left: the classic cases are early Munzerian Christianity, Diggers to Levelers, and most of all the abolitionists whose work arose independently of leftist Marxism and generated the lead up to the Civil War.

Nuclear Proliferation/Disarmament Any serious discussion of postcapitalism must take a stand on the question of nuclear technology, nuclear energy industries, and nuclear disarmament.

Radical Ecology Attempts to backdate ecological thinking to the Marxist canon are of interest, but in the final analysis, using our new model of history, the left can correct the one-sided Enlightenment perspective (next to the six or more ‘enlightenments’ of the early modern) with the clear dialectical complement: the Romantic movement, rich in resources for an ecological neo-communism.

Israel Neo-communism in the US must vigorously expose the coup d’état of American politics by the Israeli lobbies, covert agencies, and Jewish public. The status of Israel in the wars of the Middle East must be assessed with a platform position on its gross rights violations constituting apartheid.

Non-violence A radical revolutionary movement is not required to embrace Gandhian non-violence, and should follow the standard of the early democratic revolutions. The American Revolutionary War was not a pacifist movement, but a war of liberation.

9/11 Conspiracy The failure of the current lefts to expose the covert action behind the 9/11 false flag black op connected with a ‘deep state’ phenomenon
threatens to indict them as accessories to state criminality. The whole set of issues going back to the onset of the CIA must be rigorous pursued.

Covert Agencies Modern government has been hijacked by the immense underworld of covert ops and their agents, now licensed by the state itself. This cancer must be brought into the open and rigorously controlled with the ideological cover of ‘state secularity’ and ‘top secrecy’ brought under control: the deep state must be exposed and eliminated…

Manifesto to Powerpoint bullets: we leave our draft as is, better crude than newly dogmatic. Achieve the first stage of the abolition of private property and the result follows. We can leave the manner of a stirring Manifesto in a virtual mode, but alert to the terror of the end times of the capital zone, in the realization of the coming steps to a new great transition. The hand is dealt. The future is open to a path beyond the era of the capitalist nightmare.

The incomplete list of propositions asserted by this can be yeasted from an ersatz list as below, to be formalized by a version of the Red Forty-eight Group (R48) Group. The New Communism spawns a new political formation, the R48 Group, this an algebraic x for entities to be created by the Universal Class. The cultural and economic crisis of later capitalism has left an entire planetary system close to apocalypse. We face the real question of whether not the Faustian pact with capitalism will end in species extinction. the pious sophistries of the denunciations of communism and the paeans to free market self-bankrupt in the timely resolution of the prophetic starting point. But we should note the ambivalence of our two prophets, Marx/Engels: they saw the cogency of an interval of capitalist globalization, but they attempt via 1848 to act at once without delay to the new foundation of communism. Out delays here may prove fatal.

We must therefore take up the prophetic warnings of the dangerous future train wreck of capitalism, now present, and fulfill the injunction to foreclose on capital maniacs out of a horror novel. Are we too late? In a final swindle the capitalist powers have finessed a climate treaty that was bogus, and destined to non-passage by the truly terminal cases in the American Congress. We must point to the core issue and not succumb to social democratic illusions, our ‘market’ communism suggesting a way to do ‘new dealism’ right on the way to a full communism.

We have achieved in principle a ‘dialectical balance’ of opposites, communist with markets, communist with democratic aspects, strong
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authority to guard the revolution, but with an anarchist subcore. This system echoes the original ambiguity of the manifesto of Marx and Engels and can be extended to great length. An electoral path here would be ideal, but as the example of the American system shows, the ‘so-called democracy’ is so corrupted that no democracy is actually offered in order to reform the system. But the overall project is not some utopian fantasy: it is essential a two stage process or evolution after the model of the American Revolution: a phase of rebellion against US/global imperialism and capitalism, and a foundational stage setting the axioms of a new Communism. The result is not mystical dreaming but a practical result that should have been accomplished long ago, as the era of 1848 proclaimed from the start.

With an eye to the failure of the Bolshevik episode, a New Communism might straddle of ‘end of history’ theme with a democratic revolution after the model of the American remorphed to a form of communism as democracy. The context is a global revolution against (American) imperialism next to the larger capitalist globalization, on the analog to the American rebellion against British colonialism, informed by the lessons of the failures of Bolshevism. The basic framework is that of the revolution of the early modern bringing communism to democracy, and democracy to communism.

Required is a passage a New Communism as the realization of a postcapitalist modernity. The outcome will be a globalizing version in two possible modes, as a full communism or as a transitional market neo-communism with a foundational abolition of private property, but an open question on planning/markets. If markets are socially owned, or if they are simply abolished at the end, the point is that this transitional framework can be to simply jettison the whole round of harebrained Marxism, and yet able to use that and other resources as references.

The resulting political revolution moves to a global stage as a federation of socialist republics/democracies with separations of powers between the political and economic administration of state, a robust set of human rights given the subtraction of the classic liberal license as to markets. Planetary destruction in the free field of markets is not a right. The social sphere might well set an indifference level of semi-anarchist culture at the low end with communal, agricultural and microeconomic particulars left to itself. The New Communism should adopt a robust praxis freed from the obsession with theory that tended to stall the classic Marxist legacy.
This format requires a new model of history, a new perspective on historical materialism, a discussion of the infatuation with dialectics, and the secular equivalent of religion in the recognition of homo sapiens as superstitious ape with soul, will, ethical nature, complex consciousness, language and creative powers. This project will deal with a superset of the working class as the Universal Class and mediate vanguardism and one party neo-bourgeois elitism with a conception of the Universal Class as the set of all classes, including all subsets of the universal set of classes, with singleton sets of individuals, each a class to himself, mediating individualism and group psychologies.

Although its trend toward the secular remains central, this is not a form of dogmatic materialism, atheism, or prejudice against the dialectic of idealism. Such a left might tip its hat to the first communists of the early modern, in the Peasant’s Revolt of Münzer. The stance of the New Communists is to realize the full program of the modern transition in a complex dialectical spectrum as the realization of a new modernity beyond capitalism. The basis for action is praxis in a reserve against theory, the bane of the elder Marxism. We can model the path of this movement as either electoral or revolutionary with a model that remorphs the classic American revolution, with its two stages, a declaration and revolution, and a transition to constitutional foundations. Note again that the American Rebs were not subject to any requirements of theory, belief, or religion. They didn’t have to be idealists or materialists, theists or atheists. The action of revolution is not the application of theory to history, but the free agency of individuals who create economies, and who are free to replace them. We suspect the whole apparatus of Marxism is stalling any praxis at this point. Some of that legacy can be carried by the new group, and we can expect to inherit much of older cadre. The whole Marxist canon is simple the Old Testament, an historical backdrop with its classic prophets, Marx and Engels. The new phase of global action needs a New Testament able to break the mechanics of frozen habit and robotic consciousness that overtakes all cultic forms of thought.

Our Manifesto is for a New Communism, and the qualification will serve to create a caesura with previous internationals (all permutations of the Second) to recast the core paragraph we have cited from the original classic of Marx/Engels: the project of the expropriation of the bourgeoisie and capital in the creation of a new global federation of socialist republics able to rescue the world system form the runaway train of free markets in a
terminal phase of social cancertation. There could be a dialectical negation of capitalism vis communism, and a further negation of communism via new third construct, neocommunism: itself a negation of both capitalist and communism… This action will pass as with Leninism via a vanguard from the Universal Class, itself a superset of the working class. This Universal Class must seek to create a global movement stirring the working classes of a whole planet: we may start with the Coltan miners of the Congo, to be positive definite...

We can leave the eloquence of a stirring Manifesto in a virtual mode to suggest the terror of the end times of the capital zone, in the realization of the coming steps to a new great transition. The hand is dealt. The future is open to a path beyond the era of the capitalist nightmare. The list of propositions asserted by this can be yeasted from an ersatz list as below, to be formalized by a version of the Red Forty-eight Group (R48) Group. The New Communism spawns a new political formation, the R48 Group, this an algebraic x for entities to be created by the Universal Class. This formation uses a broader understanding of history beyond the economic and creates a superset of the path of Marxism as a version of modernity and its revolutionary legacy, to became a floating fourth turning point, that is a new civilization created to succeed capitalism.

It seeks the electoral or revolutionary expropriation of the bourgeoisie/capital. The result can be a form of market communism on its way to a full neo-communist system. The result to become a national/international federation, but may certainly operate as one national unit. Needed are a position on nuclear questions (disarmament), and a willingness to try and control population. It must deal with a no growth economy that is able to provide a basic income an indifference level below which people can live in a hybrid non-totalitarian mode with respect to the state. Market communism would surpass social democratic illusions by the abolition of private property, at the scale of the industrial level. This would be a constitutional question.

Market communism can have forms of publicly owned but privately operated transitional structures that can operate in a mediated economy of regulated industries licensing resources from a Commons. Market communism must resolve the old (and often bogus) market calculation debates and rescue public thought from the sophistical ideologies of mathematical neo-classical economics. Market communism can pass to a
full communism based on a discovered form of realizable planning. The New Communism can allow a threshold level of small scale, petit bourgeoisie, and other residual formations to operate below a defined indifference point. Farms, communes (regional, urban, industrial, …), etc. can evade totalization in a larger system. The New Communism will be an ecological revolution. The New Communism must examine the legacy of covert ops, the destruction of democracy by the intelligence agencies of the previous era, and any successor strictly regulated in a public forum. The format of revolution should remorph the double phases of any political transition, e.g. the model of the American Revolution: a revolt against an established power, and a constitutional phase moving to create the needed balance of democracy and republic, with a full and explicit set of rights.

Discussions of communism require close theoretical examination of the issues of historical theory and of economic systems. But one problem that has arisen over time is the limited character of social theories and the tendency to cast them in the mode of physics, leaving the field to reductionist scientism. The legacy of Marxism suffers this tendency, as does the evolutionism of Darwin. The legacy is so classic that it is almost better to leave it as is and to proceed instead to create a superset or dialectical continuation of the original. But we can provide a new model of history, one that is not a theory, and which can also be that superset. Before we do that let us consider that a model can be as confusing as a theory and we are entitled to set them aside for the main event: the construction via praxis of postcapitalist society and economy.

We need a view of history based on ‘free agency’ and simple periodization without the attempt produce a close theory. Once we renounce grand theories they reemerge via simple chronologies as spectacle of world epochs, with a dash of evolutionism in the background: the stage of last and first men. Is the critique of Darwinism relevant beyond distraction at a point of crisis? The right has a twin forked strategy: social Darwinism disguised behind a robust critique of Darwinian fundamentalism. And this is not the same as creationist anti-science. The left should resume Marx’s instant expose of the ‘science’ of Darwin. This can be achieved easily in neutral by looking at the empirical chronology of evolution as a fact in deep time, leaving a theory of evolution, still another ‘theory’, to the future. This will allow a more robust view of the dynamics of revolution in history.

The issue of economics is beset by the way that the subject rapidly changed gears after the period of Marx toward ‘neoclassical’ or marginalist
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economics, and this has been insufficiently studied by students on the left. A further development was the onset of the so-called ‘calculation debate’ that has thrown the proponents of planning on the defensive. The stance of ‘market’ communism can adopt a failsafe simplification of full communism as a constitutional foundation of property returned to the Commons, whatever the status of explicit industrial corporation under that axiom. Here the Labor Theory of Value has suffered a marginalist sophistry, one that can be countered by once again setting aside theory for a descriptive analysis: a theory of value defeated the Marxists, a point under debate to be sure, but a simple solution is available: restate the issue as a perspective of praxis, not theory. That is, the working class is subject to wage theft by the action of Capital. Done, that simple.

A New Communism must deal with these issues and that requires a kind of detachment from the constant reiteration of boilerplate Marx and his somewhat dubious theories from the era of classical economics. Here again theory is a distraction. As rough historical accounts these issues are Old Testament fodder. But one must be wary of ‘theories’, and such have been the object of almost constant refutation by bourgeois ideologists. If leftists eschew ‘theory’ they can focus on the ‘theories’ of the bourgeois economists with devastating effect. The original Marx was keenly aware of the interaction of theory and ideology and the left should be wary of themselves falling in the trap. Marx’s Capital is inspirational but an incomplete train wreck that is not fully coherent. If the left would avoid the constant truck in theories and simply move to expose those of the capitalist ideologies, they would be a step ahead. Instead the left tends to regurgitate the material of the classic period unaware of the considerable amount of refutation literature that arose almost immediately.

Class struggles, German Ideologies The early Marx and Engels are almost all that is needed to recast the basis for a future communism. This was the point of the emergence of historical materialism as a theory. It would work much better as a form of descriptive social photography, snapshots of the interaction of class, ideology, and the high/low of these interactions, without the mumbo jumbo of superstructure and base. The latter works perfectly in editorial mode, but fails as a theory due to its overly deterministic cast. The Marxist canon has a stodgy but effective set of nemeses, one of them Karl Popper whose thesis of ‘historicism’, next to Isaiah Berlin’s theses on ‘historical inevitability’, and they have made their point. We can’t safely factor out the issue of ‘free agency’ from the discussion of historical and
economic systems.

It is useful to challenge the theory of historical materialism with a different model of world history. The contraction of thought to positivistic materialism and reductionism scientism in the wake of the era of the Hegel school is a notable background of the era of Marx and Engels in the 1840’s. The basic theory of Marx and Engels arising in the period The German Ideology was a guide to a profound insight into the relationship of economic action and historical action. But as with most theories the result always falls short of the complexity of history.

We should avoid the deletion of free agency from accounts of history and economics. In this context, economic systems cease to be deterministic system, rather the constructs of free agents who are free to deconstruct them. We will offer a new model of history based on the perception of the so-called ‘eonic’ or ‘macro’ effect. The result is not a theory, but an advisory, and an empirical construct showing a suggestive solution to the problem of historical dynamics. The result is non-dogmatic, but can help to unify thinking around a generalized timeline. The result suggests a solution to the evolution/history paradox uses ‘systems modeling’ to stand beyond materialism, idealism unifies all socio-historical categories: religion, science, politics, even art histories, gives a hint to the solution to the ‘end of history’ propaganda shows how to consider ‘modernity’ as a unified ‘transition’ is based on ideas that are commonly shared, e.g. the idea of ‘modernity’, the tendency to refer to the ‘middle ages’, the ‘axial age’, etc...

This can free Marxists from the confused analyses of feudalism, and the ambiguity as to the onset of ‘capitalism’. The whole model can be set aside and simply become a chronicle of the visible progression of rough epochs climaxing in modernity. The new model of history presented later in this book uses the distinction of ‘system action’ and ‘free action’, the latter being either ‘free agency’ or, if we care to make the case, free will. Marxists seem to forget one half of their legacy, the work of the Kantian ethical socialists who stormed onto the scene during the period of the early Second International. A New Communism needs to free itself from the sterile positivism of that period, mindful of the way the Kantian thematic can fall into the hands of reactionary thinkers such as Bernstein who discredited the legacy of Kant, beside the already considerable confusion over idealism.

The tide of the industrial revolution spawned the world of proletariats and Marx’s brilliant invocation of the working class was a breakthrough
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concept for its period but as we enter late capitalism the class structure of the societies in question has shifted. The proletariats are mostly external outsourced entities, the indigenous working class being the object of massive attempts at social conditioning. A new left might turn the tables here with a more general conception of the Universal Class, which is really the same as the working class but more inclusive of the many subsets of the set of classes: much of the legacy is about a cliché factory bound working class. But the real spearhead of revolution has shifted now to a random mixture of many sorts, from the new kind of lumpenproletariat to the multiple factions of the petit bourgeoisie. The action of appeal should address the whole of the working class, which is the complement of the bourgeoisie. The classic canon in invoking the ‘working class’ tended to exclude an immense number of people including many who are the most probable stalwarts of revolutionary action.

A further issue is the confused legacy of ‘dialectic’. We used the term correctly above to refer to a dyadic contrast of opposites, or a debate. The curious mysticism of the dialectic inherited from Hegel (whose thinking sprang from occult and mystical sources) was later said to not straddle the social and the natural. It is perhaps a correct inference from Hegelian usage, but the original sources of dyadic/triadic logics, e.g. in the Samkhya of antiquity, proposed a universal materialism of triadic factors that encompass the cosmic totality.

Marxism arose in the era of the onset of positivism and contracted around a brittle materialism and a reductionist view of history that has been left behind by a larger culture that has expanded globally to include a wide spectrum of cultural perspectives. The views of those proposing the scientism of the period of the Iron Cage no longer satisfy, and this negative judgment falls on the legacy of socialist thought. And it became a vehicle of Darwinian ideology despite Marx’s clear warnings of the ideological character and social Darwinist illusions of Darwinism.

Modernity, and the End of History? What is modernity? The present generation is suffering through what could be the terminal crisis of civilization in the context of climate change, an unfolding calamity whose implications defy the axioms of modernity itself, or so it seems. But beyond that lies the reality of a civilization undermined by its own success, economic success, so-called, a success that is really a disguise for a deeper failure, along with an ideological rigidity so complete no insight into the problem
is possible. The blindness to the issue of climate change is symptomatic of this larger failure.

Postmodern Illusions? In a postmodern vein many critics of modernity, from reactionary perspectives, have indicted it as a whole, but a closer look shows the crisis is not really that of modernity, but of the realization of its axioms and the subtle derailment of the original impulse. It is not hard to document the drift from democracy to empire in the American system whose appearance was such a classic early triumph of modernity. And the status and future of capitalism was directly foreseen by the successors to the French Revolution whose intimations of a last revolution ‘beyond capitalism’ was picked up by Marx and Engels whose codification is now a classic legacy, if somewhat dated now. But the point was clear: capitalism had suddenly hijacked modernity and we can see that this diagnosis is as relevant today as it was at the start. We see all the elements of class, ideology, and capitalist economics produced a cancer in the unfolding of globalization, and this charge is now rendered in grim black and white at a point where the last phase of neoliberalism is violently out of control and in denial about its own effects.

We need a new perspective on history, one that can at once clarify the issue of historical dynamics and this in the context of the various theories of evolution that have foundered in the same kind of reductionism as the Marxist. Here the theory of revolution has suffered the misleading use of dialectic to explicate the revolutionary phenomenon arising in modernity. We make a dramatic shift to a new evolutionary perspective, this time starting with world history which shows a concealed developmental pattern. Marx was one of the first critics of Darwinian random evolution, but later marxism adopted it dogmatically. The theory needs to be exposed as an ideology to set the left on the course to a real science of evolution. History can help. But he did not believe in ‘meta-history’ or directed historical patterns. But the evidence is clear. The question of evolutionary change has often been confronted with the idea of discontinuity (often from religious sources) while historical analysis has tended to avoid this. But the issue of revolution raises the question all over again, although here there can be confused over the dynamic involved. Leftists in the tradition of Marx have sometimes tried to use the ‘dialectic’ to create a model of this, but this raises the question of the meaning of the dialectic.

Looking backward we see the enigma of the Axial Age The key to the enigma is the evidence of the Axial Age. Starting in the nineteenth
century one of the most remarkable discontinuities in history began to be observed, and this was later codified by Karl Jaspers as the Axial Age. This data has all the provocative ambiguity that besets analysis with religious obsessions, but the nature of the data actually forces the issue of looking at the process of discontinuity more abstractly. The idea of discontinuity can be very treacherous, but if we see a massive impetus of changes over a short interval with no antecedent causal factor we have the grounds for a new type of explanation. In fact, the Axial Age shows us something even more remarkable: a whole spectrum of discontinuous intervals in synchronous parallel. The complexity of this phenomenon advises caution even as it forces us to consider exotic new models.

A New Model of History will show a mysterious evolutionary sequence able to multitask in parallel. The Axial Age confronts us with something conventional historiography has tended to avoid and we are forced to attempt a new form of explanation to deal with the data that world history began to show for the first time in the nineteenth century as the data for a history of civilization began to emerge from archaeological research. The understanding of the Axial Age, despite the additional mystery of its parallelism, emerges as that of a step in a sequence: with the basic clues we can easily complete the analysis to discover, or suspect a larger sequence.... We move forward and backwards, and the puzzle, despite the lack of sufficient data for a full solution, shoes the obvious appearance of a sequence, with Egypt/Sumer as a first visible step, and modernity coming later. This gives us a three term sequence, and a clear, but not quite definite, prior set of steps for the sequence in the Neolithic. Once we grapple with the huge data set for this phenomenon, a generalization of the Axial Age, a kind of recognition occurs: we see at once a ‘macro’ dynamic behind continuous history, and this fulfills the definition of a kind of ‘discrete/continuous’ model, operating via a set of epochal intervals and their initializing transitions. The nature of the parallelism in the Axial Age is still unclear but the overall timing of the Axial Age falls into place and in addition shows us the clue to modernity: it is an integrated transition of epochal timing in a larger dynamic of world history. We can see why leftists were so close but unable to put their finger on the nature of what they saw as a new era of modernity, taken incorrectly as the dawn of capitalism. We can see that capitalism is one phenomenon associated with the rise of modernity, and takes off near the end of its basic ‘transition’, but the two are not the same. In fact, one reason for this is the appearance of the antithesis in parallel, the idea of (democratic) socialism/
communism.

The Modern Transition: we begin to see the solution to the ‘revolution’ riddle: revolutions appear in the modern transition, which is itself a larger kind of revolution. But the latter is a comprehensive spectrum of many innovations. We have found the basis for understanding the enigma of modernity: it is a finite transition in a larger sequence and shows a termination point or ‘divide’ around 1800+: this key issue is vital for seeing the later chaotification now overtaking a whole planet.... We have found a discrete series with epochal intervals stretching ca. 3000 BCE, 600 BCE, and 1800, with around three centuries of prior transition. We see at once that the interval from 1500 to 1800 is the relevant. An at first incomprehensible property of this situation is the divide period around 1800 (plus or minus). Note the massive number of innovations of this period, over and above those of the earlier transition. This ‘divide’ point is a mysterious clue to the dynamic of modernity, and shows the analog to similar data in the Axial period. Note the parallel appearance of the American, French Revolutions, the Industrial Revolution and its associated capitalism, and just the moment after the appearance of challenges to capitalism, the revolutions of 1848, and the appearance of a dialectical complement of double futures. This situation is exactly analogous to the prior period in the wake of the Axial Age as parallel outcomes began to compete for the future. This is not a deterministic system with a set outcome. Its outcome could be called ‘dialectical’ in that two or more outcomes attempt to create or seize the future.

The Dialectic of Capitalism We must be wary of the term ‘dialectic’, in its confusions of Hegelianism, and the ambiguity of dyadic and triadic versions, but we can restrict its usage to very simple definitions to see the value of ‘antithesis generating a future beyond contrasts’. Let us a create en passant another usage here with an example. The term ‘dialectic’ is subject to many confusions, although we should try to adopt transparent usages because the idea, prior to abuse, can be useful. For example, the modern transition shows outcomes that are ‘dialectical’, which simply means that two or more outcomes emerge in potential and/or in parallel. We thus see capitalism emerging with a parallel synchronous process, e.g. the democratic revolutions evolving into socialist/communist resolutions… The dialectic should refer to such ‘counterpoint’ opposites and not indulge in mystical triads… The dialectic of dyads versus triads is hopelessly confused by Marxists, and we should use only the simplest dyads until and unless we can find a better or larger understanding... We confront the appearance of an immense
period of philosophy from Kant to Hegel just at the point of our divide in a spectacular display. The idea of the dialectic arises from Hegel, passes into the materialist Marxism, and begins to suffer confusions as to its real meaning. We see the creation of an enigmatic subject by Engels: dialectical materialism, a very controversial probably pseudo-scientific formulation, but one that is an echo of an ancient and similar subject, the Samkhya of India. We cannot safely resolve the issue of triads and dialectic and need to adopt safe foundational logics, e.g. the Aristotelian logic of science, for any statements of analysis, but we can see that dialectical materialism is a train wreck version of an ancient set of intuitions, most remarkable. But the inventors of this, the Marxists, need to be wary of this curious subject with its mystical whiplash. We have found one way to proceed: we use the term ‘dialectic’ as a dyad, a contrast of opposites or counterpoints given empirically as historical facts. Taking empirically as historical description of dyads the dialectic can find a useful and safe first new draft of the brilliantly confused codification of Engels. But we must be wary: we cannot safely use ‘dialectic’ for theoretical deductions, e.g. to deduce the logic of revolution.

1848: The Prophetic Year As crude as our model is, we arrive at a spectacular result. The divide process at the end of the modern transition extends through the first generation after around 1800, and this period, with a symbolic drama altogether apt ca. the 1848 revolutions, with Marx, Engels et al in attendance (we should include the counterpoint dialectic of anarchist synchronous actors, e.g. Bakunin).

Our model tells us that the onset of socialism/communism is parallel to that of capitalism just at the divide to the modern transition and both aspects have the appearance of apparitions, i.e. appear at the last moment and tend to contradict the long early modern preparation. Capitalism begins to distort modernity, as socialism/communism attempt a ‘chase plane’ pursuit and response. Both aspects show the ominous transition from system action to free agency characteristic of our model and both aspects are liable to distortion. Capitalist distortion is obvious from start to finish. The Marxist left produces a powerful corpus in response, but this factor of free agency is a warning that we are dealing with fallible agents. We might suspect the influence of positivism, which had a clear critique in the early modern, scientism, Darwinism, reductionism, and preposterously, the Hegelian dialectic. The overall result is flawed and has no correct theory of revolution...the Russian Bolshevik revolution proceeds with inadequate theories and is different in character from the revolutions of the early
modern….We see that the emergence of a ‘new kind of revolution’ in the
wake of the French, American revolutions, and the spooky onset of tidal
wave capitalism are part of the divide period at the end of a macro transition,
and almost simultaneously our system spawns a chase plane dialectic in
the various communistic (but their own complement anarchist) attempts
to claim the future beyond the ‘standard outcome of modernity’ captured
at the last moment by capitalist globalization.

The Ends of History: the end of history debate is related to this issue
of the ‘last and first men’, but has been distorted upside down to make
capitalism that ‘end’. But surely the original and true meaning is that of a
system to succeed the capitalist phase, and this without voiding the basic
democratic outcome of the modern transition…. The model of history we
have developed can easily resolve the confusion over the end of history by
reminding us that the ‘ends of history’ tend to cluster in our macrosequence,
and the period after that is not fully predetermined by that model. The
‘ends of history’ are simply given in the dialectic complement of capitalism
and communism. Our fate depends on the resolution of that paradox, and
the early innings went to the capitalist defeat of communism. But the next
inning we can see is the need to deal with the catastrophe being generated
by capitalism…The question of the ‘end of history’ reverts to its original
form: the future as something beyond capitalism…

Floating fourth turning points: we can leave the last two sections in
potential, but with a new metaphor of the ‘last revolution’, the floating
fourth turning point, i.e. the generation of whole cultural wholes on the
scale of the macrosequence: The macro model suggests a generalization of
‘revolution’: floating fourth turning points’ (after the three known epochs
in succession in the macrosequence), as cultural transformation at the level
of replicating the early modern, but in a postcapitalist version…Here is the
beautiful logic of our new model of history: it is an interplay of system action
and free agency. We have seen three broad turning points or transitions
emerging from the longer sequence from the Neolithic or before. But our
free agency allows us to confront the destined decline into madness of the
modern rendered a dead zone of economic insanities. Our options include
a new social technology of the future become our present, a floating fourth
turning point of our own free activity…It must replicate the action of greater
history itself and realize a new modern in the ear of postcapitalism.

Last and First Men: a New Communism must stage a society able to cradle
the future evolution of man, and this question far outstrips the current study
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of biological evolution. The first stage is to replace the ideological cancer of social Darwinist evolutionism with a neutral evolutionary saga freed from reductionist scientism. This is a supreme challenge and instantly puts the strongest scrutiny on this and any other neo-communist project. This is a useful discipline for a movement that cannot trust itself in its critical mistrust of the immense deceptions of the capitalist era. We can leave this section incomplete and consider our notes a kind of generator for a virtual manifesto on its way to realization. Beside our single citation from the original manifesto we field a single idea behind our review of the marxist canon: the need to de-mechanize thought and recast the rich potential of the successors of 1848 for a new era of crisis. We can cite here a continuation via the text of Last and First Men.

A New Model of History, The Modern Epoch: we see the way to a new model of history as a rational account getting mislead by ‘theories’ with their liabilities. We can easily restate the basics of historical materialism in this context. We can proceed with an empirical chronology suggested by history itself, and this can help us disentangle from the ‘end of history’ propaganda that has so confused the discussion of capitalism. In the process we can adopt the challenge given by Kant in his essay on history. That classic essay is forgotten as the hidden task behind first Hegel then the proponents of historical materialism, followed by the dealers of the ‘end of history’ meme, mostly dealing in Jokers in a rigged deck. If we can provide a superior version resolving that challenge, we can reestablish the basics of Marxism in another fashion. In fact, we have a century and a half of archaeological breakthrough research under our belt, which neither Hegel nor Marx had. Armed with that we can do a recursion of Kant’s assigned task, throw light on the issue of teleological, discover what Kant called ‘nature’s secret plan’ along with a demonstration of the ‘progression toward a perfect civil constitution’. Our manifesto must thus be a statement about that progression toward a better civil constitution, not yet perfect, but able to reconcile the issues of economics, democracy and communism that have a fanned curve ball for liberal ideologists.

Marxism brought into existence a debatable tendency to make ‘revolution’ a matter of applied theory when in fact it should be more like the case of the American revolution: Rebs ‘mad as heck ’ applying a constitutional praxis to the conclusion of a rebellion. A theory is an illusion it will master hypercomplexity. Modern economics is a series of mathematical theories that are mostly bogus, and Marx in Capital tried to propose a rival, a
losing proposition, despite the many insights of that masterwork, also a
doorstopper. Their earlier work was more practical and all we need. We
should not compete with theories, but adopt provisional models, and leave
the burden of proof to the propagandists of Capital, that is say, the burden
of no proof and the almost chaplinesque parodies of calculus that grace
themodern economic illusion sphere.

Note that every in reality follows this approach: biologists claim to have
a theory of evolution but in fact use a chronology of evolutionary history,
empirically. Economists makes all sorts of claims about capitalism in theory
but a close look at any textbook shows that all those graphs are just bits of
model construction. No general theory exists (because of complexity and
free agency). So what we are doing is being honest about simply applying an
empirical chronology. There we see that economic systems are dwarfed by the
larger systems at work. That is good: because that means that revolutionary
change is possible: we can decide to change an economic system.

A program of action is a recipe based on the choices of free agents. No
theory is required: it is a constructivist procedure: the constitution of a
civil new republic as a political economy. This small difference between a
theory, a model and a recipe or praxis makes all the difference and is the
proper subject matter of a manifesto. We can propose a simple model of
history that will also throw light on the issue of evolution. A model is not a
theory. Even so it might seem itself theoretical. If the material is too arcane
we can set it aside. It is an attempt at explanation which is not a theory. We
do not propose applying a theory about history to a revolutionary version
of ‘applied sociology’. Theories of social systems always fail, and historical
materialism is no exception. But Marx/Engels nearly got it right with a
model of progressive epochs…feudalism, capitalism…But this is another
theory. We can adopt a related but simpler approach: world history shows
the evidence of a progression of successive epochs, the most recent being
modernity. We see an epoch starting around 3300/3000 BCE in Sumer and
Egypt then the epoch of the Axial Age starting around 900/600 BCE the
modern epoch starting around 1500/1800

These epochs clearly show the way to resolving Kant’s challenge, and
show a progression toward better civil constitutions. We suspect this
progression starts far earlier, but can’t be sure. We are on the verge of a
monster theory, but without more data we can’t produce one, so we use an
incomplete model of world epochs. We thus consider how to proceed with a
simple model of three epochs, the third of which was getting under way as
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Marx/Engels produced their quite epochal Manifesto. Instead of theory we proceed with some simple observations and hunches: history is structured, has a directional aspect, isn’t by inspection isn’t determined by economics, shows ‘evolving systems’ in many varieties developing under a pattern of feedback, etc... Most of all we suspect we are seeing a teleological system in action. Now we know why theories are failures: they are mostly ‘causal’ constructs and can’t reckon directionality. We won’t produce a theory of teleology, but our model will reflect it empirically. We are out of the morass that sank so many historical theories.

Seeing the period 1500/1800 as the interval of epochal transition is the master clue, in reality a cogent case, to what Marx/Engels were trying to put their finger on. So the issue is not the epoch of communism to replace capitalism replacing feudalism, but the blend of capitalism (or the Industrial Revolution) and communism to cap the realization of modernity and its trend toward democracy. The confusion arose perhaps because of the way figures like Adam Smith misgeneralized the action of free markets with the ethical transvaluation based self-interest turned into a theory about history and economics. There may be some empirical truth to his insights, but as a theory they fail.

The epoch in question is modernity: how we realize it depends on our application of its core elements of innovation: democracy, freedom, market capitalism, socialism, etc... The fate of Rome in the prior epoch of the Axial Age shows us how badly free agency can screw up the potential of historical realization. The result was so a kilter that a chase plane rescue operation emerged to try and recompute the epochal downfield, Christianity. We call this a ‘floating fourth turning point’, or an attempt to restart an epoch, a bit grandiose, but a way to generalize the idea of ‘revolution’, and to see how they can fail around their inherent limits. his is what a revolution must aspire to: a new culture beyond a new economy, based on the corrected elements of epochal transition. Jargon, jargon, but our point here is clear: our epoch is modernity with a distorted economic outcome requiring a floating fourth turning point. That’s enough: you can skip the rest here and move to the next section. I recommend my model of history, but one can proceed without it.

Theories, Models, Ideologies: having used the term ‘dialectic’ we will be wary of its use: it is a fallacy emerging from Hegel that a dialectical dynamic operates in history. There may be some finesse that can rescue the idea, but our approach is different, and sometimes comes close, but we should be wary of mixed modes. Beside this is the legacy of historical materialism
with its concepts of economic determinations in history. One thing seems suspiciously the case: theories are always wrong, and one reason is the complexity of the subject matter, and another the misuse of causality after the fashion of physics, that is the fallacy of scientism. Theories of history are clearly at fault here. What is the domain of discourse? Because history is connected to evolution, the answer is, everything since the big bang! A system far too complex for a theory. We can demonstrate without much trouble, in defiance of conventional wisdom that the theory of Darwin is ‘still another false theory’. Marx had a funny work around here, evident in the Manifesto: a thesis of the progression of epochs, from feudalism to capitalism to communism. But while this works descriptively it is still another failed theory. Feudalism and capitalism are different categories; it might be argued. And feudalism occurs intermittently in ancient history, consider the dark ages before archaic Greece.

How proceed? Our model adopts an empirical approach, and asks if we can detect large scale patterns in history. In fact, we can. Or else we can simply ask if history shows evidence of a dynamic. The two questions converge on the data in the affirmative as if we were attempt to decode history by asking if it shows a cyclical pattern. We can find that! But we can only see it over a short range, which prevents the creation of a theory. Next to this we must grand the factor of free agency in the execution of history. No determinate differential equation will work here. And it is. But we are close to creating a viable path: to best of our knowledge history shows a progression of epochs, and these transcend sub-distinctions of economic history, technological history, and these epochs are fuzzy outlines not contradicted by the factor of free agency. And these epochs appear clearly to show a transitional phase at their onset filled with innovations. We arrive at a framework to proceed: modernity is a phase in the onset of a new epoch, and shows the massive flux of innovations typical of epochal transitions, and this includes the crystallization of that distinct economic/technological complex set of innovations called ‘capitalism’ (granting that this is relative, capitalism being definably present throughout history as truck and barter).

This is very useful: there is no capitalist epoch. Economic systems do not determine the course of history. The whole game is executed by free agents, and the capitalist system was created by free agents who can replace that as free agents with a better system. Capitalism is a massive mega-innovation of the modern epoch. So why would we want to change it, isn’t it canonically epochal? We see one reason for the stubborn dogma of capitalist
fundamentalist axioms. The answer is simple: capitalism is not a system with a theory, but an series of ad hoc innovations, one of which is the idea of socialism/communism which emerged in tandem and which drives the system to realize still other innovations, ideas of freedom, democracy, just social systems, etc...We see that the epochal transition entered a new epoch with its emergent format still incomplete for precisely the reason such as Marx/Engels asserted: contrary tendencies must work themselves out, and a finalized ‘modern’ format could only emerge in the wake of globalization and some degree of development fueled by capitalism.

We the power of this kind of descriptive historical model: we are certainly on the verge of a massive new dose of ‘theory’, but in fact are stopped by incomplete data! We can simply use the history of free agents in rough epochs as a chronology of the development of civilization. We suspect, we note in passing, that our progression of epochs reaches back to the Neolithic or before. What about the question of classes, and the history of classes struggles? That translates easily into our framework: we see the rough egality of Paleolithic man yield to the onset of class structures in the Neolithic and the subsequent eras of the State. The latter is especially evident in the epoch beginning with the classic phases of Sumer and Egypt. The contradictory elements of freedom in the state (the state was however ambiguous a positive innovation of that epoch) gestates with its opposite, freedom from the state, with the former too frequently winning out throughout that era. But with dramatic precision we see the pole of ‘freedom from the State’ emerge with the birth of democracy in the Axial epoch.

So the thematic of the history of class struggle gets an instant foundation in our model. The point is the obvious issue of equality realization as class struggle. Our system shows this is a larger process of induction. No other model can suggest this: that themes of freedom, and equality are generated in the system’s core dynamics. That was a confusion of many economic interpretations of history, e. g. that slavery was part of an economic inevitability. But at no point in the innovation structure of our epochs do we see an induction of slavery in some teleological sense. Slavery is a distortion of freedom in the State by free agents attempting to apply a proto-capitalist logic to the application of the extraction of surplus value. A distortion of freedom logic. This makes ‘slavery’ a disease of civilization. Note that the term capitalism is so vague we no theory could be consistent. It is a complex that must be described in chronological accounts. And we should note how easily free agents can distort transitional innovations: compare the account
of the innovations of Adam Smith with the distorted muddle of dystopian ‘market ideology’ that arises in his wake.

We have all the elements for a highly flexible interpretative model approach to historical that places the onset of communism inside the overlapping revolutionary/democratic innovations and the capitalist economic innovation nexus. We can even bring in the banished concept of ‘dialectic’ by noting that our disillusion with theories is borne out by the facts: our ‘system’ is perfectly compatible with multiple outcomes in parallel attempting to reconcile complex counterpoints: democracy and economy. Since ‘dialectic’ is another failed theory, we should call it something else, and be clear our usage is simply descriptive. In such a system emergent parallels will tend to compete for the future. Here the ‘theory’ of revolution is replaced with an empirical perspective: the sudden appearance of the phenomenon of ‘revolution’ in the early modern falls like ripe fruit into the category of ‘epochal innovations’. That gives us a glimpse of a new model of history, and in the process it is also a corrective on our ideas of evolution. It allows an account of the emergence of freedom, and is best placed insider the Kantian Question about history. This is very controversial for many, but we should note that ‘evolution’ is so often confused with Darwinian ‘random emergence by natural selection’ that it is hard to see its real meaning, which should be equivalent to ‘development’. Biologists resist this because it makes ‘evolution’ teleological, but the attempt to banish teleology in the name of physics has backfired with ‘evolution’. Our model shows directionality in history as a generalization of teleology: we can see that epochs in succession shows direction. We may not be able to fully analyze this because teleology is another failed theory, rather a descriptive tendency, and also because the factor of ‘free agency’ is required to complete the setting of direction and may fail in this, or decide to do something else. Evolution as directed development makes sense out of all the nonsense suffered by biologists in the attempt to make a science of life. It is resisted among reasons because teleology is mysterious and not subject so far to complete scientific accounts. So the drama of endless failed theories will continue. We must in the end invoke what physicists themselves suspect, a kind of Goldilocks principle that makes the question of evolutionary directionality implicit from the start. We should be mindful or our strategy, which stands wary of theories and simply observe a system of epochal transitions, unsure as we are embedded in its middles that we know its endpoint. Surely this question answers itself: the ‘end of history’ meme hints that as freedom is realized man steps out of
APPENDIX 2:
NOTES:
DEVELOPMENT MARKET NEO-COMMUNISM

At a time of developing climate catastrophe it is important to bring to the fore the challenge of revolutionary change. There is no reason why this can’t be followed with an electoral path, but the implications are and remain that of constitutional renewal. This approach, even as it can and should inform mainstream activist logic working on issue initiatives and electoral options, is a discipline of thinking on problems holistically, involving social, economic, constitutional and political perspectives in the context of a totalitarian capitalist regime, with global domination as its keynote. Our perspective is thus both nationalistic and internationalist. The times require the dangerous passage of revolutionary regime change, even if this provokes an apparently unrealistic goal, and this must at least be contemplated as a potential option.

The current election of Trump suggests the American system has entered the kind of reactionary deadlock that has too often cursed its history, witness the period leading up to the American civil war. The reign of climate deniers coming the fore simply amplifies an already disastrous situation, created by the american ‘rogue state’ with its imperialist wars fueled by the
military-industrial complex, its deep state and uncontrolled covert agencies showing strong evidence of false-flag dark ops, next to a corrupt political system beholden to capital interests. The developing crisis of climate change confronting a political system unable to respond shows a system entering the critical zone. The current system is not stable and we need to consider the dangers in the situation we face. If nothing else the revolutionary option is failsafe logic, the ready fire-extinguisher. But ‘if nothing else’ is not enough as the failure of the powers of be calls for intervention. It is also possible the imputation of revolutionary change can lead to preemptive change on the part of the established regime.

It is important to consider the revolutionary option and to declare in advance what the aims of revolution should be. This is nothing less than what the founders of the American system suggested might be needed, ‘a republic if you can keep it’. Democracies emerged in revolutionary periods of turbulence and the founding fathers anticipated the future of this reality. Here we will propose a hybrid of democratic and socialist models in the form of what we call ‘democratic market neo-communism’.

Here the legacy of Marxism is both the best and the worst of possibilities. The public will not accept a canon of Marxism in its classic form, although this could change. It remains an crucial resource taken historically. We can list some issues that will force a caesura from the Marxist legacy: the Bolshevik/Stalinist outcome of the Russian revolution the limits of classical economics used by Marx the failure to consider neo-classical economics and its ideology exclusive emphasis on the working class rather than the ‘universal class’ the confusions of historical materialism and its stages of production theory’.

The key problem is that of theories of highly non-linear complexities that require empirical approximations. We will suggest a different historical framework in a short set of notes to the main section. The core of Marxist thinking can be adapted to our loose historical model. The reader is ready to go in five minutes with this substitute for theory using a simple chronology of epochs. We must displace the Marxist core to the status of Old Testament to a New Testament restating a key set of ideas, and here the idea of communism, recast as neo-communism, is the best candidate if the proposal can sever its link to bolshevism, and work in the context of democratic logic. The older legacies remain important as reference sources, but we need a streamlined restatement that has divorced itself from Stalinist idiocy.
Democratic Market Neo-communism

The Marxist legacy has never produced a concrete model for a socialist system leaving the project to the Jacobin confusions of a revolutionary transition in chaos. The result has been a Stalinist nightmare. Yet the task of constructing a viable system is much simpler than one might think. Revolutions are dangerous: we need failsafed versions that have revolutionary marshalls and overguides, civil liberties and habeas corpus given an outcome of civil strife and a clear outline of steps to be taken in the transition to a new system where control passes from a revolutionary cadre to t-zero restart in a democratic system.

Our idea of ‘democratic market neo-communism’ is a hybrid that attempts to remorph a liberal system into (neo-) communism, the ‘neo-’ a reminder that we disown all previous versions and start with a new system. This system will have a set of opposites in balance:

The system must follow the expropriation of capital

The result will be a Commons, and not ‘state capitalism’ and be constructed as an ecological socialism. The higher control sector will be matched a lower indifference sector that can exist within the larger system as a reserve system.

It must found a democracy, yet be balanced by authority: the revolutionary group must cede to its democratic start, yet can reamin in the background as guardians of the Commons.

It will allow socialist markets along with state planning, these markets must use licensed resources from the Commons.

It will have extensive liberal, economic, and ecological rights, with a Congress, and a presidential system that is electoral but inside the guardian revolutionary cadre, which can own no property.

Such a system is a reminder that in principle a socialist system is easily set up, but must survive the civil collision with the bourgeoisie...
We have proposed therefore a new ultra simple non-theoretical perspective on world history and a return to the era of the emergence of communism in the era of early Marx/Engels. We can focus on their classic Manifesto. But we must restate the issues in a new way and we can’t cut and past Marxist boilerplate as a procedure. We propose a simple nexus of ideas, and this centers around what we can democratic market neo-communism.

We can cite the material on this from Toward a New Communist Manifesto (pdf, Amazon), and Last and First Men, as a companion discussion, and this can serve as the bare starting point for a balanced version of a postcapitalist system. We should re-emphasize the need for an ecological communism and this requires a new view of history and culture, one easily adapted to our different take on world history.

This essay is short, a gesture toward a longer discussion, and a way to jolt thinking into a dialectic on the revolutionary prospect. We have clipped the material to outline form to jumpstart a new line of thinking about the crisis we face. We must act now, within a time frame of less than a decade to be ready for what we face.

**Democratic Market Neo-communism: a short sketch**...

We must move beyond the Marxist legacy even as we share a core idea: We will start with the core idea of the classic Manifesto of Marx and Engels:

...The distinguishing feature of Communism is not the abolition of property generally, but the abolition of bourgeois property. But modern bourgeois private property is the final and most complete expression of the system of producing and appropriating products, that is based on class antagonisms, on the exploitation of the many by the few. In this sense, the theory of the Communists may be summed up in the single sentence: Abolition of private property... From the Communist Manifesto

Communism/socialism has many confused representations, ours will attempts to create a very broad blueprint that reconciles many opposites: The details will be left out as we combine two ideas: the abolition of private property with a system deliberately balancing a set of opposites: planning, markets, top down control, bottom up semi-anarchist autonomy...Many discussions of communism confuse the foundational logic of expropriation with the creation of a particular economic system. But the two issues are not the same: a communist system founded in a constitutional starting point can then proceed to construct an economic system to match. There is no
inherent reason why a communist system can’t adopt experimental hybrid in a transition to a new kind of neo-communist economic system. Our references imply a discussion of the US system and yet invokes a transnational system.

1. step one is the expropriation of the bourgeoisie, at the high end. We leave a lower threshold to semi-autonomy, subject to regulation. Property, i.e. industrial macro projects, belong to the Commons. All natural resources belong to the Commons. This distinction is important because the control of economic resources by a one-party state is highly undesirable: a separation of powers requires a set of economic bodies, legal and practical, to regulate economic issues.

2. the executive power consists of a strong state that guards the revolution, protects the Commons, but which otherwise has limited powers which are delegated to different branches of government. This sector with be a one party or zero party state, republican with a president and set of guardians, and an elected president. This branch of government requires additional revolutionary challenges to the vices and excesses of authoritarian governments. This requires a global transnationalism in the midst of a communist nationalism, a commitment to a new globalization of states beyond imperialism, robust versions of free trade that are liberated from the capitalist brands of exploitation and out-sourced working classes, and the abolition and reconstitution of all covert agencies and their false-flag conspiracies. The market sector must be divorced completely from military capitalism. The ‘deep state’ must be exposed, neutralized and replaced with an open system with established laws as to surveillance, ideological mind control, and political deceptions.

3. a congress (and/or Senate) and a set of courts based on multiparty democracy that is completely free of big money of any kind. It will be meritocratic, with short elections, state sponsored advertising on an equal basis, etc…: creating a reformed democracy given the grotesque distortions of the American example. This combination of one-party and multi-party systems is a unique innovation requiring careful consideration of its draft status in the realization of a open society in the context of a superset with strong but limited authority.

4. a set of economic institutions and courts to match will mediate the issues of development projects, allocations, planning…the central state
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will not be allowed to muddle through this sector which operates with a separation of powers. This set of legal bodies must include an ecological court mediating the economic impacts of industrial activity. This overall framework will mediate three sectors of the macroeconomy:

5. the resulting macro economy will be a hybrid of state corporations and entrepreneurial startups created by individuals with licenses to operate with ecological resources.

6. there is a lower threshold below which a high degree of autonomy is left to balance the anarchist pole of the equation. This sector can show many combinations of small-economy/communes/farms/NGO’s etc…

7. the system must have strong authority next to a democratic core with rights and liberties and a populist program that deals with labor, education, medicine (these probably free), housing, employment in populist emphases, and move beyond the sterile anti-liberalism of earlier communists.

This system requires many additional details but our snapshot is an attempt to generate a way to break old habits to think in a new way. As the text of Toward a New Communist Manifesto are aware, we have spoken in terms of the universal class rather than the working class. The universal class is the class of all classes and enforces the idea of the equality of all in a common class. A focus on the working class is entirely appropriate in this context and can be brought to the fore as appropriate.

We need a new perspective on history and a rough outline of the context of revolutionary neo-communism: communism is an innovation arising in the wake of the French revolution (in fact its primordial birth was in the early modern reformation, if not the ancient Greek utopians). Our model of history is a simple ‘narrative’ of epochs in a chronology of civilizations. Economic systems exist inside and influence but do not fully determine these cultural complexes.

Our framework begins with the crisis of climate change. Homo sapiens is a highly destructive species tending to the destruction of all environments in his wake. The modern industrial system has both revolutionized development and handed the curse of environmental scofflaw destruction to this species man. Unrestricted free markets are an emerging calamity.
1. The Crisis of Climate
   1.1. The world at two degrees: the crisis of climate forces the issue of regime change: the need for an ecological communism.

2. The failure of capitalism: the failure of capitalism to deal with its generation of climate calamity shows that self-regulating markets are a myth.

3. The classic formulations of Marxism are entirely apt but we must restate/update the issues and disengage from the legacies of bolshevism, etc... We tend to eschew theories in favor of empirical histories and practical metaprogramming: praxis. There is no simple solution to the problems of economic, historical and evolutionary theories and we need to operate with a set of experimental procedures. Our historical perspective allows a ‘dialectic of teleological judgment’ in the estimation of history.

4. We must state in advance what system we propose as a successor to capitalist dominated politics: we can derive the idea of the Commons from a categorical imperative in a Kantian republic of ends. We can propose post-capitalism as a crisis intervention in a catastrophe and ideological hypnosis, and the action of free agents able to refound a new economic order on the basis of a new set of values. We can cite in passing the Marxist theory of the stages of production leading from the feudal to the communist stage, but our framework is larger than this classic and brittle theory: we consider instead the action of freely creating a new form of economy to deal with crisis.

5. We must both transcend and fulfill the liberal tradition, that is, the result must have a democratic core. The ‘end of history’ debate was bogus but had a point: the progression of epochs in history shows a definite process beyond mechanics toward the realization of freedom, thence democracy.

   The goal of postcapitalist logic must be to establish a true democracy free of the domination of capital powers. Democracy is more than the rights of capital and is founded in the shared ecology of the Commons.

2. History and Evolution
   2.1. The Marxist theory of historical materialism is a teleological theory of history and puts excessive emphasis on economic determinism. We can propose an empirical outline of world history as a substitute and create a chronology of history since the Neolithic with an extension to the evolutionary emergence of man. In the process we can refound Marx’s early objections to Darwinism. Our view of history can point to a useful sketch of a path to a real evolutionary theory even as it remains agnostic as to theory and yet aware of the fact of evolution. This approach can free thinking from the social darwinist curse that has used evolutionary Darwinism for social
Darwinist exploitations and class warfare.

Our new model of history will automatically resolve this issue with a lightweight alternative to Darwinian pseudo-science.

2.2 We see world history as a progression of epochs (we can also propose a very specific model of historical evolution to highlight this), of which modernity is the most recent: we see a transition to a new epoch, and the age period that follows. This can help to create a framework of the secular in a new and broader sense and free debates from materialism/idealism dead ends. In the modern case we see the early modern and its immense generation of innovations, with a possible explanation, and a debriefing of Eurocentric questions. This is followed by the onset of a new age period in the nineteenth century. This analysis has a remarkable property: the end of the transitional period around 1800 shows a kind of divide as the character of the historical dynamic changes. We need no hard conclusions about this but it is significant that to a long view capitalism and communism emerge together. It was clear from the start that a successor to capitalism would move in parallel and then overtake the chaotic economic system at the starting point. It is no accident that Marx and Engels appear at this point with a proposal for the new era of economic modernity.

2.3 The basic outline clearly delineates an immense spectrum of emergent properties from the Reformation to the Enlightenment. The sudden appearance of so many innovation near the divide point is not accident. We see that revolution in the early modern is a strong element in the change of epochs, but we can also see that revolution in the post-divide period will have a different character: the early modern shows a dynamical spontaneity to revolution, while the wake after the divide will require explicit free agency, a point instinctively understood by Marx/Engels who tried to create explicit protocols of revolution, a very difficult task, but one realizable by careful analysis of the steps to a revolutionary transformation. Ironically, however, ‘revolutions of free agency’ have a higher degree of freedom than dynamical revolutions (which show their historically chaotic character). This elusive set of insights can be taken as reference to our historical model. The point for us here is very simple: we must not apply theories to social constructions. Instead as free agents we must apply praxis, or practical recipes of ‘how to’ in order to create in freedom a constitutional construct.

Our model, we should note, is designed to allow ‘theories’ only for the past looking backward: the free agent never sees dynamics in the present. This strange model is hard to understand and isn’t needed to proceed save to
note that we dare not wait for a system to evolve to a new state. Our action
as free agents is based on an analysis of the failure of capitalism and the
need as free agents to create a new successor.

2.4 As noted the industrial revolution and capitalism emerge very
rapidly near the divide point of the modern transition. In tandem emerges
a series of chase plane successors and this are crisis vehicles for a system
that is unstable on its way to globalization. Within a mere two centuries
we can already see that capitalism is likely to destroy planetary civilization
without intervention.

2.5 The year 1848 is in many ways symbolic as the starting point of a
new era of world history: its classics revolutions were the first to respond
to the emerging dilemma of capitalism and show the first appearance of
socialist alternatives. This prophetic moment sets the tone for the new world
of bourgeois society as an unstable first stage of modernity.

3. Democratic Market Neo-communism

3.1 The issue of capitalism is beset with an immense amount of sophistical
pseudo-science and the twin confusions of classical and neo-classical
economics have confused all parties that they don’t know what they are
doing. Our historical model allows us to contain this confusion with a simple
strategy: no economic model using the calculus of differential equations can
be valid for human society because the element of free agency distorts any
causal line of outcome. This technicality is decisive and allows us to escape
the completely misleading implications of fake economic theories which
ape the methods of physics in a preposterous fantasy. There is only one way
to deal with economies: apply axioms as free agents to produce constructs
to be evaluated in practice. That’s the bottom line. The attempts to found
capitalism in theory is thus misleading. The reality we see now is the danger
of unrestricted free markets and the severe threat of human extinction in
a system out of control.

3.2 The question of markets is very tricky nonetheless and the early
Marxists were not prepared for the so-called economic calculation debate.
But that debate seems less cogent now. With no solid economic theory no
claims for the inevitability of markets can retain their validity as dogma. The
left soon produced a series answers, here which in turn have been criticized,
and now in the period of computational machines and artificial intelligence
the planning at any level of economies is foreseeable. Overall the fact remains
that planning and market socialisms look as though they had been shown
up in practice by a superior capitalism of markets. For a generation after
the era of bolshevism that seemed convincing but the reality check since
induced shows that while socialist economies may be inefficient capitalism
is going to be fatal. We MUST asap find a postcapitalist set of alternatives.
In any case our framework allows a transitional or else permanent phase
where markets exist inside a communist framework. This is not the same
as ‘market socialism’ with its liabilities and many debates.

We need a functional system that can allows survival in a climate
catastrophe. The experience of bolshevism was misleading and isn’t really
a demonstration of anything, but in a crisis it shows that botched planning
is still a viable economic possibility. We can do much better than that. We
must start from scratch and find a new way to do economics, with simple
praxis (or what Popper called piecemeal social engineering) as the bottom
line. We design a socialist system to satisfy certain social, ethical, and human
requirements. Alienation in a Frankenstein created by us is the obsolete
muddle of capitalism. We found economics in the values of equality, populist
economics rights, and a stance prepared on issues like basic income, AI and
the evolution of labor forces, cooperatives, unions, etc... Our approach is
not completely beyond markets in any case, so this sophistical debate over
planning is out of date. We respond that it is madness to dogmatize about
the efficiency of markets if they decimate the Amazon to produce hamburger
mania in couch potatoes in the American television culture. The notion
of the end of history decreeing the inevitability of market sis craziness.
The whole debate needs to be torn up as we start from scratch. The second
world war shows that planned economies can be constructed in a manner
of months if circumstances demand it.

3.3 We have considered then a hybrid we call democratic market neo-
communism, described in the endnote. We envision a three sector system
with both planning, markets and semi-anarchist/autonomous sectors, a
carefully balanced set of opposites

3.4 Let us envision, with the question of revolution as a sword of
Damocles, a peaceful electoral transition to the new system envisioned,
unrealistic or not. The factor of revolution will not go away and is the critically
dangerous transition, one that must produce some form of democracy. The
failure of the Russian Revolution here was clear, but it was in many ways
the result of Tsarist social mechanics with no experience of democracy and
the classic Civil War whose outcome induce totalitarian mania from which
the revolution could not recover. But the American revolution shows the
correct set of stages: an imperial revolt, and then a constitutional phase. The latter is the point at which democracy must be founded in the context of the democratization of private property in the Commons. No democracy is possible in a system of plunder where commons resources are privatized by predatory capitalist powers (so-called primitive accumulation). In a communist system with many likely antagonists a balanced system of strong authority must guard the revolution, but it must be matched with a strong set of individual rights, and economic populist must be the foundation for a new socially broadened form of democracy that is more than voting for a few neoliberal posters, etc..

3.5 Last and First Men: the transition to postcapitalism is an operation on an immense scale and invokes the level of evolution itself...We must bring our perspective to the level of terraforming, ecological Gaian perspectives, and a secular equivalent of religion. We can adjourn this discussion to the materials in Last and First Men, Out of Revolution, The Crisis of Modernity. (Amazon, web pdf)... The blog Darwiniana has many discussions here, and
One of the mysteries of intellectual history is the resemblance of ‘dialectical materialism’ to the ancient Samkhya. Engels, in a fugue of thought wandered into an ancient woods to be devoured by archaic figments of Samkyayoga, with its mysterious septad of triads as a cosmology of involution/evolution. This legacy is briefly explored below and might need a longer account. The legacy of Hegelian dialectic and its Marxist versions was well underway by the end of the nineteenth century but then suddenly from the shadow realm of Sufism the strange figure Gurdjieff appears with a recursion of the ancient Samkhya which was then elaborated in the immense text called The Dramatic Universe. One might recommend the marxist-style left fold their cards here and not compete with massive confusion all around. The whole subject is threatened with cognitive dissonance, occultism, reactionary metaphysics, e.g. Ouspensky’s Tertium Organon, and counterrevolutionary ‘instant’ complots from the Dark Side. But the whole field could also be a leftist research project and a study of ancient materialism in its yogic guise. The final confusion is the connection to Christianity Trinitarian theology, diffusing into the Roman Empire from India.
Proceed with caution:

Let us make clear at once that no one owns this material. The realm of the rogue sufi Gurdjieff remorphed this material which is then somehow a part of his authoritarian legacy. No criticism is possible in any configuration of student, school member or disciple. Best to stay away from such legacies and yet continue with a careful research into a strange lore. But the fact remains that material inherited from early Christianity found its way into the sufi world and then resurfaced in the nineteenth century. Gurdjieff often made claims for things we find to be untrue. His scheme and motives remain obscure.

I would note at once that I have never met anyone using triadic logic who knew what he was talking about. But such an ancient legacy might at some point be decoded.

This field has a definite Dark Side. I have met sufis who use the second term of the dialectic (the ‘denying force’) as reference to demonic oppositions and/or black magical operations against various people. Watch out, this a strange terrain. But even to this day the field of yoga invokes this subject, and study there might resolve some of the confusion. However, the triad of Rajas, Sattwas, Tamas, would seem a degenerate version, once again, of the mystery of triadic logic. But Indic yogas record constellations from the Neolithic and one must suspect a truly deep source, now lost.

The left has a number options here: dig a deep foxhole with lead barriers and ignore the subject, using yoga to leave the current universe...

Create an historical research subject but be wary, perhaps scrap, the field of dialectical materialism...

Try finally to make sense of triadic logic...

Create a new religion of Trinitarian Marxism, a sort of virutal church of the Holy Brick, the foundation stone for a new Church of Left/futureism, pax vobiscum.
This is a short introduction to an already existing book on J. B. Bennett’s The Dramatic Universe. It stands on its own however as a note with a question expanding on a core idea in that essay: world history exhibits a remarkable mystery of multiple subjects variant to each other yet all claiming a common theme. The oddity here is that noone quite knows what that common theme is. This refers to the many versions of three factor thinking that have descended through history in different disguises: the subject appears to start with the so-called Samkhya of India, although we can guess that the Sumerians and the Egyptians of the dynastic era had some early version here. From there we see the mysterious influence on Christianity in Trinitarian theology, and then in the context of many versions of the idea all the way up to figures like Boehme we find Hegel and his triads, followed by the version of the dialectic of the marxists, including dialectical materialism. From somewhere in the nineteenth century sufi world we get the material bestowed by Gurdjieff on his so-called school. A discourse on what is called the ‘law of three’ enters as a recognizable version of the ‘common theme’, but matched now with a mysticism of the number 7 in the ‘law of seven’, a peculiar musicomathematics of sequentiality in nature. It may be that in trying to revive a supposedly ancient mystical teaching Gurdjieff produced instead a set of new confusions, among them the strange concoction of the enneagram whose nonsensical basis has wiseacred and confused the original material.

In this context, Bennett in the pre-war to sixties period produced his study, The Dramatic Universe, which, whatever its lack of fondational rigor, at least tried to enter the science sphere and produces an unwitting version of Samkya that illustrates the full scope of the gunas and their seven levels making clear for the first time more or less what was being talked about. A prodigious elaborate and complex rendering shows the cascade of ‘cosmic laws’ from the cosmic triad to the 6, 12, 24, 48, and 96 laws. We don’t need to understand the details to see suddenly the clipped version inherited from ancient India rendered to its full scope. Further we can try to connect this hierarchy of laws with the psychological states of man.
The Indian Samkhya we refer to is a materialist cosmology built around the idea of three gunas that begin with a ‘cosmic triad’ and redouble as cosmic laws, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96. This materialism is in reality a dualism of prakriti and purusha, the gunas as triads immersed in a cosmic format or energy of consciousness, purusha, sometimes also taken as spirit, and in general the whole subject the object of fulminations against materialists of the Advaita schools who denounced materialism and the subject’s dualism. But the Advaita and the Samkhya are finally about the same subject in the context of much thinking, and yoga practice. The terminology here is all confusing, and confused. Whenever we translate an indic term into English as ‘consciousness’ we should be wary we didn’t get it right. The term consciousness is confusing enough in itself, as a translation of terms in Sanskrit we should wonder if we know what we are talking about. But in a rough sketch the subject is clear enough save that it doesn’t quite make sense. Why triads, why the redoubling of cosmic laws, and what are cosmic laws? People don’t usually make up such oddities: they must be descendants of some earlier nexus of thought. But the indic Samkhya points to a classic version of yoga with a practice. And it enters into general accounts of yoga such as the sutras of Patanjali. It is a powerful atheistic path to liberation in the range of such.

We next encounter in the legacy of Christian and Roman history the emergence of Christian Trinitarian thinking. We don’t realize at first that this subject is pure Samkhya translated into a theistic disguise in the emergence of Christianity. How that happened is obscure. A secular humanist might well take this subject as a strange concoction of religious superstition and egregious metaphysics. But the moment we see the connection the whole subject reemerges as if from a dispelling fog. The subject and or verbiage of the Trinity is exactly what any student of Samkhya encounters when he attempts to fathom the cascade of cosmic laws at its high end. The Samkhya does not posit ‘god’ as the fountain of cosmic becoming, instead its ascendant comic laws abut in the ‘cosmic triad’ as the veil to a void or to ‘God’ as unspeakable and unspoken in a cosmic mystery of the ‘one’ before the ‘three’. That already sounds like the theological jargon of the Christians. Even a short expedition into Christianity’s ‘fine madness’ shows at once the meaning given the clue concerning Samkhya. That the core of this Christian theology is an atheistic yoga should by rights be a thorough scandal but in a field of so many coexisting confusions, the lack of background contrast gives the muddle a pass.

This leave us with a very strange question: why is a foundational theology of monotheism availing itself of an atheistic metaphysics?
And how did it come about? The answers might well be, first, that early monotheists precede the droning trance of later ‘god language’ and are trying to fathom their own novel subject as a cosmic mystery. Second, in the procession of wandering yogis we can spot at once the ‘gymnosophists’ or ‘naked sophists’ as some category in the family of Jain monks, and can well speculate that such yogis entered the great oikoumene of the Roman world, there to become some strange source for a version of theology that could make sense of the ‘one’ before all, then in Samkhya language, the ‘one’ beyond the three. The inexorable progression of thought and paradox in the pondering of novel thinking about a ‘one god’ might well land on the curious logic of the Samkhya to see that the cosmic triad in the cascade of cosmic laws is the last knowable stage of existing cosmos. The triads of Samkhya must cease at the level of three laws and the theology here is all too obviously a most eerie version of the original indic subject. This leaves one to wonder if the original Christian theologians were quite the fanatics we think monotheists to be if they sought counsel in the atheism of a sutric language of materialist cosmology. The ‘three’ before the ‘one’ that was unseen and unmanifest fits very well into the terms of the classic samkhya.

From here we can course the vast field of ‘thinking in triads’ that passes through history and jump to the twentieth century where a school of sufis in connection with the obscure figure Gurdjieff demonstrate a remarkable resurfacing of the ancient subject in a ‘thar she blows’ of the white whale of mystical logic. Here the school of Ouspensky, a follower of Gurdjieff, began to teach the method of Gurdjieff whose core has often been noted to constitute a version of Samkhya. And this becomes the more transparent in the work of one of the disciples, J.G. Bennett, whose The Dramatic Universe makes obvious that this version of a sufi legacy has been influenced by the ancient Samkhya. Strangely the connection is never mentioned. Did these characters think they could steal samkhya and get away with it? Finally we find in the lineage of Hegel the so-called ‘materialist’ dialectic of Marx and then the somewhat controversial ‘dialectical materialism’, which comes off as someone trying to reinvent Samkhya on a desert island with garbled memories of a previous life. There is a great deal more we could include here and the issue of triads once connected with a theme of non-duality bides fair to traverse the whole history of religion for relevant data. But we can focus on this small area usefully, but should cite Ouspensky’s classic Tertium Organum as an attempt to somehow found an airy subject.

We will leave that history to the future and indicate a mother lode of
significant raw material for a scholar willing to pursue this almost uncharted
territory. But the problem is that it has been charted numerous times by
mystics, occultists and theologians mostly to no avail. The acquisition of
facile beliefs here proves in the end pointless. The question is, how to study.
The moment you exclaim in wonder on mystical logic you are probably
beyond the hope for serious scholarship. Here noone knows what they are
talking about The only stance close to science, if only as a kind of pose, is
that of Bennett who intriguingly tries to create a science of n-term systems,
from the monad, dyad, to the triad, up to seven term septads and finally the
dodecad. This treatment is threatened by its own crypto-numerology but
the idea of n-term systems throws the ball into the court of mathematicians
who just might unlock the key to a systematic subject. That the progression
of n-term systems shows a strange resemblance to the emergent particles
of physics, vacuum field, particle (one term), ion (two term), atom (three
term), and four term entities, e.g. the molecule, five and six term from the
threshold of life to life as the cell, etc...indicates there must be something
here of note. But despite his audacious study Bennett apparently failed to
really found a system of n-term logical objects. In any case, he does clearly
distinguish the dyadic and triadic dialectic, a considerable clarification of
the hopeless muddle that attends so-called dialectical reasoning. But if those
who dabble in dialectic often end if a close pass near triad combinations
the result rarely clarifies. But we must acknowledge a huge number, we
beg not a rabble, of mystics, new agers, gurdjieff g-men, theologians and
yogis of Samkya who assure us they have solved the mystery and can think
mystically. Should we just cross the street anonymously on sight of such folk?

We will close our account here for the moment, save to point out that
if this set of subjects could ever be put on a sound footing the prospect
of secular humanism overtaking religion would arise as a futuristic
achievement of modernity. Until then we are stuck with the noise of
dialectical logicians attempting to exit the dark vale of mystical logics.
Let us note that skeptical doubt is one pole of a dialectical dyad which
makes dismissing the whole subject as nonsense seem dialectically
brilliant. This brand of hieroglyphics has yet to find its Champollion.
But with this introduction one can recommend perusal of Bennett’s
grand cascade of cosmic laws as triads (viz. Ancient gunas), with their
active, passive and ‘reconciling’ aspects (with the distance echo of the
sattwas, rajas, tamas, a very degenerated version of something now lost.

We should note one more curious fact: Bennett thought in terms of a triad
of ‘being, function, will’ and introduced the ‘will’, after Gurdjieff, as an element in its own triad! Further this idea, clearly influenced by Schopenhauer, creates a direct connection with modern philosophy, caught between the metaphysical denier Kant and the metaphysical (divine) comedian Hegel, that dual with the Schopenhauer as antagonist. That the will is the core meaning behind the ‘gunas’ is a stroke of genius, but remains tabled but not quite established. The issue of the will is the hidden text of the Christian in the muddle of bad theology, and the figure of Jesus as the sufi prophet with his acts of magical will is the classic cliché, whatever the facts of the case. If the yogi explores being and consciousness, the occidental mystic sought the will, only to end in a dark night of no path at all to speak of. But Bennett’s work shows clearly the path to resurrecting the memes of ‘will’ in both a spiritual and a secular psychology even as the Buddhist seems to point to the cessation of the will. The Christian’s ‘will’ was always gobbled up by a pack of hallucinated demons in a monastic madhouse where the benefits of meditation were lost to the compulsive war of the latent and exterior will or ego. Perhaps past all the failed attempts figures like Bennett can point to a new sanity of the paths of the will, combined with paths of consciousness, and that in a secular sphere hopefully with recovered sanity.

The samkhya shows the way in the form Bennett produced to some clarity in the field of spiritual psychology and the delusional level of 96 laws yields to the common ordinary consciousness of the level of forty-eight laws, the self-awareness at level 24, the deep individuality or ‘real I’ at level 12, the fade out but conjectured higher states like enlightenment at levels six and and the ‘completely wigged out higher still thing hood of level three, gaping in awe at the unbegotten before there was time. Spiritual psychology might some day help to rescue both secular and religious thought to a unity and to actual useful spiritual (so-called, all this is materialist in foundation) paths or practices that can bring to consciousness, the True Self, the real I, and beyond. Man almost never arrives at real selfunderstanding and the legacies here, including this one have been of little help. But we see from afar a new continent here and if ever rescued from idiot mysticism (to say nothing of the evil sufi antics of the Gurdjieffs) man could achieve a level of self-understanding beyond the mob of shifty-eyed gurus in the world’s airports.

Gurdjieff actually put it right: man as he is can’t think in terms of triads, only dyads. But then he proceeds to claim that a higher consciousness can resolve this. There is fair to incomplete evidence that while mystics in history have often over and over been transfixed by magic triplets they...
have never resolved the mystery to anyone’s satisfaction, or gone beyond a sort of exclamation of the One as ‘oulala’. The whole question is on hold. Higher consciousness is such a vague morass of semantic gibberish that we are left unable to conclude anything. Til then the negative pole of dialectic or the denying force of a triad posit skepticism to the mystic logician.
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This material is rough, but useful, a temporary appendix on the way to a Kindle/paperback. We have hundreds more: explore the blog archives and/or another book/archive, Postcapitalist Futures in pdf format, The Anthropocene, etc...

Cuba: A Golden Opportunity: DMNC

Cuba is at the point where left socialists fumble the ball and think in the hard duality of capitalism and communism. Marx warned against premature constructs, that was in the nineteenth century. Now, however, the time has come to design viable systems as the American system falls apart. This modeling tool has dozens of variants. The model instance here is structurally basic but needs a new idea of an International, and an eco-socialist content. We have a lot posts on our DMNC model which is tailor made for Cuba ‘as is’ if everyone can stop listening to the capitalist hyenas ready to pounce with development bait. We can apply this to the US in the discussion of Cuba.
Cuba has a golden opportunity: it has gone through the expropriation process and can in principle design a version of our ‘democratic market neo-communism’ which can be adapted to just about any variant of capitalism, pseudo-democracy, pseudo-socialism, etc,...

In our failsafed definitions (terms are connected in the DMNC tetrad), Cuba’s ‘communism’ might be ‘Bolshevik communism’ but it is not really communism which in our neo- version is designed around ‘socialist markets’ which are run by managers/ex-capitalists who license resources from a Commons (not state ownership) which is a legally defined entity of common ownership in the context of economic and legal rights. The little guy has a legal entitlement to access the Commons. The system thus has relatively free markets responsible to the public inside a system of larger planning. Free markets thus and large-scale; planning can thus coexist.

Cuba has lost a huge amount of time due to the muddle bad socialist thinking created from the beginning. It needs a democratic system, a socialist market economy, a Commons, etc.. Perhaps we can propose a variant of DMNC and start with a new version of democracy: (there are many variants and this one is a bit odd, you can just use a multiparty system instead) in what we can call a four party state to dispense with the one party state that always emerges from legacy communism: a Congress of elected reps with three dialectical parties, a third to bridge in reality to a multiparty system in principle but fixed inside a third party dialectical resolution process. (Look at how this would save the current America's classic faction deadlock). There is then a ‘fourth’ party of the Presidential system with checks and balances but inside the party of the former revolutionaries who remain as guardians of the Commons, but with power ceded to the larger democracy.

We want democracy but that is an abstraction and in reality is or should be a dualism of freedom/authority. The above can balance the system and move in both directions.

In most versions of the DMNC there is a lower threshold level left to itself more or less and in general this kind of system is a museum of multiple social DNA’s: democracy, authority, three party Congress, vestigial fourth party of guardians of the Commons, a balance of anarchism and strong authority. Small businesses can experiment with new ideas and become a part of the larger
system if they cross the lower threshold. Etc... The key is the reality of high level expropriation to a Commons from which socialist markets can be resourced.

We always use one word abstractions: democracy, socialism, etc... Viable systems need to be complex systems of at least four general or more system concepts, here democracy, markets, planned economies, a Commons. The failure of socialisms in the past was the fixation on a single term in abstraction resulting inexorably in a transition to Stalinism. This kind of system can be a no-brainer: the US Congress could simply expropriate private Capital above a certain level and the simplest version of DMNC is a done job. But...expropriation is still too much in America. But the reality is sinking in that corporations like Exxon-Mobil are super-dangerous and threaten a whole planet. Cuba is already past this nightmare, in principle. The early socialists and (early) Marx warned at the beginning: expropriate ‘capital’ at once, and at the start. As we pass the point of no return, their warnings were ominous and prescient.

The above kinds of systems have checks and balances, a lot of them, and yet a flexibility to create a vibrant socialist market economy. Cuba is in a position to do this where the US is crystallized in a hopeless mess. It has over twenty million businesses and this would make it hard to rescue the system short of the coming collapse.

Cuba has a golden opportunity here because it already has an expropriation process more or less a <em>fait accompli</em>. The Cubans should never let the Yankee hyenas talk them out of this asset, however flawed at present. That is not yet a Commons, but it is a start. They can either plan or allow spontaneous socialist markets to start bootstrapping into a world historical first as a successful socialist economic system. The mighty US system doesn’t work and is foundering. Cuba can experiment with a new path to the future.

Many other issues remain, ecological socialism added into the DMNC, the relationship of socialism in one country (we should approve of this once rejected notion) to a new International. Some would argue a larger Commons should exist as a global reality.

Resources and trade issues should be carefully considered but the standard reality of capitalist domination via an invasion of external capital
offering development and loans needs to be bypassed. The resolution is simple: you can borrow money to create a socialist market corporation, but with full control inside the Commons.

The communist party in Cuba would be a perfect candidate for a presidential sector (electoral, finally) inside a fourth party guarding the Commons, but moving slightly to the background behind the electoral presidential system.

Such models have many variants. But Cuba in transition is going to have a rare opportunity to in fact surpass the US in state formation as capitalism tears the US apart.

We have said nothing about a working class, but this construct could useful here. In any case, at this point, where labor requires an international in the complexity of globalization, we can simply speak of a Universal Class and the working classes as any number of subsets: here we might also consider that the ‘working class’ is defined in terms of wage labor, and/ or of all those who are passive inside a system of capitalist domination. This means just about everybody including managers in capitalist corporations, in a complex tapestry of classes inside the Universal class.


<blockquote>Cuba is facing a new set of challenges as a post-Castro leadership confronts the pandemic and its economic fallout. But Cuban socialism has repeatedly shown its capacity for survival and adaptation since the revolution of 1959.</blockquote>


What is the meaning of ‘working class’?

October 16, 2021

If we critique ‘historical materialism’ we are left with a very large corpus
of Marx material. That material is pervaded by a set of basic assumptions about history that put them in a wrong contexts. But even so the issues of class, and ideology remain a core inspiration for a new kind of left.

One key is the theme of the working class. We should be wary here because any attempt to recreate Marxism could suffer the fate of misconstruing the working class issue(s). But it should be said at once that Marxism itself is the first culprit here. Beside historical materialism, Marxism has another claimant for the ‘dynamic of history’: class struggle. But does that really work? Class pervades history, but it is mostly a victory for the pervasive class domination of ‘rulers’ and their elites. The reality seems rather that the modern left, with Marx et al. in the fore, have created organizations of class struggle for the first time. In fact, as always we see that archaic Greece shows the birth of class struggles in its city-states, and the birth of democracy in that context. If this is true we can suspect that if we look closely Sumer as usual came first: the creative focal zone of the first ‘higher’ civilizations.

The point here is that class struggle shows amplification in the eonic effect and is a macro aspect. Remarkable. Marx’s insight is highly relevant, but we have slightly modified the theme: democracy is associated with class action but this is driven by the macro effect as other times show the comebacks of corrupt elites. Let us note that beside that stolid bourgeois, Luther, the birth of the modern shows the spectacular action of Thomas Munzer. Class struggle indeed. Here we must however see the peculiar fate of ‘democracy’, so visible in the wake of the English Civil War and the Restoration as the phenomenon of the Parliament (an ancient theme for medieval times) overtakes real democracy in a kind of bourgeois muddle that is not really resolved until the era of the French Revolution, the birth of socialism, and Marx’s cogent critique: democracy shifted from class struggle to bourgeois ‘democracy’ of the Restoration type. Marx’s significant expose here has however tended to suspicion of ‘democracy’ as the term suffers its semantic shifts. The point is that ‘democracy’ and class struggle are in origin one and the same. Class struggle in ancient Greece is the canonical case. But we must amend the idea to see that ‘republics’ are commonly the outcome, but but in Athens only do see the full realization.

Here the theme of the proletariat and ‘socialist democracy’ suffer a classic discombobulation as the idea of the dictatorship of the proletariat theme emerges meaning one thing until it starts meaning another thing and we end up with the Marxist bourgeoisie as a new ruling class enforcing ‘dictatorship’ in the name of the proletariat. The Leninists thus join the list of screwball
screwups of the democratic idea. Hal Draper has an indispensable study of this terminology and the way ‘dictatorship’, more like ‘dictation’ at first, ends up with dictatorship by the Marxist bourgeoisie of Bolsheviks, now in control of the entire productive apparatus, and a working-class now without nary a single ‘union’. Noone can quite face the monumental failure of the Marx project here.  
https://redfortyeight.com/2021/06/02/the-dictatorship-of-the-proletariat-from-marx-to-lenin-draper-hal/

We can critique bourgeois democracies but we should nonetheless consider that constitutional fixation of rights did better over all than the ‘dictatorship of the proletariat’.

We should be done with such a pernicious terminology. Here our idea of a ‘democratic market neo-communism’ enters with a new approach. Let it be said that this model requires careful consideration of ‘working class’ issues, which seem absent at first. But the approach is constitutional: equality, economic rights, rights of nature, etc, have to be given constitutional foundations. I would be delighted if a group of working-class revolutionaries took over and realized this model in practice. But in any case, the American model shows the strength and limits of the constitutional approach. We can add in a whole slew of working class organizations and we certainly require a set of labor unions in its mix of elements. The DMNC model is not utopian perfection but has constitutional guarantees on working-class issues. Marxists would in theory reject that, but the muddle of Bolshevism warns us to be wary of their claims. Another approach is to this liberal system and build a socialism around it: democratic market neo-communism. The key contribution of the revolutionaries/reformists is to exporiate the capital factor and create a Commons, not the Marxist bourgeoisie taking control of production.

The working-class theme is Marx’s (and the early socialists who first proposed the model) great master theme but is the object of strange mystifications. Although the early proletariats had a special dignity in their plight they are not other than the rest of homo sapiens, and can not as such be expected to produce some ideal man. The problem however is that the implication is that a working-class social nexus as the dictatorship of the proletariat theme shows is going to create equality when in reality it was swindle by the marxist bourgeoisie. And what is to happen to all the other classes? The dreaded undertone lurks: they must somehow disappear. It can’t
and won’t work short of a massacre. We need to make statements about a new system will treat all the old classes.

Here the constitutional model is superior as a foundation. Equality to the best of our hopes is built on a legal foundation with a Common, a system of socialist markets, planning sectors, and has a place for all the classes at entry in a system that is not utopian perfection but a viable communism that functions with a sane economy that is kicked upstairs from capitalism.

We must interject a ‘trick play’ here: the term ‘working class’ is so vague (it must have meant factory workers, to start) that we must take Marxists by the sleeve and ask, who’s who here? Semantic precision never graced the term: the working class is a. a set of factory workers, now mostly overseas, b. all those who perform wage labor. The latter is very suggestive for a correction, albeit a trick play: the working class is all those who work as ‘wage labor’. But this includes virtually everyone, including capitalist managers who are also salaried employees.

We have thus no settled definition of terms, and would do well to follow our constitutional approach which offers foundational rights and liberties by law, and an equal share by all including a working class in a factory system that has a legal connection to the Commons, and a right of suit to make sure that happens. In a way the working class as the class of wage labor works better because it is more inclusive but as we can see all the different definitions are so vague semantically that we are at risk of incoherence.

Repost with update: Market socialism and DMNC/calculation debate

Update: We must connect with the calculation debate the revolution in planning software in capitalist orgs like Walmart and Amazon.

https://jacobinmag.com/2019/03/economic-planning-walmart-democracy-socialism

And the book cited: The People’s Republic of Walmart

This is of great importance, but we must be wary of leftist claims here. A centrally planned economy in a one party state is not likely to be able to really solve this problem using the new software, etc… That siad, a capitalist
org essentially solved the calculation debate. We can thumb our noses at Mises. Our DMNC model would welcome a version using this kind of innovation, apparently. But an elite of marxists trying to plan economies isn’t going to be guaranteed to work: a lot of other things are needed. Our idea of a Commons guarantees the working class won’t be shortchange.

Our reference to ‘socialist markets’ might be confused with the many attempts on the left to promote another brand also called market socialism. However, the definition (cf. Wikipedia) is in general vague and our usage is within range. The calculation debate arose with Mises who threw a monkey wrench into socialist thinking on social economics and its replacement of markets with planning. Although the left answered the challenge many times the debate, on the whole, was a grave liability on the left if only because most leftists in the range of Marxism never understood or ever knew of the debate. And, after all, the construction of the planned economy in Bolshevik Russia seemed to, in fact did, confirm the nature of the difficulty. Then a new development came into the discussion as the era of the computer suggested the possibility of computational software computing the immensely complex market dynamics that the Miseans gleefully warned was too stupendously complex for a bureaucracy of commie planners.

It is essential that socialist proponents get a handle on this debate. One of my blog books has a short bibliography of the relevant books but I can’t find it at the moment. There is a good classic here Toward a New Socialism by Cockshott that reviews the issues of computational economic calculation and suggests that the stunning advances in computational power will resolve the issue: cf. Wikipedia/: ‘market socialism’. He also has his critics, but… Here our usage is different: it refers to a ‘socialism’ of the DMNC brand that allows an actual marketplace to exist, but under the conditions of a Commons: the use of licensed resources from a Commons (which needs a careful legal definition, and this is quite different as market socialism from the usual usage) but otherwise a functioning market place. Consider the case of Exxon-Mobil this rogue corporation is now a threat to the planet. It should never have been the case that such rogue capitalism was private property. The whole thing is insane. But in our ‘market socialism’, in the rough sketch of our model, the resources of oil would in the Commons and an oil company while in the market would not exclusively own that resource and could be legally bound to the intervention in crisis mode of a larger economic sphere
in the DMNC. There is a seeming catch here: the DMNC is socialism in one country and the model merely points to a new International, but…The problem is that many resources are globally distributed and a socialism in one country might not be able to presume anything about oil wells in other countries. The issue is tricky enough but a dozen ways are potential to easily resolve it, first and foremost introduce an International into our model. ‘Oil’ in the Commons is not the private property of the Commons as such, but an interactional abstraction that can become concrete in multiple ways. The best solution is a spectrum of the Commons in a global International overseeing a plurality of the Commons. Sort of like atman and brahman.

This resolution is still a bit vague but it shows or suggests the way a market can function inside a socialist context. Done right the calculation debate becomes irrelevant. Such a system however would no doubt have relative degrees of inefficiency but at least we can expect that the confusions of Bolshevik-style planning would be far in the past. No economic system is fully efficient. The obsession of the neoliberal era with deregulation is madness, as the era of Trump has shown in the attack on its own EPA. There was a point in the wake of the FDR New Deal when corporations often shew a degree of social cooperation in the context of high regulation, and the result overall was the now legendary success of the American system at the level of the working class.

Our DMNC should be able to do better, but while planning exists in its own context, the socialist markets are real markets even if with some degrees of inefficiency in theory but in the end far more rational than the now visible insanity of unregulated markets. This doesn’t replace planning which exists in its own larger context. All economies are versions, usually degenerate ones, of the DMNC. Look at China and the US: both a weak to crippled versions of the DMNC, although the Commons as such is absent. The US has a huge planning sector, rogue free markets, no Commons as such, and an endangered democracy, pseudo or not. China let’s note started with Bolshevik state capitalism but now allows free markets inside its system, a remarkable premonition of our socialist markets, however deviant from out logic. These are NOT our socialist markets, but even so, the result was a huge success for China. Its degenerate DMNC is at the opposite pole to the US and yet both are DMNC manques.

The point finally is that propagandas against socialism are in the end attacks on democracy and in the long term capitalist systems appear doomed.

The Cuban case is fascinating despite our critique and still has an open field to create something new as the US slides into the pit created by its perennial
fantasy of markets, rendered all the more deadly in the neoliberal era.

-------------------

Cuba is at the point where left socialists fumble the ball and think in the hard duality of capitalism and communism. Marx warned against premature constructs, that was in the nineteenth century. N...

Source: Cuba’s golden opportunity…//Revolutionary Cuba and the Legacy of Fidel Castro – 1848+: The End(s) of History

Afghanistan: DMNC: ‘democratic market neo-communism’

Our idea of democratic market neo-communism is perfectly adapted to the kind of situation we see in Afghanistan. The ideas of democracy or socialism taken alone are not. The idea of democracy has suffered semantic chaotification and metal fatigue has set in. The Americans seem to think they have a democracy, which is laughable.

Our DMNC is a way to model social constructs and no doubt has its own limits. But the core concepts could allow a social construct that is functional at any stage of any social system/economy. Marxism enjoined the need to have a capitalist stage before a socialist or communist one. Surely that’s wrong, and the Bolshevik example correctly disregarded that but they couldn’t really manifest any part of their Marxist projections.

Our DMNC can work at any point in any social system, and could even discuss a band of hunter-gatherers. That’s outlandish but in any case the point is that the construct can model systems with or without capitalism. It was a fiasco of wrong analysis to think that a stage of capitalism must precede socialism/communism (we don’t distinguish the terms). In the DMNC approach socialism and markets emerge together in parallel with a planning aspect in equal parallel. And that in the construct of a Commons, which requires a legal construct that makes equal participation in resources a matter of law with their own courts. It is not a form of state capitalism. The Commons is balanced with a set of economic rights. The corporate construct
An Archive of Posts

is easy to adapt here: social market managers (formerly capitalists) can license resources from the Commons and might even be able to bid for resources as shares, while in parallel other corporate types can operate with a high degree of planning. This is a multivalent system, therefore. The construct is democratic with a parliament, scrap the oligarchic Senate (or else…?).

This kind of system could be applied to Afghanistan tomorrow, and would work save only that the US has no intention of allowing anything beyond their muddle of fascist/imperialist domination.

This construct is matched with a variant system that expresses the idea of ecological socialism with its own legal add-ins.

The point here is that we can start with this kind of balanced tinkertoy model that can serve to visualize potentials and warn us of traps and create something more robust than hollow concepts of democracy or socialism.

There is a lot more here, but the basic format can apply any and all possible starting points, medievalist, feudalism, capitalism, archaic socialism (!) and reconstruct a new system in those contexts. The old versions of working-class revolutions require recasting, not hard to do, but the idea that the working class should take total control was unexpectedly flawed. But we can work this into a working-class model at the drop of a hat. The working class is a version a version of James Joyce’s HCE, ‘here comes everybody’ and if everyone who is a passive entity under capitalism is working-class then indeed HCE.

Note that this system re-contains, or re-applies multiple potentials in parallel, and in one version has an indifference level below which control top-down is marginal.

This is the kind of so-called utopian system rejected by Marx who preached scientific socialism, but a science here would have to construct a model, more ‘utopian’ thinking on the way to science. The distinction was pernicious and confused all discussions. Our model is neither scientific or not: it is not utopian in the speculative sense but a realistic remorphing of a liberal system under a commons, i.e. the expropriation of social resources into a general pool.

The US will never get Afghanistan right. An agency like the UN might well be able to oversee but not control a revolutionary restart as our DMNC.

Our thinking no doubt is still limited and one missing element is an international. We need something more than one country/one socialism
but that said our DMNC can go either way: socialism in one country and/or an international.

A republic if you can keep it: the challenge of revolution: socialist democracy as the last chance option/democratic market neo-communism

In the strange situation we find ourselves in we have entered the realm of the right to revolution: the capitalism dominated republic at the last chance moment can’t move in any way to meet the crisis of climate. But what does that imply?

Given the history of the left we must disown the whole legacy, referring to the marxist cadre, which however can move into a new framework easily.??

In fact this sad situation could jackknife the left and end in a civil war of the left in addition to the right.

We have suggested that unless the left can disown the Bolshevik legacy it will inevitably revert to Stalinism, We need to propose revolution with a new approach.

We have suggested that slogans of socialism aren’t enough: we must have a complex four plus term system to proceed in a way that can invite the respect of those who cannot trust the marxist legacy.

Our four plus term system is failsafed with a balanced set of opposites. It is a neo-communism that disowns all previous communisms and its four plus terms are democracy, socialist markets, planning sciences, a Commons to which all have equal access in principle, requiring expropriation of capital in the large, a new communism with economic and liberal rights, a parliament, with three dialectical parties, a fourth presidential party of executive powers and guardian of the Commons.

It has an indifference level below with the state allows let go and a sort of free zone of personal ownership, and other organizations.

The result is not leviathan aiming toward total control.

This system requires no teleological theory and can be based on a world history given via periodization: its core epoch is simply modernity, following the rise of the Neolithic, the rise of higher civilization and proximate antiquity. The Marxist system of epochs is simply propaganda and our new
approach points to the need to construct a new system and not just wait for it to happen, the vice of teleological marxism.

Revolution is justified by the logic crisis and capitalist insanity, but must offer its own failsafes: procedures of revolution, revolutionary marshals, clarity as to the status of counterrevolutionaries, habeas corpus throughout to guarantee against false jacobinism, and much else. This system is benign but no fried to counterrevolutionsaries. Revolutionary transition must seize control of the fascist covert agencies at once, and start over with a new kind of intelligence agency.

This system can have immense appeal to those who confront the coming calamity of capitalism, climate and ecological disaster. Economic and liberal rights, even during a revolution void, and aiming to equal rights in the Commons.

There is a lot more to say here, and our model refers to the US, but then after that to a community based on a new International.

It is not a buddy system with the remnant leftists steeped in the hopeless muddle of Marxism and pervaded with crypto-stalinists with murderous jacobinism.

They need to say goodbye the useless baggage of leftism that nearly destroyed the socialist future in the era of Bolshevism

There is a lot more to say, here: our four term system needs to marginally increase its complexity as an experiment in real time. This system needs to take the next step and infused its dynamic with ecological socialism.

Leftist ideas provoke great resistance, but at the point where you realize you are dead in a system where rights aim apparently to sink civilization indifferent to capitalist catastrophe the path to our lifeboat becomes possible. The outcome is freedom but not the right to capitalist domination of resources.

Notes
So, you weren’t able to keep it, what next…?

The ‘revolution’ option is enshrined in the lore of the original revolutionary outcome of American ‘democracy’. That the result wasn’t much of a democracy and points to a new future of the genre: an intelligent socialism
is the prescription needed for a ‘real democracy’.

That may seem unrealistic but the future of the American system as is seems quite unrealistic…

Imagine that the whole literature of Marxism is obsolete and that the left has to start over. We have done that here, at high speed with rough results. In principle with this material, a viable brand of socialism (we actually refer to neo-communism) is possible and, in principle, easy. The days of big publishers are passing and there are many ways to produce books now without interference. Our idea is to produce a specific platform with dna related to but distinct from Marxist brands and to show a specific model of social system, in detail.

The left should have been ready by now. What a moment to have ignited revolutionary (or even reformist) change. But the sudden surge of the BLM movement shows the reason: they are starting fresh where leftist/socialists are burdened with immense literatures they don’t understand

This strange situation in the US is like an invitation to revolutionary transformation. And the situation can only get worse. There is some talk of the BLM movement producing a socialist movement. They should try. But a core socialist construct is easy to come by. Although crude and rough this model could produce a new social economy tomorrow with a good chance of success. Look at the bolsheviks: with the materials they had, there was no way to succeed. But a practical approach is actually not that hard.

The revolutionary option is rejected by reformists, but the current system is itself revolutionary, in the midst of a revolution from the right. We talk to both groups with the reformists able to act in the present.

It is virtually impossible to conceive of revolution in a system so controlled as what we have now. But as this year shows, when the time is ripe, the ‘revolution’ happens out of the blue. The French and Russian revolutions were out of the blue. After four years of war the soldiers in the WW1 trenches threw away their rifles and walked home. The revolution happened almost by default. The Tsar was laughed out and into extinction. Sadly the bolsheviks had no real program.

The way out of this chaos will be a combined approach to see what works. We should respond to a system that is subversive of its own legacy as it tries to pass into fascism with a counterrevolution/revolution from the left that can recreate democracy, failsafed as socialism.

The current US can’t even handle its own post office: it is going, going…
Revolutions are often called out as illegitimate. But the situation now seems to be we can’t even manage a post office.

Last and First Men

The left needs a new perspective on world history beyond defunct historical materialism:

Decoding_World_History

Instead of a theory of history we should construct outlines: the basic outline in world history can be jotted down in a minute:

The Neolithic?

the era of Sumer and Egypt…after ca. 3000 BCE

the classical era…after ca. 600 BCE

the modern era after ca. 1800 BCE

We are in the third near its beginning: the system is still young and trying to find a correct politics, with democracy setting a keynote.

With a simple outline, we see three age periods, we can study their economies ad hoc, empirically. That’s it for historical theory. We see that modern revolution is a novelty in world history and that should alert us to the potential latent in the modern system. Socialism/communism are not some antithesis of liberal democracy but, as the early socialists understand, the path to ‘real democracy’.

We need to go with what worked: democratic revolutions had an outcome. A socialist revolution must produce something in that spectrum. Go with what worked: the early modern democratic revolutions show that revolutions can succeed. Socialists should study their success (and failures)/

The question of the working class is so confused now noone can make any sense of it. There is a simple answer: the working class may not be revolutionary as once thought, but they should be the center of gravity of a new democracy based on equality. And the working class is any kind of wage laborer. That is almost everyone except capitalists. Egad, by that standard the managers in corporations are ‘working class’. The endless confusion over
the working class needs to be laid to rest. The problem is that the proletarian of the early days of the industrial revolution doesn’t exist anymore. The working class is really middle class now and the old formulas of Marx don’t work anymore. There is still a working-class in China, and our ideas should be sidestepping with ideas on an international. We have our plan for a real neo-communism in China, soon policies as to the Great Wall.

The tide is turning towards a new socialist perspective, But if the past is any guide the left will snatch defeat from the jaws of victory and end up in the same state capitalism rut run by a one-party elite that was the inexorable fate of Marxist incomplete models. A new socialist social system requires a lot of work, historical, legal, constitutional, and economic.

We have a set of books and materials dealing with a hypothetical movement called The Red Forty-eight Group, with a manifesto and a neo-communist construct, Democratic Market Neo-communism in the context of ecological socialism.

We have made the point that the core left legacy, viz. marxism, by never specifying the nature of what was proposed due to Mark’s reluctance to get specific has too often wasted opportunities in fruitless wrong experiments, most notably the debacle of bolshevism. In addition, Marxism is far too complex a system for practical use, a point lost on many Marxists. Further, the complexity of the system masks a series of wrong theories. We should consider that no science in the realm of history, sociology, or economics really exists. So the pretense of having one is simply ideological propaganda. In many ways the issue of socialism is fairly simple (with complications of realization): it is a question of recipes not of historical theories like historical materialism. Marx has a host of brilliant insights but his overall theoretical perspective as in ‘Stages of Production’ theory as ‘Historical Materialism’ is egregious and mostly false, subtracting form the general cogency of his general empirical observations.

Our DMNC model is just that: a recipe approach to a neo-communist system of a new type: it is both a realizable blueprint and a model you can tinker with: issues of politics, authority, democracy, economics, markets and planning, expropriation and a Commons, etc, remind us that we must create a society that people will find just, efficient, and legally sound in
the context of shared resources, equality, economic rights, and ecological socialism. A socialism (we don’t distinguish between socialism and neo-communism unlike legacy marxism) in a real sense should be immediately attractive to its publics, possibly exempting the capitalists, and we should note how the left has ended up with an antagonized public. In that case, something is wrong: people prefer the exploitation they know because they fear the outcome of Stalinism.

A model like our DMNC has nothing to do with any of that, and frankly may even leave behind Marx and marxism, save for their historical epic saga. We can put Marx on posters, and skip the rest. Let us consider the American Rebs: they had no theory, only a set of recipes, between republicanism and a barely conceived democratic idea (suffering ironically the same kind of discredit now suffered by socialism) inherited from antiquity under a cloud of discredit. How ironically similar to our current situation. they brought it off, but the result clearly suffered the diagnosis of Marx and the socialists as to the bourgeois revolution and democracy captured by capitalism. So they sermonized about ‘real socialism as real democracy’.

The point here is that the left can’t just chant mantras of socialism: they have to win over a new public with some real guarantees and future projections that are realizable, just and resolve the ecological crisis and economic terminal capitalism.

The Anthropocene and The Coming of Postcapitalism ver 12(1)

———

The left is almost paralyzed: we have suggested the need to bypass ideological exhaustion with a new framework. In a way global culture is moving toward what in antiquity generated a new religion, and we see that in the ambiguity of the old marxism which is acting like a dead religion already. That is not what we want at all but the gist of a new and more intelligent secularism might help the various ‘lefts’ to reconstruct a social activism whether reformist or revolutionary.

we have suggested:

a new perspective on world history beyond the sterile marxist historical materialism:

it is hard to think of a worse historical perspective for the left. It worked OK in the nineteenth century but is a burden now...
a new perspective on evolution beyond the sterile darwinism and social
The Last Revolution

darwinism:
the original view of Marx was critical of darwinism, but then the marx
cult took over, what a waste…
an intelligent secularism that is more than value-free social science
and able to look at culture in terms of facts and values: that simple change
is more than enough for a secular debriefing of religious traditions which
are fading away and yet obstacles to the left

———-

Is ‘America’ doomed? Civil War 2.0…CIA in stealth mode…Death
Valley temps the new normal…
The current race protests are making their grim point: the modern world
was just on the verge of escaping slavery and it turned around and went
backwards. And americans were a part of that tragedy.
There is at least a possibility of correction: after all, the Civil War was
able to achieve abolition.
But the elusive nature of the problem has persisted and we confront
another point of passage, civil war 2.0 or not.
The climate crisis and the pandemic added in show a system on the
verge of revolution. We need to consider the path forward before the right
and the CIA do it for us.

The question of capitalism doesn’t need a lot of theory. The point is
simply the need to integrate social and economic functions, something
rogue capitalism never allows as it blocks real social functioning. We don’t
have much time left to change course here.
The whole system is going smash with no one to pick up the pieces.
A new approach is needed.

This strange situation in the US is like an invitation to pass to revolutionary
transformation. The revolutionary option is rejected by reformists, but the
current system is itself revolutionary, in the midst of a revolution from the
right. We should respond to a system that is subversive of its own legacy
as it tries to pass into fascism with a ‘counterrevolution’/revolution from
the left that can recreate democracy, failsafed as socialism. The latter has
to be redefined and clarifies to the point that it has popular support. That
Trump’s base is unable to see their own advantage in a real socialism shows
the paradox all along of the populist right. It takes a pretty big screw up by the left for that to happen. We disown the past and start with a new far-left populist socialism with both a robust new type of economy and an emergency economy as the world system slides into chaos.

The left needs a new perspective on world history beyond defunct historical materialism:

Decoding_World_History

The tide is turning towards a new socialist perspective, But if the past is any guide the left will snatch defeat from the jaws of victory and end up in the same state capitalism rut run by a one-party elite that was the inexorable fate of Marxist incomplete models. A new socialist social system requires a lot of work, historical, legal, constitutional, and economic.

We have a set of books and materials dealing with a hypothetical movement called The Red Forty-eight Group, with a manifesto and a neo-communist construct, Democratic Market Neo-communism in the context of ecological socialism.

We have made the point that the core left legacy, viz. marxism, by never specifying the nature of what was proposed due to Mark’s reluctance to get specific has too often wasted opportunities in fruitless wrong experiments, most notably the debacle of bolshevism. In addition, Marxism is far too complex a system for practical use, a point lost on many Marxists. Further, the complexity of the system masks a series of wrong theories. We should consider that no science in the realm of history, sociology, or economics really exists. So the pretense of having one is simply ideological propaganda. In many ways the issue of socialism is fairly simple (with complications of realization): it is a question of recipes not of historical theories like historical materialism. Marx has a host of brilliant insights but his overall theoretical perspective as in ‘Stages of Production’ theory as ‘Historical Materialism’ is egregious and mostly false, subtracting form the general cogency of his general empirical observations.

Our DMNC model is just that: a recipe approach to a neo-communist system of a new type: it is both a realizable blueprint and a model you can tinker with: issues of politics, authority, democracy, economics, markets and planning, expropriation and a Commons, etc, remind us that we must create a society that people will find just, efficient, and legally sound in
the context of shared resources, equality, economic rights, and ecological socialism. A socialism (we don’t distinguish between socialism and neo-communism unlike legacy marxism) in a real sense should be immediately attractive to its publics, possibly exempting the capitalists, and we should note how the left has ended up with an antagonized public. In that case, something is wrong: people prefer the exploitation they know because they fear the outcome of Stalinism.

A model like our DMNC has nothing to do with any of that, and frankly may even leave behind Marx and marxism, save for their historical epic saga. We can put Marx on posters, and skip the rest. Let us consider the American Rebs: they had no theory, only a set of recipes, between republicanism and a barely conceived democratic idea (suffering ironically the same kind of discredit now suffered by socialism) inherited from antiquity under a cloud of discredit. How ironically similar to our current situation. they brought it off, but the result clearly suffered the diagnosis of Marx and the socialists as to the bourgeois revolution and democracy captured by capitalism. So they sermonized about ‘real socialism as real democracy’.

———–

We have combined several versions of our ‘blogbook’ and next will reduce it all to one text.

Imagine that the whole literature of Marxism is obsolete and that the left has to start over. We

have done that here, at high speed with rough results. In principle with this material, a viable brand of socialism (we actually refer to neo-communism) is possible and, in principle, easy. The days of big publishers are passing and there are many ways to produce books now without interference. Our idea is to produce a specific platform with dna related to but distinct from Marxist brands and to show a specific model of social system, in detail.

The left should have been ready by now. What a moment to have ignited revolutionary (or even reformist) change. But the sudden surge of the BLM movement shows the reason: they are starting fresh where leftist/socialists are burdened with immense literatures they don’t understand

This strange situation in the US is like an invitation to revolutionary transformation. And the situation can only get worse. There is some talk of the BLM movement producing a socialist movement. They should try. But a core socialist construct is easy to come by. Although crude and rough this model could produce a new social economy tomorrow with a good chance
of success. Look at the bolsheviks: with the materials they had, there was no way to succeed. But a practical approach is actually not that hard.

The revolutionary option is rejected by reformists, but the current system is itself revolutionary, in the midst of a revolution from the right. We talk to both groups with the reformists able to act in the present.

It is virtually impossible to conceive of revolution in a system so controlled as what we have now. But as this year shows, when the time is ripe, the ‘revolution’ happens out of the blue. The French and Russian revolutions were out of the blue. After four years of war the soldiers in the WW1 trenches threw away their rifles and walked home. The revolution happened almost by default. The Tsar was laughed out and into extinction. Sadly the bolsheviks had no real program.

The way out of this chaos will be a combined approach to see what works. We should respond to a system that is subversive of its own legacy as it tries to pass into fascism with a counterrevolution/revolution from the left that can recreate democracy, failsafed as socialism.

The current US can’t even handle its own post office: it is going, going… Revolutions are often called out as illegitimate. But the situation now seems to be we can’t even manage a post office.

Last and First Men
The left needs a new perspective on world history beyond defunct historical materialism:

Decoding_World_History

Instead of a theory of history we should construct outlines: the basic outline in world history can be jotted down in a minute:

The Neolithic?

the era of Sumer and Egypt…after ca. 3000 BCE

the classical era…after ca. 600 BCE

the modern era after ca. 1800 BCE

We are in the third near its beginning: the system is still young and
trying to find a correct politics, with democracy setting a keynote.

With a simple outline, we see three age periods, we can study their economies ad hoc, empirically. That’s it for historical theory. We see that modern revolution is a novelty in world history and that should alert us to the potential latent in the modern system. Socialism/communism are not some antithesis of liberal democracy but, as the early socialists understand, the path to ‘real democracy’.

We need to go with what worked: democratic revolutions had an outcome. A socialist revolution must produce something in that spectrum. Go with what worked: the early modern democratic revolutions show that revolutions can succeed. Socialists should study their success (and failures)/

The question of the working class is so confused now noone can make any sense of it. There is a simple answer: the working class may not be revolutionary as once thought, but they should be the center of gravity of a new democracy based on equality. And the working class is any kind of wage laborer. That is almost everyone except capitalists. Egad, by that standard the managers in corporations are ‘working class’. The endless confusion over the working class needs to be laid to rest. The problem is that the proletarian of the early days of the industrial revolution doesn’t exist anymore. The working class is really middle class now and the old formulas of Marx don’t work anymore. There is still a working-class in China, and our ideas should be sidestepping with ideas on an international. We have our plan for a real neo-communism in China, soon policies as to the Great Wall.

———

The tide is turning towards a new socialist perspective, But if the past is any guide the left will snatch defeat from the jaws of victory and end up in the same state capitalism rut run by a one-party elite that was the inexorable fate of Marxist incomplete models. A new socialist social system requires a lot of work, historical, legal, constitutional, and economic.

We have a set of books and materials dealing with a hypothetical movement called The Red Forty-eight Group, with a manifesto and a neo-communist construct, Democratic Market Neo-communism in the context of ecological socialism.

We have made the point that the core left legacy, viz. marxism, by never specifying the nature of what was proposed due to Mark’s reluctance to get specific has too often wasted opportunities in fruitless wrong experiments,
most notably the debacle of bolshevism. In addition, Marxism is far too complex a system for practical use, a point lost on many Marxists. Further, the complexity of the system masks a series of wrong theories. We should consider that no science in the realm of history, sociology, or economics really exists. So the pretense of having one is simply ideological propaganda. In many ways the issue of socialism is fairly simple (with complications of realization): it is a question of recipes not of historical theories like historical materialism. Marx has a host of brilliant insights but his overall theoretical perspective as in ‘Stages of Production’ theory as ‘Historical Materialism’ is egregious and mostly false, subtracting form the general cogency of his general empirical observations.

Our DMNC model is just that: a recipe approach to a neo-communist system of a new type: it is both a realizable blueprint and a model you can tinker with: issues of politics, authority, democracy, economics, markets and planning, expropriation and a Commons, etc, remind us that we must create a society that people will find just, efficient, and legally sound in the context of shared resources, equality, economic rights, and ecological socialism. A socialism (we don’t distinguish between socialism and neo-communism unlike legacy marxism) in a real sense should be immediately attractive to its publics, possibly exempting the capitalists, and we should note how the left has ended up with an antagonized public. In that case, something is wrong: people prefer the exploitation they know because they fear the outcome of Stalinism.

A model like our DMNC has nothing to do with any of that, and frankly may even leave behind Marx and marxism, save for their historical epic saga. We can put Marx on posters, and skip the rest. Let us consider the American Rebs: they had no theory, only a set of recipes, between republicanism and a barely conceived democratic idea (suffering ironically the same kind of discredit now suffered by socialism) inherited from antiquity under a cloud of discredit. How ironically similar to our current situation. they brought it off, but the result clearly suffered the diagnosis of Marx and the socialists as to the bourgeois revolution and democracy captured by capitalism. So they sermonized about ‘real socialism as real democracy’.

The point here is that the left can’t just chant mantras of socialism: they have to win over a new public with some real guarantees and future projections that are realizable, just and resolve the ecological crisis and
economic terminal capitalism.

The Anthropocene and The Coming of Postcapitalism ver 12(1)

— — — — — — — — — —

Anthropocene, Capitalocene

We have several short books with archived material, and a blogbook a piece: we can summarise the issues in a new outline:

Capitalism, Communism and the Evolution of Civilization(2)
The Anthropocene and The Coming of Postcapitalism ver 12(2)

Introduction

The current moment stands transfixed by the moving calamity of climate change, and now in our immediate present, in the US, the tragedy/farce of the Trump presidency. The eerie strangeness of such a drone fascist pretender has generated a mysterious revolution in reverse gear, a sort of tragicomic coup d’etat that moves in the tide of reactionary anti-democratic forces attempting to undo modernity as such.

The place of the left is to stand ready for a rescue operation that can diagnose the tragedy unfolding via capitalism and take the path to a new social formation, assuming it can envision what that might be. It might be socialism but the term is too vague at this point and we become specific about what that means.

The left arises in the early modern as does the modern novelty, revolution. The early Greek city-states, and elsewhere, essentially invented the genre, no doubt, but it is not until modern times that the process takes a formal rendering. We can see the Reformation as the starting point and the beautiful and preposterous Utopia of More prophecies a new genre. The English Civil War, despite its confusing history is a key moment in every respect. But then in the Restoration we see the confusing mix of counterrevolution and oligarchy smothering the democratic potential of the triumphant Parliament. This phenomenon reflects the critique of Marx of such compromised democracy manque.

The charge of utopianism is castigated from the right, and the left, and is charged by Marx himself as a mere precursor to his ‘scientific’ socialism. But if a later age finds his science wanting we are thrown back to the philosophical if not utopian ‘blue print’ formulations that pass through the early modern gestation of revolutionary action. The early modern most naturally equivocates a kind of dialectic of revolution, democracy, and
finally socialism. The classic phasing of the French Revolution produced the modern version of socialism and communism in its wake, during which the issues of class, ideology and liberalism were the object of world-historical debates. There Marx’s unique contribution was to show the framework of liberalism, to spawn democracy, was de facto captured by the capitalist regime. From there he proceeded to a set of theories that seem less useful now, as they provoke their own metaphysical ideology, based on economic fundamentalism. World history is a curious enigma and will not yield easily to the regime of science. We can invoke the world of ‘models’ to consider a continuum of applied socialism in practice.

The legacy of marxism propounds a view of history that is of dubious scientific value. The tenets of productive force determinism seem dated now but served to generate a tremendous early tide of movements.

The core of marxism is useful, but we must start from the beginning all over again.

Marx/Engels are almost perfect as epic figures in the core heroic saga of 1848 and the gestation of socialism in France in the wake of the French Revolution.

Our task here is to posit a new leftist formation, The Red Forty-eight Group as a superset and exit point for all the endless Socialist This/Socialist That sects that can’t fathom their deadlocked condition in the current situation which in the US is practically begging for a revolutionary action.

The idea of the red forty-eight group looks to the year 1848 whose seminal significance is a forward pass to our time of the basic milieu of revolutionary action and the emergence of modern politics.

Most of this already exists in various books which we will cite at the end of this short summary of their issues.

At a moment when in the US the shennanigans of Trump have almost singlehandedly created an invitation to revolution we find the whole left paralyzed.

In addition the coming of the Covid-19 pandemic has shown a grotesque further horror demo from the Trump and his gang. It is a moment when, if you can’t revolt, you end with your just desserts, slavehood. Slavehood and slavery are technically not the same but the difference seem marginal at this point.

Democratic market neo-communism as ecological socialism:
beyond theory madness to a recipe for a new system describable in one paragraph

A quick sketch of a new approach to socialism/communism plus an outline of history might help to reorient thinking on the left. Although Marx’s theories of history don’t work he had a lot of other insights that might be of value. But the issue of history (and evolution) is too vast and complex for a simple theory. To claim that civilization operates on economic categories and passed through a fixed series of economic epochs makes very little sense. Capitalism was born long before feudalism and was gestating in ancient Greece (which has a lot of records: the same must have been happening in a lot of places) and probably in Neolithic/Sumerian times. Capitalism is thus a process stretching across history inside or outside of the various civilizations as they emerged.

Instead of the idea of economic epochs we might look at empirical world history, we see a natural periodization or series of epochs given empirically:

the Neolithic from 10/8000 BCE to the take-off of Sumer and Egypt ca. 3000 BCE (with long build-ups in the Neolithic): these two surge ahead and define a whole era of successor civilizations across Eurasia, Africa, and probably the New World (a controversial issue). A whole series of civilizations arise in their wake.

Then in the first millennium starting from ca. 900 to 600 BCE the Eurasian world undergoes a stunning set of take-offs across Eurasia in Greece, the Near East plus the Persian realm of Zoroastrianism (in a more complex nexus), India, and China. These entities define a whole series of civilizations across Eurasia and define a whole era of multiple worlds in parallel, and diffusion across the world. Note: the world system blends two proto-religions at the start. The original monotheism was supposed to be we suspect a combined Semitic/Indoeuropean blend, but that didn’t quite happen/

Then there is in the accident of a long decline and finally, the medieval period, which indeed had aspects of feudalism. But the latter was never a defining system but an ad hoc mainly European system. This medieval period confuses us because it the slow decline from the take-off of the earlier period, e.g. Greece…This remarkable phenomenon can be partially understood as the dissipation of the energy of the earlier creative period.

Then around 1500 up to 1800 we see a sudden and explosive take-off
into the period we call ‘modernity’, a useful term without Eurocentric implications, which spread globally in record time to the point that a first world civilization emerged (with a process accelerator in capitalism). The mystery of the European take off (Europe was backward for millennia until it entered the (Greco-)Roman diffusion field. In the eonic model this factor is analyzed with a discussion of a ‘frontier effect’, but we can simply take the rise of the modern as a kind of transition to a new era followed by its extension to a global field. Note that Japan entered this modern field and developed faster than most of Europe, a sign that we are right in seeing modernity as a global phenomenon jumpstarted from a core set of zones in Western Europe, and England. Such statements are empirical, more or less and by pass the confusion of economic analysis. Capitalism is as ancient as civilization itself, but it does somehow amplify around the period of the Industrial Revolution. Note that socialism and democracy appear in parallel and then become chaotic oppositions where it makes better sense to see that socialist can help to create a more robust democracy.

Note that this sketch does better justice to the facts of world history, without a theory, and analyzes all the immense range of factors required for analysis: culture basics, politics, art, literature, philosophy, religion, and economic systems. To reduce that complexity to economics was a considerable blunder. To make matter worse everything else was dismissed as ‘idealist’.

Many have noted, shaking their heads, that Marxist is one of the worst ways of analyzing history.

Note that our three eras (epoch if you like) are probably preceded by others in the Neolithic, and that the last, the modern, is still underway, or so we suspect.

This situation requires a new kind of model. We can’t apply causal theories to a system still incomplete that we ourselves are realizing in our present. The so-called eonic model deals with this situation. Everyone from Karl Popper to Isaiah Berlin criticized Marx’s theories for applying causal predictions to a future of free agents.

Here we can insert a quick sketch of a socialist system (we don’t distinguish socialism from communism at such as did Marx: one can alternately call socialism a stage leading to communism but that complicates
the simplicity of the whole issue.

Our idea is that to refer to ‘socialism’ alone invites delusive interpretation of an undefined term. If we get more specific we can clarify the historical entity envisioned:

‘democratic market neo-communism’ suddenly puts into a four or five-term system: we must construct ‘democracy’, and economy of socialist markets, AND planning, a ‘communism’ based on expropriation of capital, but buffered in a Commons instead of ‘state capitalism’ or state ownership. This system must thus be a democracy with economic, political and social rights and liberties, a constrained set of markets based on ‘licensed’ resources from a Commons, along with a large-scale structure of political, ecological, and economic factors bound in a set of checks and balances. This system instead of using imaginary categories which can prove deceptive starts with a liberal system and remorphs it into (socialist) neo-communist system. Note the point; socialism has to start with a democratic/liberal system and remorph that.

This system (which needs more detail, no doubt) needs no theory of history, beyond noting the issue of modernity, can be described in one paragraph (but would need a lot of new legal and constitutional specifics), and has no mystical unknowns but no doubt rough points of realization. But you could construct such a system not from theory but as a recipe of a liberal (democratic) system remorphed in simple stages.

This approach cuts through the incomprehensible jargon of the Marxists and we know that it can (probably) work because we know its relatives work. Note that however hard in practice you can take a liberal system and make one change: expropriate capital to a Commons. The other changes follow naturally.

Note that this approach has a built-in failsafe: a system of Bolshevism flunks the definition and is in exile from the category of ‘communism’ which is an abuse of terminology by Bolsheviks. It is eliminated at the start.

We must have at least a four-term system: democracy, markets, planning, a Commons (NOT state ownership, as such), plus a whole series of other things, political/ economic rights, ecological agendas, etc, but a basic core that will automatically disqualify aberrations of the Bolshevik madness. Bolshevism wasn’t a ‘communism’ at all in our sense.
Update: Note that we can construct an ecological socialism/communism without marxism, without dialectic or dialectical materialism, without Marxist historicism, without Hegel/Marx and the oppressive jargon of German philosophy. The system is not a pretense of science, but a constructive recipe open to anyone at the level of basic literacy and recognizable as a socialist variant of democracy. We don’t need Darwinism which can be simplified to an empirical history of life, and not a theory, as yet. This system doesn’t indulge a battle between idealism and materialism, who cares, and follows the trend of religion from the Reformation to the rise of secular humanism: the system would probably need to incorporate the still developing history of religion in modern times. The system might stand beyond theism and atheism and still give a boost to secular humanism. The trend of modernity is beyond the ancient monotheism, but this need be no intolerant divide, another who cares in our system

Selections from Democratic Market Neo-communism
December 12, 2018

The riots in France are already stalled because noone has a program to offer. This situation is close to revolution but has no leadership, platform or connection with socialist or communist legacies, not surprising given the completely unacceptable brands that take the name, as with bolshevism/stalinism. A second bourgeois revolution is hardly the solution, since France is the almost primordial revolutionary exemplar, but of such bourgeois revolution. We need to offer something here that can inspire hope that the classic idiocy of marxism/leninism points anciently to something much better in the future, something that appeals to a general public as sensible, rational, prosperous, ecological, efficient and fair. People (in our present) almost instinctively approve of democracy, but not communism. It should the other way around. The two poles must meet in a new hybrid. Our version offers an equal stake to all (a Commons), extensive economic rights to employment, health care, education, etc), a system of human rights in a democratic/constitutional communism that restricts libertarian rights of ‘property’, with a parliamentary system or Congress that is free once and for all of the monied ‘bribery’ that makes a mockery of current so-called democracy.
This is a selection from the Kindle/public domain PDF of *Democratic Market Neo-communism* transferred back from PDF format to Microsoft Word with possibly quirky results. The point here is to abandon classic communism as the nightmare it is for a version as here that will produce a robust economy, satisfy ecological constraints, and still appeal to a new public, the universal class and its core sector the working class. The way to do that is to create a communism with the look of liberalism, and a liberalism with the look of communism. A difficult task, at first, but with a new set of mental habits the job almost does itself.

The original document needs more work, some amplification and a closer focus on ecological socialism. Start thinking, how construct a neo-communism that will not provoke a fury of refusal in a general public? Our version has three sectors and allows markets run by socialist entrepreneurs/managers to license resources from the Commons to engage in a new form of socialist market. Issues of ‘clearing’ and the hustles of such as Ludwig Mises don’t even arise, in theory. But new forms of planning are visible on the horizon we have a system with immense potential light years from the stolid idiocy of marxist type pseudo-communism with its state capitalism, etc…

We offer to the reader an exercise: how would you construct ecological socialism inside democratic market neo-communism? Quite a tricky task! But actually the job is almost done from the way we set up DMNC. Note the innovation of ‘ecological courts’: issues of ecology and economy require mediation (consider the current riots in France).

Although ecological socialism is invoked at the start as the whole point of the exercise the resulting formulation is a blank form that defines a new type of social economy and should be more specific about what an ‘ecological socialism’ would be like in cultural/political terms. The formula given is easily adapted to multiple forms of ecological transition and allows a hybrid of universal/working class and ecological socialism/communism. Any thinking along these lines must be very careful as to ecological versus universal/working class economics. Reducing the working class to a peasantry in a no-growth economy might certainly be effective in the struggle with climate change. Such an abortive outcome is effectively blocked in our formulation, but as the recent uproar in France makes clear, ecological and working class issues can be in conflict, especially given the gross
The blundering of Macron in fomenting an unequal ‘austerity’ package on workers while leaving the capitalist class with increased benefits, no doubt to be paid for by the working class.

Our formulation offers a guarantee of economic rights and if realized resolve such stupidities. But relative wealth equality in an ecological socialism must resolve the issue of growth, or even degrowth, and the question remains, what is a robust version of our own idea? Can this system generate the output needed for its own definition? The answer should be a ‘Yes’ given the way both planned and market processes are conjoined. The system has the benefits of both planning and ‘free markets’ in a system that can function from day one.

But if a social construct can manage the expropriation of private property the task of ecological socialism is almost accomplished at a stroke IF the resulting social definition inserts its ecological projects and aspirations in specific terms. The format must define the legal form of the Commons and be clear that this is not state capitalism. The highest authority as a ‘Presidential’ head of state with an associated communist party (the overall construct has four types of parties in a parliamentary system) has limited powers and can’t decree economic issues but must ensure the integrity and safety of such a Commons. The details of ecology and economics must be the job of different sectors, such a body of ecological economists/anthropologists.

The document selection starts here:
Democratic Market Neo-communism

At a time of developing climate catastrophe it is important to bring to the fore the challenge of revolutionary change. There is no reason why this can’t be followed with an electoral path, but the implications are revolutionary and remain that of constitutional renewal. This approach, even as it can and should inform mainstream activist logic working on issue initiatives and electoral options, is a discipline of thinking on problems holistically, involving social, economic, constitutional and political perspectives in the context of a totalitarian capitalist regime, with global domination as its keynote. Our perspective is thus both nationalistic and internationalist. The times require the dangerous passage of revolutionary regime change, even if this provokes an apparently unrealistic goal, and this must at least be contemplated as a potential option.
The Last Revolution

The current election of Trump suggests the American system has entered the kind of reactionary deadlock that has too often cursed its history, witness the period leading up to the American civil war. The reign of climate deniers coming to the fore simply amplifies an already disastrous situation, created by the American ‘rogue state’ with its imperialist wars fueled by the military-industrial complex, its deep state and uncontrolled covert agencies showing strong evidence of false-flag dark ops, next to a corrupt political system beholden to capital interests. The developing crisis of climate change confronting a political system unable to respond shows a system entering the critical zone. The current system is not stable and we need to consider the dangers in the situation we face. If nothing else the revolutionary option is failsafe logic, the ready fire-extinguisher. But ‘if nothing else’ is not enough as the failure of the powers of be calls for intervention. It is also possible the imputation of revolutionary change can lead to preemptive change on the part of the established regime.

It is important to consider the revolutionary option and to declare in advance what the aims of revolution should be. This is nothing less than what the founders of the American system suggested might be needed, ‘a republic if you can keep it’. Democracies emerged in revolutionary periods of turbulence and the founding fathers anticipated the future of this reality. Here we will propose a hybrid of democratic and socialist models in the form of what we call ‘democratic market neo-communism’.

Here the legacy of Marxism is both the best and the worst of possibilities. The public will not accept a canon of Marxism in its classic form, although this could change. It remains an crucial resource taken historically. We can list some issues that will force a caesura from the Marxist legacy:

- the Bolshevik/Stalinist outcome of the Russian revolution
- the limits of classical economics used by Marx
- the failure to consider neo-classical economics and its ideology
- exclusive emphasis on the working class rather than the ‘universal class’
- the confusions of historical materialism and its stages of production theory
The key problem is that of theories of highly non-linear complexities that require empirical approximations. We will suggest a different historical framework in a short set of notes to the main section. The core of marxist thinking can be adapted to our loose historical model. The reader is ready to go in five minutes with this substitute for theory using a simple chronology of epochs. We must displace the marxist core to the status of Old Testament to a New Testament restating a key set of ideas, and here the idea of communism, recast as neo-communism, is the best candidate if the proposal can sever its link to bolshevism, and work in the context of democratic logic. The older legacies remain important as reference sources, but we need a streamlined restatement that has divorced itself from stalinist idiocy.

We have proposed therefore a new ultra simple non-theoretical perspective on world history and a return to the era of the emergence of communism in the era of early Marx/Engels. We can focus on their classic Manifesto. But we must restate the issues in a new way and we can’t cut and past marxist boilerplate as a procedure. We propose a simple nexus of ideas, and this centers around what we can democratic market neo-communism.

We can cite the material on this from Toward a New Communist Manifesto (pdf, Amazon), and Last and First Men, as a companion discussion, and this can serve as the bare starting point for a balanced version of a postcapitalist system. We should re-emphasize the need for an ecological communism and this requires a new view of history and culture, one easily adapted to our different take on world history.

This essay is short, a gesture toward a longer discussion, and a way to jolt thinking into a dialectic on the revolutionary prospect. We have clipped the material to outline form to jumpstart a new line of thinking about the crisis we face. We must act now, within a time frame of less than a decade to be ready for what we face.

Democratic Market neo-communism: a short sketch…

We will with the core idea of the classic Manifesto of Marx and Engels: